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PREFACE 
The purpose of this thesis is to study the following question: 
Which semigroup identities are preserved under epis in conjunction with a semi-
normal identity ? 
The present exposition consists of four chapters and each chapter is divided into 
various sections. 
All the new material covered in Chapters 2, 3, and 4 of this thesis, except where 
reference has been given to other sources, appears in the following papers. 
Chapter 2: Section 2.2 : Epimorphisms and Heterotypical Identities, Proceedings of 
Conference on Algebra and its Apphcations, 2010, 111-126. 
Chapter 2: Section 2.3: Epimorphisms and Heterotypical Identities II, Journal of Semi-
group and Applications, to appear. 
Chapter 3: On Epimorphisms and Seminormal identities, submitted. 
Chapter 4: On Epimorphisms and Semigroup identities, submitted. 
Conversely, all the new material in the above papers appears in the thesis. 
Chapter 1 contains introductory concepts of semigroup theory and some impor-
tant results, including a full proof of Isbell's Zigzag Theorem on which the whole of 
the thesis is based. 
In Section 2.2 of Chapter 2, we partially answer the question for heterotypical 
identities by finding a class of free heterotypical identities, while in Section 2.3, we 
generalize the results of Section 2.2 and find a larger class of free heterotypical iden-
tites. 
In Section 3.2 of Chapter 3, like Chapter 2, we partially answer the question for 
heterotypical identities whose both sides contain repeated variables, by establishing 
some sufficient conditions for such semigroup identities to be preserved under epis in 
conjunction with a seminormal identity. 
In Chapter 4, we turn to homotypical identities and partially answer the question 
for such identities, by establishing some sufficient conditions for such identities to be 
preserved under epis in conjunction with a seminormal identity. In Section 4.2, we 
consider balanced identities, while Section 4.3 deals with non-balanced homotypical 
identities. However, a full determination of all those homotypical identities that have 
repeated variables on both sides and are preserved under epis in conjunction with a 
seminormal identity remains an open problem. 
At the end, an exhaustive bibliography of the literature consulted during this work, 
has been given. 
CHAPTER 1 
PRELIMINARIES 
§ 1.1. INTRODUCTION 
In this chapter we introduce some basic concepts and results of the semigroup 
theory, that we shall be using throughout the thesis. Most of the material included 
in this chapter occurs in the standard hterature, namely Cohn [5], Clifford and Pre-
ston [6], Higgins [23], Howie [25, 26] and Petrich [43-45]. 
§ 1.2. BASIC DEFINITIONS 
In this section, we give a brief exposition of some basic definitions and termi-
nology of semigroup theory. 
Definition 1.2.1. A groupoid (5,/i) is defined as a non empty set S on which a 
binary operation, by which we mean a map /i : 5 x 5 ^ 5, is defined. We say that 
(5", li) is a semigroup if the operation is also associative i.e., for all x, y,z ^ S 
(here and thereafter throughout the thesis, we write symbols of mapping on the 
right). For convenience we shall follow the usual algebraic practice of writing the 
binary operation as multiphcation. Thus {x,y)ii will be written as x.y or (more 
usually) xy. Thus above formula takes the simple form {xy)z = x{yz) 
Definition 1.2.2. A semigroup S is said to be commutative if 
xy = yx, y X, y E S. 
Definition 1.2.3. Let S be a semigroup. An element a of S is said to be regular if 
there exists x e S such that a = axa. A semigroup whose all elements are regular 
is called a regular semigroup. 
For example, the semigroup of all mappings of a non-empty set into itself, with 
respect to the operation of composition of maps, is a regular semigroup. 
Definition 1.2.4. If a semigroup S contains an element e such that 
ex = xe — X, (V x € 5), 
we say that e is an identity element (or just an identity) of 5, and S is said to be a 
semigroup with identity or (more usually) a monoid. 
Like groups, an identity element of a semigroup, if it exists, is also unique. 
Definition 1.2.5. If a semigroup S has no identity element, then we can easily 
adjoin an extra element 1 to 5 to form a monoid, by defining 
Is = si = s, V s e 5, and 1.1 = 1. 
Thus 5 U {1} becomes a monoid. We now define 
{ S, if S has an identity element 
S 'Ull}, otherwise. 
We refer to S^ as the monoid obtained jfrom S by adjoining an identity, if necessary. 
Definition 1.2.6. If a semigroup S with at least two elements contains an element 
0 such that 
Ox = 3:0 = 0, ( V X G 5 ) , 
then we say that 0 is a zero element (or just zero) of S and S is said to be a semi-
group with zero. 
A zero element of a semigroup, if exists, is also unique. 
Definition 1.2.7. If a semigroup S has no zero element, then we can adjoin an 
extra element 0, and define 
Os = sO = 0, V s e 5, and 00 = 0. 
It is a routine matter to check that S U {0} is a semigroup with zero. By analogy 
with S^, we define 
{ S, if S has a zero element 
5U{0}, otherwise. 
Again we refer to 5° as the semigroup obtained from S by adjoining a zero, if nec-
essary. 
We afssume that here and elsewhere in the text, a bracketed statement will mean 
dual to the other statement. 
Definition 1.2.8. A non-empty subset T of a semigroup S is called a subsemigroup 
of 5 if 
xy ET, V X, y ET. 
This condition can be expressed more compactly as T^ C T. The associativity 
that holds throughout S certainly holds throughout T, and so, T itself is a semigroup. 
Definition 1.2.9. A subsemigroup of S which is a group with respect to the oper-
ation inherited from S is called a subgroup of S. 
It is easy to see that a non-empty subset T of a semigroup 5 is a subgroup of 
S if and only if 
(i ae T), aT^T and Ta = T. 
Definition 1.2.10. A non-empty subset 71 of a semigroup S is called a left ideal of 
S if SA C A, a right ideal of S if ^45 C A, and a (two-sided) ideal of S if it is both 
a left ideal and a right ideal of S. 
Evidently, every ideal of S (whether left, right or two-sided) is a subsemigroup 
of S, but the converse is not true in general. 
Definition 1.2.11. If S and T are semigroups, then the cartesian product 
SxT={{s,t):seS, tET} 
of S and T becomes a semigroup if we define 
{s,t){s',t') = {ss',tt'), 
where s, s' E S and t, t' E T. We refer to this semigroup as the direct product of S 
andT. 
Definition 1.2.12. A semigroup S is said to be a hand if every element of 5 is an 
iderapotent, i.e., a^  = a, \f a e S. 
Definition 1.2.13. A semigroup S is said to be a left zero semigroup if ab = a, V 
a, b e S. Right zero semigroups are defined dually. 
Definition 1.2.14. If / and A are non-empty sets, then we may define an associative 
binary operation " o " on / x A as: 
(?'i, Ai) o (?:2, A2) = {ii, A2), V ii, 12 el; Ai, A2 G A. 
Then (/ x A, o) is a semigroup which is called a rectangular band. 
If j A 1= 1 [| / 1= 1], then the rectangular band / x A is a left [right] zero semigroup. 
Definition 1.2.15. A band S is said to be a left fright] normal band if 
aba = acb [abc = bac], V a, 6, c E S. 
Definition 1.2.16. A semigroup S is said to be an inverse semigroup if each a 
in S has a unique inverse, i.e., if there exists a unique element a~^ in S such that 
aa~^a — a and a~^aa~^ = a'^, V a G 5. 
Such a semigroup is certainly regular, but not every regular semigroup is an in-
verse semigroup. A rectangular band is an obvious example in which every element 
is an inverse of every other element. 
Definition 1.2.17. A relation R on a set A' is called an equivalence relation if it is 
reflexive, symmetric and transitive. 
Definition 1.2.18. Let 5 be a semigroup. A relation Ron Sis called left compatible 
(with the operation on S) if 
(V s, t, a e S) {s, t) e R imphes (as, at) e R, 
and right compatible if 
(V s, t, a e S) (s, t) e R implies (5a, to) € R. 
It is called compatible if 
(Vs, t, 5', t'eS) [{s,t)eR and {s',t')eR] implies {ss',tt')eR. 
A left [right] compatible equivalence relation on a semigroup S is called a left 
[right] congruence on S and a compatible equivalence relation on S is called a con-
gruence on 5. 
Result 1.2.19 ([26, Prop. 1.5.1]). An equivalance relation p on a semigroup S is a 
congruence if and only if it is both left and right compatible. 
§ 1.3. VARIETIES AND PERMUTATION IDENTITIES 
Definition 1.3.1. Let X be any set, and let Fx consists of all finite sequences of 
elements of X. If {xi, X2,..., a:„) and (j/i, 2/2, • • •, Vn) be any two elements of Fx 
{xi, Uj e X), where (i = 1, 2 , . . . , m; j = 1, 2 , . . . , n), then we define their product 
by simple juxtaposition: 
{Xi, X2,...,Xm){yi, y2, • • • ,Vn) = {Xl, X 2 , . . . , X „ x , y i , 2/2, • • • , ?/n)-
Fx, thereby, becomes a semigroup which we call as the free semigroup on X. 
An element of Fx wiU be called as a word in the alphabet set X. 
Definition 1.3.2. A semigroup identity u = w, is the formal equality of two words 
u and V formed by letters over an alphabet set X. 
Definition 1.3.3. A semigroup S is said to satisfy an identity if for every sub-
stitution of elements from S for the letters forming the words of the identity, the 
resulting words are equal in S. 
Equivalently, one can also define: 
Definition 1.3.4. Let X be a countably infinite set and let Fx be the free semi-
group on X. Let S be any semigroup. If u, v e Fx, then we shall say that the 
identical relation (or identity) u = v is satisfied in S if u<f> — v4> for every homomor-
phism (/): Fx —^ S. 
Definition 1.3.5. The class of semigroups, in which a finite or an infinite collec-
tion Ml = wi, U2 = f2, • • • of identical relations is satisfied, is called the variety of 
semigroups determined by these identical relations, and the list of identical relations 
is called a presentation of the variety, denoted by [?/,i = ui, 112 = W2; • • •]• 
We shall take Birkhoff's Theorem for (semigroup) varieties for granted. 
Result 1.3.6 ([10, Ch. 1 section 26, Theorem 3]). A non-empty class V of semi-
groups is a variety if and only if 
(a) every subsemigroup of a semigroup in V is in V; 
(b) every homomorphic image of a semigroup in V is in V; 
(c) the direct product of a family of semigroups in V is in V. 
Definition 1.3.7. Let u be any word. The content of u is the (necessarily finite) 
set of all the variables gippearing in u, and will be denoted by C{u). Further, for 
any variable x in u, ]x)„ will denote the number of occurences of the variable x in 
the word u. 
Definition 1.3.8. An identity 
M(XI, X2,...,Xn)~v{Xi, X2 , . . . ,X„ ) , 
in the variables xi,X2,- • • ,Xnis called homotypicalif C{u) = C{v) and heterotypical 
otherwise. 
Definition 1,3.9. An identity of the form 
XiX2---Xn = Xi^Xi^---Xi„ ( n > 2 ) , (1) 
is called a permuta t ion identity, where i is any permuta t ion of the set { 1 , 2 , 3 , . . . , n } 
and ik, for each k {I < k < n), is the image of k under the permuta t ion i. A 
permuta t ion identity of the form (1) is said to be nontrivial if the permuta t ion i is 
different from the identity permutat ion. Further, a nontrivial permuta t ion identity 
of the form (1) is said to be left semicommutative if ?'i 7^  1, right semicommutative 
if in ^ n, and seminormal if ii = 1 and in = n. For example, some of the be t te r 
known permuta t ion identities axe: 
0:1X2 = 2:2X1 [commutativity]; 
X1X2X3 = 2:1X3X2 [left normality]; 
X1X2X3 = X2X1X3 [right normality]; 
X1X2X3X4 = X1X3X2X4 [normality]. 
R e m a r k 1 .3 .10 . Every nontrivial permuta t ion identity is either left semicommu-
tative, right semicommutative, or seminormal. 
Definition 1.3.11. A semigroup S satisfying a nontrivial permutation identity is 
said to be permutative, and a variety V of semigroups is said to be permutative if 
it admits a nontrivial permutation identity. 
For further details and other related results on varieties and identities of semi-
groups, one may refer to Aizenstat [1], chrislock [4], Higgins [15] and Khan [30, 
34-36]. 
§ 1.4. EPIMORPHISMS AND DOMINIONS 
D e f i n i t i o n 1 .4 .1 . A morphism a : A —> B in the category C of semigroups is said 
to be an epimorphism {epi for short) if for all morphisms /3, 7 : 5 —> C, a^ = 0 7 
imphes /3 = 7. 
R e m a r k 1.4.2. One can easily see t ha t any onto morphism is an epimorphism. 
Whethe r or not the converse is true, depends on the category under consideration. 
It is true in the categories of Sets, Abelian Groups and Groups for instance. 
In general, epimorphisms are not onto in the categories of semigroups and rings. 
Here epimorphisms can be characterized in term of so called "zigzags", a special se-
quence of factorizations of elements in the epimorphic image. 
In the next section, we include a full proof of the Zigzag Theorem for semi-
groups, a result due to Isbell [28]. 
The following example of a semigroup epimorphism which is not onto appears 
in Drbohlav [7]. 
Example 1.4.3, Take the embedding i of the real interval (0, 1] into (0, oo], where 
both are considered as multiplicative semigroups. To see that i: (0, 1] —> (0, oo] 
is epi, take any pair of homomorphisms a, jS from (0, oo] such that ia = i/S; that 
is, a and /? agree on (0, 1]. We shall show that for any a: > 1, xa = x/3. Let x > 1. 
Then 
[{x)a{l/x)a]{x)l3 = {l)a{x)p = (1)/3(J:)/? = (x)/3. 
Equally though, since 1/x < 1, 
[{x)a{l/x)a]{x)P = {x)a[{l/x)aix)^] = (x)a[(l/x)^(x)^] 
= {x)a{l)(3 = {x)a{l)a = (x)a. 
Therefore, a = /3 and so i is epi. 
Moreover, the embedding of an infinite monogenic semigroup into an infinite 
cyclic group, and the embedding (under multiplication) of the natmal numbers into 
the positive rational numbers are other examples of this kind. However, Hall [11] 
has unified all these examples by showing that if [/ is a full subsemigroup (a sub-
semigroup that contains all the idempotent elements of the containing semigroup) 
of an inverse semigroup S, which generates S as an inverse semigroup, then the 
embedding of U in S is an epimorphism. 
Definition 1.4.4. Let U he n subsemigroup of a semigroup S. Following Isbell 
[28], we say that U dominates an element d of S if for every semigroup T and for all 
homomorphisms /9, 7 : 5 —>T, u/3 = u^ for each u e U implies dp = dj. The set 
of all elements of S dominated by U is called the dominion of U in S and we denote 
it by Dom{U,S). 
Remark 1.4.5. It can be easily seen that Dom{U, S) is a subsemigroup of S con-
taining U. 
Definition 1.4.6. Following Howie and Isbell [27], a semigroup U is said to be 
saturated if it cannot be properly epimorphically embedded in any properly contain-
ing semigroup S, that is, Dom{U, S) -^ S for every properly containing semigroup S. 
Definition 1.4.7. A class C of semigroups is said to be epimorphically closed if 
S £ C and a : S —> T is epi implies T £ C. Further, a class C of semigroups is 
called saturated if all of its members are saturated. 
Clearly, the condition of being epimorphically closed or closed under epis is 
weaker than being saturated. 
Remark 1.4.8. One can easily show that a morphism a : S —> T is epi if and 
only if the inclusion i : Sa —> T is epi and the inclusion i : U —> S is epi if and 
only if Dom{U, S) = S. 
Definition 1.4.9. A semigroup identity it = w is said to be epimorphically pre-
served or preserved under epis if whenever S satisfies ti = v and a : S —> T is 
epi, then T also satisfies u — v. Or equivaJently, if whenever U satisfies u = v and 
Don},{U, S) = 5 imphes that S also satisfies u = v. 
One may consider three conditions that a semigroup identity 0 may satisfy': 
(A) 0 is preserved under epis; 
(B) each variety admitting 0 is epimorphically closed; 
(C) each variety admitting 0 is saturated. 
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Condition (C) clearly implies (B), which in turn impHes (A), but the reverse 
implications are not true in general. In [19], Higgins gave a necessary condition for a 
semigroup identity to satisfy condition (A): a semigroup identity is preserved under 
epis only if one of its sides contains no repeated variable. Isbell [28] showed tha.t 
commutativity is stable under dominions, which yields that commutativity satisfies 
condition (A). Khan [29, 33] generalized this result in two directions by showing 
that commutativity satisfies condition (B). and that all permutation identities sat-
isfy condition (A). In [33], Khan further showed, jointly with Higgins [18], that left 
and right semicommutative identities satisfy condition (B). Therefore, it is natural to 
try to determine all those semigroup identities that satisfy condition (A) in conjunc-
tion with seminormal identities. Khan [31, 32] showed that all semigroup identities 
in which both sides do not contain repeated variables satisfy condition (A) in con-
junction with any nontrivial permutation identity, while Higgins [18] has shown that 
seminormal permutation identities do not satisfy condition (B) by showing that the 
identity xyx = yxy does not satisfy (A) in conjunction with the normality identity. 
It is well known that all subvarieties of a saturated variety are saturated, but the 
same is not true for epimorphically closed varieties in general. Thus, determining 
all semigroup identities whose both sides contain repeated variables and satisfy con-
dition (A) in conjunction with any seminormal identity becomes much more difficult. 
Remark 1.4.10. It is clear that every saturated class of semigroups is epimor-
phically closed, but the converse is not true in general. For example, the variety 
of all commutative semigroups is epimorphically closed [28 corollary 2.5], but not 
saturated as the inclusion map of an infinite monogenic semigroup into an infinite 
cyclic group is epi. [25, Chapter vii, Exercise 2(i)] 
For further details and other related results on Epimorphisms and Dominions, 
one may refer to Burgress [3], Gardner [8, 9], Hall [12], Higgins [13, 14, 16, 17, 20-22, 
24] and Khan and Shah [39]. 
§ 1.5. SOME IMPORTANT RESULTS 
In this section, we give some important results which we shall be using through-
out the thesis. The following celebrated result due to Isbell, known as Isbell's Zigzag 
10 
Theorem, is of basic importance to our investigations and is the main tool used for 
studying semigroup dominions. This theorem is so important for our purposes that 
we include a full proof of it, although this proof may be found in the introductry 
text of Howie [25]. 
Result 1.5.1 ([28, Theorem 2.3] or [25, Theorem VII. 2.13]). Let U be a subsemi-
group of a semigroup S and let d e S. Then d e Dom{U, S) if and only if d e U or 
there exists a series of factorization of c? as follows: 
d = aoh = yiuiti = 1^02^ 2 = 2/203^ 2 = • • • = ymaam-itm = 2/ma2m, (2) 
where m > 1, a, G t/ (i = 0 , 1 , . . . , 2m), yi,ti e S {i = 1,2...., m), and 
O-Q — y i ^ l ) 0'2m-ltm = «2m, 
02i-iU = a2iti+i: yi<^2i = yi+ia2i+i {i < i < m - l ) . 
Such a series of factorization is called a zigzag in S over U with value d, length 
m and spine OQ, a i , . . . , a2m-
Proof. The proof in the reverse direction is just a straight forward zigzag manipu-
lation. Suppose Z is a zigzag with value d in 5 over U and that a, /? : 5 —>• T are 
two semigroup morphisms such that Q:|L'^  = l3\U. Then 
da •= {aoti)a — aoatia — aofitia = {yxai)^tia = yi/3aiPtia — yi^aiatia = 
yi(3{aiti)a = yi/3(a2^2)a = ••• = ymP{a2m~itm)oi = ymPa^mOi. = yml3a2mP = 
{yma2m)P 
=d/3, as required. • 
Now, we, prepare for a proof of the converse part of the Zigzag Theorem. If M is 
a set and 5 is a semigroup with identity 1, we say that M is a right S-system if there 
is a mapping (x, 5) -^ xs from M x 5 into S such that {xs)t — x{st) {x G M; 5, t G S) 
and xl = X {x E M). A left S-system is defined dually. If S and T are semigroups 
with identity, we say that M is an {S,T)-bisystem if it is a left S'-system, a right 
T-system and for all 5 e 5, teT and x G M, {sx)t = s{xt). 
Let M be a right 5-system and iV be a left 5-system. Let r be the equivalence 
relation on M x A^  generated by {((xs,y), {x,sy)) : x e M, s E S, y G AT}. We 
denote {M x N)/T by M 05 N, the tensor product over S of two S'-systems. The 
11 
equivalence class {x, y)T will be denoted hy x^y. Note that xs ® y = x ® sy (x G 
M, s eS, ye N). 
Observe that if M is a (T, S')-bisystem and A^  is an {S, [/)-bisystem, then Mi^sN 
becomes a (T, t/)-bisystem if we define t{x ®y) = tx®y, (x <8) y)u — x ®yu, for 
teT, UGU, x^yeM^sN. 
If P and Q are right ^'-systems, we say that a map a : P —> Q is a. right 5-
system morphism if for every x G P and s €. S, {xs)a = {xa)s. Similar definitions 
apply to left S-system and {S,T)-bisystem morphisms. 
Next, suppose that U is a subsemigroup of a semigroup S and let 5^ ^^  be the 
semigroup obtained from S by adjoining an identity element 1 whether it has 1 or 
not, and let U^^^ = f/ U {!}; then f/^ )^ is a subsemigroup of S^^K We may, then, 
clearly form A = S^^^ ^yw S^^K 
Result 1.5.3 ([25, Chapter VII Theorem 2.5]). If f/ is a subsemigroup of a semi-
group S and if d G 5, then d G Dom{U, S) if and only i f r f ^ l = l ® c f i n 
A = 5(1) ®rm S^'l 
Proof. Suppose that d G S and d0l = l<S)dmA. The tensor product A is 
{S^^^ ® 5''i))/r, where r is the equivalence relation on S^^^ x S^^^ generated by 
T - {{{xu,y), {x,uy)) : x, ye S^^\ u G U^^^. 
Let R be a semigroup and let /5,7 : 5 —> R be morphisms coinciding on U. We 
can regard p and 7 as morphisms from S^^'' into P/^ ^ coinciding on U^^'' by defining 
1/5 = I7 = 1. Define V :^ ^ ^^ ^ x 5^ '^ -^ R^^^ by: 
(.T.y)^ = (.T/3)(y7), ((x,?/) G ^ t^ ^ x .S^ )^). 
It can be easily checked that T C 'ij^oip'''^^ since V-'o "^^  is an equivalence relation. 
Hence the map x '• ^ —> R^^ ' denoted by {x®y)x — (x/5)(y7), (x®y G ^ ) is indeed 
well defined. But now {d® l)x = (1 ® d)x] that is, d^ = d'y and so d G Dom{U, S). 
To prove the converse, we regard the tensor product 1^ as an {S^^\ 5'i))-bisystem 
by defining 
s{x0y)~sx®y, {x<S>y)s = x®ys (s, x, y G S'^ ^^ ). 
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Let {Z{A), +) be the free abelian group on A. The abehan group Z{A) inherits 
an (5^^', 6''^^)-bisystem structure from A if we define 
s{T,Ziai) = Ezi{sai), {'LziUijs = 'Lzi{ais), 
for all s € 5^ '^ and E2,aj € Z{A). Observe that, for x, y E Z{A) and s € 5^^^ we 
have 
s{x + y) = SX + sy, {x + y)s = xs + ys. (3) 
Next, we define a binary operation on 5^ ^^  x Z{A) by 
(p, x) {q, y) ^{pq,py + m) • (4) 
Using the statements lablled (3) and (4), one verifies that this operation makes 
5^^' X Z{A) a semigroup with identity (1,0). 
We now consider two homomorphisms P and 7 from 5^ '^ into 5^ ^^  x Z{A) and 
show that P\U - 7|(/. We define ^ by s/3 = (s,0) (s G 5^^ )^, then clearly /3 is a 
niorphisni. We define 7 by 57 = (s, s(l (8) 1) - (1 (^  l)s) (s € 6"^ ^^ ). To show that 
7 is a morphism, we denote 1 Xi 1 by a, and using the statements (3) and (4), we 
verify that (s, sa - as){t, ta - at) = [st, s{ta - at) + {sa - as)t) = {st, {st)a — a{st)). 
IfueC/(i),then 
ti(l ® 1) = u 0 1 = lu ^ 1 = 1 (g) «1 = (1 (8) 1) u. 
and so u,d — uj. Removing identities gives two morphisms /? and 7 from 5* into 
5 X Z{A) such that u/5 = u-y for all u £ U. If d G Dom{U, S), we must therefore 
have that d/] — dj; that is, d 0 1 = 1 ® d, as required. • 
We may now complete the proof of the Zigzag Theorem. Take d G Dom{U, S). 
By Result 1.5.3, we have that c?eg) 1 = 16$ d in the tensor product A — S^^^ ^uw 5^^^ 
Hence, the pair (l,fi!) and (rf, 1) are connected by a finite sequence of steps of the 
form 
{xu,y)-^ {x,uy), (5) 
or of the form 
{x,uy)-^ {xu,y). (6) 
If we have two successive steps 
{xu,y) -4 {x.uy) = {zv,uy) -> {z,vuy), 
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of the first type, we may achieve the same effect with a single step of this type: 
{xu,y) — {zvu,y) -> [z^vuy). 
A similar remark appHes to the other case. Consequently, we may assume that 
steps of the two types occur alternately in the sequence connecting (l,d) to (d, 1). 
The first and last steps must have the form 
(1, d) = (1, uy) —>• [u, y) and (x, u) -> {xu, 1) = (d, 1) respectively. 
Hence the statement that l®d = d®l is equivalent to the statement that (1,rf) 
is connected to (d, 1) by a sequence of the steps as follows: 
= {yiai,ti)^{yi,axti) 
= {yi,a2t2) ^ {yia2.t2) 
== {yia2i-uU)-^ {yh0.2i-iti) 
= {ym, 0'2m) -> (yma2m, 1) = {d, 1), 
where UQ, . . . , tt2m G U^'^\ yu---,ym, ti,...,tm. e S^^\ and where d = ao^i, ao = 
y i « l , 0,2m-ltm = a2m, ?/m«2m = d BJld a 2 i - l i i = a2i*i+l, yj«2i = ?/i+ia2i+l (« = 
l , 2 , . . . , m - l ) . 
Without loss we may assimie that each at G U, since a transition of type (5) or 
of type (6) with a = 1 may be deleted. If any yi — I, let yk be the last T/J that is 
equal to 1, then we have a subsequence of the sequence above as follows: 
(1, d) -> • • • -•> (1, a2ktk-{-i) (but ending in (1, a2m) when k — m). 
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Note that, if (p, q) and (r, s) are connected by steps of the form (5) and (6) then 
pq = rs. In the present instance this gives d = a2kt2k+i (or d = a2m)', hence this 
sequence merely connects (1, d) to {d, 1) and so may be deleted. What remains is a 
sequence in which no y, is 1. 
A dual argument now ensures that we may construct the sequence from (l,d) 
to {d, 1) so that no fj is 1. This completes the proof of the Zigzag Theorem. • 
In whatever follows, we shall refer to equations (2) as the zigzag equations. 
Remark 1.5.4. The above Zigzag Theorem is also vahd in the category of all com-
mutative semigroups (Howie and Isbell [27]). 
Result 1.5.5 ([33, Theorem 3.1]). All permutation identities are preserved under 
epis. 
Result 1.5.6 ([32, Proposition 3.1]). Let S be any permutative semigroup satisfying 
the identity (1) with n > 3. Then 
(z) For each j/ G {2. 3 , . . . . n} such that Xj^iXj is not a subword of xt^Xi^ • • • Xi^, 
S also satisfies the permutation identity 
(a) If Xi 7^  Xij, then S also satisfies the permutation identity 
XyXiX2 •••Xn = yXXiX2 •••Xn-
In the following result and elsewhere in the text, S^^\, for any semigroup S and 
for positve integer i, denotes the product of ^-copies of S. 
Result 1.5.7 ([32, Propositon 6.3]). Let 5 be any permutative semigroup satisfying 
(1) with n > 3. Then for each j G {2, 3 , . . . , n} such that Xj^iXj is not a subword 
of Xi.Xi, • • • xv„, for aJl m > J/- - 1, p>n-j + \, and for all u G S^'^\ v G S^^\ 
we have uxiX2V = ux2Xiv for all Xi, X2 E S. In particular S^''^ is medial (a semi-
group is medialif it satisfies the normality identity) for all k > max {j-1, n-j+1). 
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Result 1.5.8 ([28, Corollary 2.5]). If f/ is a commutative subsemigroup of any 
semigroup S, then Dom(U, S) is also commutative. 
Result 1.5.9 ([32, Result 3]). Let U and S be any semigroups with V a subsemi-
gruop of S. Take any d e S\U such that d G Dom{U, S). Let (2) be a zigzag of 
minimum! length m over U with value d. Then yj, tj e S\U ior j = 1, 2 , . . . , m. 
In the following results, let U and S be any semigroups with U dense in S. 
Result 1.5.10 ([32, Result 4]). For any d G 5 \ t/ if (2) be a zigzag of mini-
mum length m over U with value d and k any positive integer, then there exist 
bi,b2,--,h € U and d^ E S\U such that d = 6162 • • • hdk- In particular d e 5^ ^^  
for each positive integer k. 
Result 1.5.11 ([32, Corollary 4.2]). Let U be permutative, then 
for all Xi,a;2,... ,Xfe G 5, .s, ^  € S \U and for any permutation j of the set 
(1,2,...,A;}. 
The following corollary easily foUlows by Result 1.5.11 
Coroll£u:y 1.5.12 ([37, Corollary 1.8]). For any d E S and positive integer A;, if 
d — h\h2 • • • bkdk for some 61,62,..., 6fc 6 f/ and dk E S\U such that 61 = y/ci for 
some yi in S\U, ci E U, then dF = t^H^ • • • }f^d\ for any positive integer p. 
Result 1.5.13 ([33, Proposition 4.6]). Assume that U is permutative. If d E S\U 
and (2) is a zigzag of length m over U with value d such that yi G S \U, then 
d'^ = a^t'l for each positive integer A;; in particular, the conclusion holds if (2) is of 
minimum length. Symmetrically, if d e S\U and (2) is a zigzag of length m over 
U with value d such that tmE S\ U, then d'' = y^^L for each positive integer k; 
in particular, the conclusion holds if (2) is of minimum length. 
The following result easily follows from Result 1.5.7 
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Result 1.5.14 ([37, Proposition 2.1]). Let S be any permutative semigroup satisfy-
ing (1) with n > 3. Then for each g ^ {2,3, . . . , n} such that Xg^iXg is not a subword 
of XjjXjj • • • x,;„, for all m > p - 1, p> n — g + I and for all u G 5^"*', v G 5'^ ''^  we 
have 
UX1X2 • • • XiV — UX\^X\^ • • • XX(V 
for all o-'x, 0:2,. • • ,X( E S {i>2), where A is any permutation of the set {1,2, . . . , i}. 
Again using results 1.5.5, 1.5.10 and 1.5.14, we get easily the following: 
Result 1.5.15 ([37, Proposition 2.2]). Let U be any semigroup satisfying (1) with 
n > 3. Then for each g G {2,3, . . . , n} such that Xg-iXg is not a subword of 
Xi^Xi^ • • • Xt„, for all m > 5 — 1 and for all u G S^'^\ v E S\U,we have 
UX1X2 • • • X£V = UXx^Xx2 • • • XX(V 
for all Xi.,X2,. •. ,xe E S {i > 2), where A is any permutation of the set {1,2, . . . , i}. 
Symmetrically, for all p > /i — 1 such that Xn-hXn-ih-i) is not a subword of 
x'jiX,2 • • • a:,„ and for all i; G S^P\U E S\U, we have 
UX1X2 • • • X£V = UXXyXx^ • • • XXfV 
for all x-i,X2,- • • ,XiE S {i> 2), where A is any permutation of the set {1,2, . . . , i}. 
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CHAPTER 2 
ON HETEROTYPICAL IDENTITIES 
§ 2.1. INTRODUCTION 
A heterotypical identity is said to be free if it is preserved under epis in conjunction 
with all seminormal permutation identities. A variety V of semigroups is said to be 
heterotypical if it admits a heterotypical identity. Higgins [19], gave a necessary and 
sufficient condition for a heterotypical variety to be saturated, by showing that, a 
heterotypical variety is saturated if and only if it admits an identity, not a permu-
tation identity, of which atleast one side has no repeated variable. 
In [31]. Khan, by a different technique, gave a sufficient condition for a het-
erotypical variety to be satmrated. He showed that if a semigroup variety V admits 
a heterotypical identity of which atleast one side has no repeated variable, then V 
is saturated. Since every saturated variety is epimorphically closed, any such va-
riety is also epimorphically closed. Hence all heterotypical identities whose atleast 
one side has no repeated variable are preserved under epis in conjunction with any 
non-trivial permutation identity, and hence are free. Khan [33] had further shown, 
jointly with Higgins [18], that all identities are preserved under epis in conjunction 
with left [right] semicommutativity. But Higgins [18] had shown that the identity 
xyx = yxy is not preserved under epis in conjunction with the normahty identity. 
Therefore, it is natural to determine all heterotypical identities whose both 
sides contain repeated \rariables and are preserved under epis in conjunction with 
any seminormal identity. However, determination of all heterotypical identities of 
this kind, remains, still, an open problem. 
§ 2.2. HETEROTYPICAL IDENTITIES 
In this section, we establish some sufficient conditions for heterotypical identi-
ties to be free. 
Here and elsewhere in the thesis, we vdll often speak of a semi-
group satisfying (1) to mean that the semigroup in question satisfies 
an identity of that type. 
Also to avoid introduction of new symbols, we shall treat, wherever 
is appropriate, Xi, . . . , Xr, y i , . . . , ys, wi, W2,..., w^,zi, z j , . . . , Zp etc. as vari-
ables as well as the members of a semigroup without explicit mention 
of distinction. 
Theorem 2.2.1: All heterotypical identities of the form 
are free for all positive integers pi,p2,...,Pr,q\,q2,---,qs] if either 
(z) Pr < Pr-l < • • • < p2 < P i a n d Qs < Qs-l • • • < q2 < Ql, OT 
(ii) Pi<P2<--- < Pr-i < Pr and qs < q^-i ••• <q2<qi-
Proof: (ii). 
Assume that U satisfies the identity 
™Pl„P2 . . Pr _ 1,91 ,,92 fls 
Xj X2 X^ — £/i 1)2 Us ) 
where Pr < Pr-i < " • • :^  P2 < Pi and qs < q.s-i • • • < 2^ < 9i- Therefore 
<wf •••<'• =ufuf---< (7) 
for all ui,U2,..., Ur, vi, V2,... ,Vs E U. Next we prove that for all xi,X2,... ,Xr € S 
and U\,U2,... ,Ur E U, 
a^^xf---a;f^ = « • • • • < . (8) 
For k = 1,2,3,..., r; consider the word x^^ J^^ • • • x^'' of length pi + P2 + • • • Pk-
We shall show that (8) is satisfied by induction on k, assuming that the remain-
ing elements Xk+i,Xk+2,- • • -.Xr 6 U. First for A; = 0, the equation (8) is vacu-
ously satisfied. So assume next that (8) is true for all Xi,X2,... ,0:^-1 G 5 and all 
Xk, Xk+i,. ...XrEU. Then we shall show that (8) is true for all Xi, . . . , Xk-i,Xk 6 S 
and all 2:^+1,..., Zr in f/. If Xk e U, then (8) is satisfied by inductive hypothesis. So 
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assume that Xk ^ S\U. As x^ € S\U and Dom{U,S) = 5, by Result 1.5.1, let (2) 
be a zigzag of minimal length m over U with value Xk- So assume that 1 < A; < r. 
As the equalities (9) and (10) below follow by Results 1.5.10 and 1.5.11 for some 
fei'^i,..., bi^^ e U and 4'^ in S\U as yi, h e S\U and where z = .x^ *^ *j^  •••XP/ 
and w^^^ — bll-^ • • • fer '', equality (11) below follows by the inductive hy-
pothesis as yio^ = yia\ai = aoui e U and the equality (12) below follows by Result 
1.5.11 as 2/1, ti'^^^ £ S\U respectively, we have 
Pl „J>2 . . . ~Pr 
1 2 •^f 
_ ^Pl^ Pk-l PkM^Pk+l pr 
— Xj X2 Xj^^^ UQ {-1 .i-j.^j X^ 
(by zigzag equations and Result 1.5.13 ) 
_ . j - i ^ . . . ^k-i PkM) P>' A\)Pk {\)Pk p^^^ , . 
= <^---^i-^S^Ci''" • • • bTwi^'^^'z (10) 
- <^ • • -^f-Ylyi^fr^Ci''"' • ••bi'^''w('H^^^"'z (11) 
^ .<'2:f • • • x^lY{yia.rafb^kli''"' • • • bTw^X'^^'z (12) 
= x-xf • •. x^ imaXafb^^l'' • • • b^n{^'\ 
(by Result 1.5.11 and definition of-u;^ ^^ ) 
= xf xf • • • ^^:l {:yxaif'a\H\H (by Result 1.5.11 as 
1,(1) P* J i ) P ^ ( i ) P * _ .PM 
= xf xf • • •x^!:i'(i/iai)P^(ai<i)^*2 (by Result 1.5.11 as yxM G S\U) 
= x'^^x^ • • • xl^Si (yiai)^*(a2^2) '^°2 (by the zigzag equations) 
- .xf xrf^  • • • xl'Zi {yiaiY'a^^Hfz (by Result 1.5.11 as t/i, ^ 2 € S\U) 
= 3^^af • • • xll'^ {yiaia2yHfz (by Result 1.5.11 as i/i, ta G -S\t^) 
= <-r--e/(2/i«ia2)-e"--^^'^"4''"-' 
where the last equality follows by Results 1.5.10 and 1.5.11 for some b]^l^,... ,br 
mU,t^2^ eS\U as yut2eS\U. 
As the equalities (13), (14) and (15) follow by letting w^^^ = b^kli'"''"^'''' b?^"''"^ 
and by Result 1.5.11 as yi.tf e S\U] hy Result 1.5.11 as yi,tf €S\U; and by 
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Result 1.5.11 and the definition of w^'^^ respectively, we have 
- ^r'4' • • • 4'-\'ima,a,rb^Zr' • • • b^^'VHr^ (13) 
(by the inductive hypothesis) 
= x^ '^ x^ ^ • • • x^-/{y,a,rafbfl , ' ' ' ' • • • bf^'^w^Hf^z (14) 
- A'A' • • • 4^-x (yiai)^^ar C x " • • • ^'r^^^'^Tz (15) 
(by Result 1.5.11 as htl!'' • • h^'^tT - ^^) 
= a:^ ' 4 " • • • ^ - Y (?/l«1 f («2m-3*m-l)^* 2 
(by Result 1.5.11 as yiJm-iin S\U) 
= x^'^x^ • • • x^ ^Y iVi'^if'{(^2m-itmT''z (by the zigzag equations) 
= <.x^^ • • •xIiY(yi«i)'''«2m-2C^ (by Result 1.5.11 as y,,tm eS\U) 
= x?^4= • ••4'r;{yiaia2m-2rtP^z (by Result 1.5.11 as yi,«^ G 5 \ [/) 
= 4'4'---4-1 (2/1 aia2,„-2)^'=Cr* • • • b^r^'^e^" z 
where the last equality follows by Results 1.5.10 and 1.5.11 for some b^^^,.. .,br 
Am) 
As the equality (16) below follows by Result 1.5.11 as yi,tm ^ S\U and where 
in U and C ^ eS\U as yi,tm eS\U. 
) h  
(m) r(m)P>'~Pl'+l ,{m)Pk-pr 
— bk+\ •••Or ' , we have 
1 2 T 
= < a : r • • • 4::l {yia,a,^-2rb^^T" "'" b^^^''w^^h^^;^^''z (16) 
= X^'-TT • • • 4^Y(?/iaia2.„-i)^^fc£r"^ • • • b^^'^w^-ht^'^z 
(by the inductive hypothesis) 
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= x5'^ 4^ • •. x ^ / { y , a , a 2 m - i r b t r ' • • 6^^"'^^''*^ (17) 
(by Result 1.5.11 as btl^ ''' bl""^''t'^'^'" = C ) 
( by Result 1.5.11 and the definition of z) 
= x^i^i^^ • • • x'f!':Si {aoa2mY''x^^l''' -"^ r (by the zigzag equations) 
— WyU^ • •• u^'' (by the inductive hypothesis as 0002^, ^ k+i, • • •, a;^  € C/), 
where equality (17) above follows by Result 1.5.11 as y},fm € S\U and the defini-
tion of ly "^*'. 
Therefore, 
x^'xf •••a:^ ^ = < ' n ^ • • • < ^ (18) 
Similarly, we can prove that 
yryf---yT^vfvf---vf (19) 
for all yi,y2,...,t/., € 5 and Ui, V2, • • •,f* e U. 
Hence, from equations (7), (18) and (19), we have 
as required. 
(ii) Suppose that U satisfies the identity 
a^'af • • • ^ r = 2 / W - - - y f , (20) 
where Pi<P2<---< Pr-i < Pr and QS < 9 -^1 • • • < 92 < 9i-
Therefore, 
< u f • • • < = i;fvf •••i;f, (21) 
for all Til, U2,..., Ur, vi,V2,..., Vs e U. Next we prove that for all Xi, X2, • -., x^ € 5 
and ui,U2,... ,Ur GU, 
xfx^---xP/ = ufuf---uP/. (22) 
For A: = 1,2,3,...,r; consider the word x^'xf • • • x^' of length P1+P2 +• • •+Pk-
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We shall show that (22) holds for all Xi,X2,...,Xr G S and ui,U2-,... ,Ur in U 
by induction on k assuming that the remaining elements Xk+i,Xk+2: ••••,Xr inU. For 
k = 0, (22) trivially holds. So assume that (22) is true for all Xi, . . . , Xk-i € S and for 
all Xk, Xki-i,... ,Xr ^ U. Then we shall show that (22) is true for al\xi,X2,...,Xk G S 
and Xk+i,... ,Xr € f/. If Xk E U, then (22) holds by the inductive hypothesis. So 
assume that Xk € S\U. As Xk E S\U and Dom{U,S) - S, by Result 1.5.1, let (2) 
be a zigzag of minimal length m over U with value Xk. Now for 1 < A: < r 
Xi .1,2 Xj. 
— Xj X2 Xj._j «/„j W2m'''A:+l "^r 
(by zigzag equations and Result 1.5.13 ) 
= zyt^^'b^;"-^'"' • • • biHY'aZAti • • • ^ r (by Results 1.5.10 and 1.5.11 
for some fcj , —, 6^ "^ [ € U and ym E S\U as y^E S\U and a2m. — o,2m-itm 
with tm e 'S\?7 and where z = ar^ a^:^ ' • • • x^T/) 
(m) 
m ) = zyt^'\^"''^b^r^'' • • • btr"a^2'm47i • • • <-(by Result 1.5.11 a^  y, 
tm e S\U and where .(-> = 6S"^ '''=~"' • • • btr'"''') 
= zi"^'''%(-)6j"^^'^ • • • btT"iaL-itmr4X\' •••^'r' (As U satisfies (20) 
^^"^ ^2m-l^m = 0'2m-lO'2m-ltm — 0,2m-\0'2m E U, ym ,tm E S\U) 
(by Result 1.5.11 as yl^\tm e S\U) 
= zyt^^'b^r^"' • • • bt\''a'2^_,{a2m^iWxlX\' •••x^/ (by Result 1.5.11 as 
y t \ tm e S\U and as . ( - ' = ftS-^'^"'^ • • • fo^f *-"*-') 
- 2y '^«2m-i(02m-itm) '^=x .^+Y "'' ^?^ (^ Y Result 1.5.11 as y ^ \ t^ G S\U 
a n d a s i - n r ^ . . e r = l/L^ ) 
- (^y„^a2„ -^l)^ *(a2rn-l^ m)^ ^a:^ +Y • • • ^ r 
(by Result 1.5.11 5\t/) 
= 2(ym-ifl2m-2)'"(02m-i^ m) '^=3;f+Y ''' x^/ i^Y the zigzag equations) 
(by Result 1.5.11 as ym-i,tm G S'\C/) 
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(by Results 1.5.10 and 1.5.11 for some h^^~^\..., h^^_\^^ e U 
and i^Ti' ' G 5\t/ as y^_i,i^ G 5\t/) 
(by Result 1.5.11 as t/m-i,^m G 'S'\C/ and where 
„ ( m - l ) _ dm-l)Pk~Pi ,{m-l)Pk~Pk-.i 
" - " i • • • " f c - i ; 
_ ^Jrn-\)P'' (m-\)iim-^)P^ / ,( '"-l)^*~Vn n i \Pk^''+^ ^Pr 
— Zy^_-^ V^ 'Oj Ofc-i {0'2m-30'2m-nmrX^k+l"'^r 
(as a2m-3«2m-i^ m = «2m-3a2m G (7 and U Satisfies (20)) 
^ i 'm-1 '^  ' 'l "fc-l "2m-3v"2m-l ' 'm; -t 1^ 4.1 -C^  
(by Result 1.5.11 as yt''i\tm G 5\(/) 
= . e V ' " r " ' " • • • e 7 ' ^ " < - 3 ( « 2 . - i t „ ) - . < - . . . x -
(by Result 1.5.11 as , ; ( -» = fc;-i)^^-^^... ^,(--1)^-^-^ 
a,ndi"lV\ir„G5W) 
= ^?C-ia2m-3(«2m.-l*m)^'=X^+Y " ' ' ^^r' (by R e s u l t 1.5.11 a s 
yt-^.tm € 5\0^ and vtTh'r'''' • • -^7^^" = ^ J 
= ^ (? /m- ia2m-3)^ ' (a2m-l^m)^'=a:^+Y ' ' ' ^ r ' 
(by Result 1.5.11 as ym-i,tm G S\U) 
= z{ym-2a2m-4y''{a2m-itmT''xl''^i '' • x^/ (by the zigzag equations) 
(by Result 1.5.11 as ym-^2,tm G 5\f/) 
22^'=af-(a2^_if„)^*a:^7/---a;^ 
zy^^^'^b?"" • • • h^^l^'afia^m-xtmY'^'^i •••x^ (by Results 1.5.10 
and 1.5.11 for some hf\..., }i^\ G U and i/f' G 5\[7 as t/2, *m G S\U) 
zyf'\,^%?'' • • • b''^\''-'afia,m-itrr.y>'xlX\'. • • x?^  (by Result 
1.5.11 as y?,t„, G S\U and where .(^) = ftf^""" • • • bfir'-') 
(by Result 1.5.11 as yf\tm G S\U) 
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(as 0302^ -1^ 711 = 0'30,2m £ U and U satisfies (20)) 
zyr'vi%r • ••bfir-'a^s'ia.m-rt^rxlX\' • • - x -
(by Result 1.5.11 as yf\ tm e S\U) 
^ y f " ^ r • • • 6? '"< (a2.-iU-^^^ • • • a:-
(by Result 1.5.11 as yf , t^ € S\U and v^') = b?'''"' • • • b'^;\''''"~') 
(by Result 1.5.11 as y f , i ^ G S\U and yf''^6?'''* • • • b'^^lf = ^'=) 
z{y2a3y''{a2m-itmy'xl'^l • • -x^" (by Result 1.5.11 as y2,tm G 5\C/) 
z{yia2y''{a2m-\tmy'xl'^i • • -a^ ?'' (by the zigzag equations) 
zita^2''{a2m-itmy''4''+i '''^r" i^Y R^sult 1.5.11 as yi,t^ e S\U) 
zy[^)''%[^)'" . . . b[\'"a^2'{(^2m-itmy'4'+i ''' x^/ (by Results 1.5.10 and 
1.5.11 for some b^'\...,b')}!, e U and y['^ e S\U as yi,tm € 5\t/) 
zjf' ' '^(i)^;' ' ' ' ' • • • 6 £ / ' " ' a f (a2^_if„^)P*4!;Y • • • xP^  (by Result 1.5.11 as 
J/i ,{i) ,t^ e 5\[/ and where .(^) = ^S^'""''^ • • -fti^i'^"'"^) 
^ zyrv^%r • • • C i " " {a2a2m-rt^r4':; • • • x -
(by Result 1.5.11 as yf \ i„ , e 5\f/) 
= z y r v i ^ r • • • b'^ir' ( axa2 . - i ^ . ) -<Y • •. a:-
(as a2a2m-i^ m = CL20'2m ^ f^  and U satisfies (20)) 
= zyrvm^'^''... fee,"-^af ( a 2 . - i t „ ) - < Y """ ^f 
(by Result 1.5.11 as y[^\tm e S\U) 
- zyTbr • • • biV'a^,^ (a2.-:i J - < Y •"" ^^ 
(by Result 1.5.11 as y['\tm € S\U and i;(i) = b?"''"' • • • t i ' i ' " ' " ' ) 
- ^yfaf(a2„,_i^„)P^<Y---^r 
(by Result 1.5.11 as yf \ t „ G 5\C/ and yp'^ '=6S''^ '= • • • ft^'if = j^'') 
= Xf'4^ • • • X^lYl/f <(«2.n-ltm)^''<"l' • • • X??^  (as 2 = xf'x^ " • • 4-l) 
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(by Result 1.5.11 as yi,tm € S\U) 
= .T^^oc^ • • • xl^Zi (oo«2m)'"'-^+Y ' ' ' ^r'' (^ Y the zigzag equations) 
= u\^u^ • • • M^ ' (by the inductive hypothesis as aQa^m € U). 
Therefore, 
Similarly, we can prove that 
for all ?/i, ^ 2 , . . . , y, e 5 and ui, U2,..., Ws G [/. 
Hence, by (21), we have 
^'^•••<'-^yfyf---yf 
for all xi, X2,..., x^,?/i, ?/2> •••,!/«€ -S", as required. • 
The following theorem is now immediate by the dual arguments of the proofs of 
parts [i) and (M) of the Theorem 2.2.1 respectively. 
Theorem 2.2.2: All heterotj^ical identities of the form 
are free for all positive integers Pi,P2, • • • ,Pr, Qi, Q2^ • • • -iQs', if either 
(i) Pi<P2<--- < Pr-i < Pr and gi < 2^ • • • < Qs-i < Qs; or 
(ii) pi<P2<-< Pr-\ < Pr and q, < g^-i • • • < ?2 < Qi-
Now combining Theorems 2.2.1 and 2.2.2, we get 
Theoreitn 2.2.3: All heterotyical identities of the form 
Xj X2 J^r ~ yi f/2 Us ' 
are free for all positive integers Pi,P2, • • • ,Pr, <li,(i2, • • •, Qa] if either 
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{i) pr < Pr-1 < • • • < P2 < Pi and s^ < Qs-i • • • < 92 < ?i; or 
(a) Pi < P2 < • • • < Pr-1 < Pr and q, < q^-i • • • < q2 < Qi; ov 
{Hi) Pi<P2<-< Pr-i < Pr and 9i < 92 • • • < Qs-i < Qs] or 
(^ u) Pr < Pr-1 < • • • < P2 < Pi and gi < 92 • • • < g«-i < 9*-
In the next theorem, we find some more free heterotypical identities. 
Theorem 2.2.4: All heterotypical identities of the forms: 
(i) x\^X2^ • • • a;^ '' = 0 for all positive integers Pi,P2, • • • ,Pr', where 
either Pr < P r i < • • • < P2 < Pi or pi < p2 <••• < Pr^i < Pr] 
(a) Xj'rcf • • • x^z'^ = z'^x'lx2 • • -x^ — OqX-f • • -x^ for all integers p,q >0; 
are free. 
Proof: (^ ') Suppose first that pr < Pr-i < • • • < P2 < Pi- As the identity 
x{'x^---x^/ = 0 
is equivalent to the identity 
we will show that 
^ P l ^ . . ^Pr-y _ ~ ^ 1 ^ . . . ™pr _ ^ 1 ^ . . . „ P r /OON 
vti o/o »*^T- '*-' — "^  »*^ i '*'2 r — 1 2 r V / 
for all Xi,a;2,... x^, z € 5. 
So assume that U satisfies (23) and take any Xi,X2,.. .,Xr,z G S. Now we show 
that the identity (23) is also satisfied by 5. 
Case(a): 2 G 5 and xi,X2,... ,Xr G f/. 
If z eU, then (23) is trivially satisfied. So assume that z e S\U. By Result 1.5.1, 
let (2) be a zigzag of minimal length in over U with value z. Therefore 
- x-^ 'x^^  • • • x^a^tx (by the zigzag equations) 
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= a:f'4' • • • xP/aiti (since U satisfies (23)) 
= xf^ :c2^  • • • xPra2t2 (by the zigzag equations) 
= .T \^'C '^ • • • a;P'-a3i2 (since U satisfies (23)) 
_ ™P1,J>2 . _ _ ^ P r „ „ , / 
— a-j^  X2 J^r "•2m—1 I'm 
= orf^ ^^  • • • x^/^2m (by the zigzag equations) 
= x^i^ ' • • • xP-- (since ?7 satisfies (23)). 
Similarly by arguments dual to the above, we may prove that 
yJPl rrP-2 . . .^Pr ^ ™Pl ^ 2 „Pr 
/^tij-t U/Q '*-'«. — " •X/1 •jt'9 * • • X _ • 
Therefore 
^1™P2 , ^ r y _ , ^ l ™ J ^ ^Pr _ ^ l ~ P 2 Pr 
as required. 
Case(b): xi,z ^S and ;r2,...,.Xr € t/. 
If J:I e (7, then the result follows from Case(a). Therefore, we may assume that 
xi € S\U. Then, by Result 1.5.1, let (2) be a zigzag of minimal length over U with 
value xi. Now 
r^Pl ^ . . , „Pr ^ 
— l/m'*2m^ • • • ^ r^ (by Result 1.5.13 and zigzag equations) 
= l^c^lm^ •••x^/ (by Case (a) as 02^,X2,...,Xr£U and 2; e 5) 
= x^^^T^ ••• x^'' (by Result 1.5.13 and zigzag equations) 
as required. 
Similarly, 
y^l~P2 , , , ^Pr 
= zy^a2lnX2^ • • • x^/ (by Result 1.5.13 and zigzag equations) 
= C < ^ •••< (by Case (a) as zy^^ e S) 
= xf^ xf^  •••xl'- (by Result 1.5.13 and zigzag equations) 
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as required. 
Therefore 
as required. 
Case(c): We assume inductively that the result is true for all ,TI, . . . ,Xfc_i,2 e 5 
and X)^,. ..,Xr G U. We shall prove that the result is also true for all a;i,..., 2:^ , 2; € 5* 
and Xk+i,... ,Xr G U. Again if x*. G [/, then the result follows by inductive hypothe-
sis. So assume that Xk E S\U. Then, by Result 1.5.1, let (2) be a zigzag of minimal 
length in S over U with value Xk- Now as the equahties (24) and (25) below follow by 
Results 1.5.10 and 1.5.11 for some b[%..., bi^^ in U and t[^^ e S\U as yi,ti G S\U 
and where v — x^^^ ' ' •^?^ ^^^ ^Y Result 1.5.11 as CQ = t/iai, yi,ti G S\U and 
where w^^^ = 5^ .^ ^ • • -hi '' respectively, we have 
^ 1 ^ 2 . . . „Pr y 
= x^^ • • • '^Ti^flr^i^^fe+Y • •' ^ r''^ (^y Result 1.5.13 and zigzag equations) 
= x{^:r-,^...xl-X'b2ir--.brtrvz (24) 
= -^i'^' • • • 4-\'a'o'biV • • • bTw^H'^'^vz (25) 
(by inductive hypothesis as w^ 
— OTj .^2 Xi^__i OQ f ^ ^ j Wr Ix ^ 
(by Result 1.5.11 and the definition of u;^ ^^ ) 
— Xj X2 X j . _ , Ug t j Xjj.^^ X^ 
(by Result 1.5.11 as ff = t g i " ' • • • bf^ '^''^ ^^ '^ and the definition of v) 
= x{^X2^ ••• 3:^ T/a '^'.')^ +Y • • • a^ r' (by Result 1.5.13 and zigzag equations). 
Therefore 
^ 1 ^ 2 „Pr ^ _ y ™Pl TJ '2 . . . „P,- _ ™Pl ~P2 _ _ „Pr 
X 1 X o ' * ' Ju-t 4- — A-Uz-i JJO " ^ r — '•*^  1 "^2 T ' 
as required. 
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Dually we may show that S satisfies (23) when pi <P2 < • • • < Pr-i ^ Pr-
{ii) 44---xPz'' = z'ix{4---xP = x{x'2---xPr-AP,Q>^)- (26) 
Assume that U satisfies (26). Take any Xi,X2,..-, Xr, z £ S. We shall show that the 
identity (26) is also satisfied by S. 
Case(a): z € S and Xi,a;2,... ,Xr EU. 
If z eU, then (26) is trivially satisfied. So assume that z £ S\U. As z e S\U, hy 
Result 1.5.1, we may let (2) be a zigzag of minimal length in S over U with value 
z. Now, 
rr^ rpi^ . . IT' y* 
*t^  1 •it' 2 •*-'». -^ 
= xfzg • • • x^altl (by zigzag equations and Result 1.5.13 ) 
= x^ixl^ • • • x^{aQai)H\ (since U satisfies (26)) 
— 3:^ X2• • • x^ala\t\ (by Result 1.5.11 as CQ = y\ai and yi,ti e S\U) 
= x^X2• • • x^aKaitiY (by Result 1.5.11 as OQ = yiOi and yi,ii E S\U) 
= x{x2 • • • 0:^ 00(02^2)'' (by zigzag equations) 
= or^ Xj • • • x^OQal^ l (by Result 1.5.11 as oo = yifli and t/i, ^ 2 G S\U) 
= xfa:^  • • • x^(ao02) i^5' (by Result 1.5.11 as ao = yiOi and yi,t2 E S\U) 
= x^yjf^ • • • xPr{ai)a3)Hl (as U satisfies (26)) 
= x^x^ • • • xl{aQa2m-zftln-i 
— X^X2 X^UQU2jn-3''m-l 
(by Result 1.5.11 as OQ = yiai and |/i,tTO_iin 5 \ [/) 
= x{j^ • • • X^ao(«2m-3^m-l)^ 
(by Result 1.5.11 ;EIS ao = yiOi and yi,irn-iin S\U) 
= x?^x\ • • • xPal{a2m-2tmY (by zigzag equations) 
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= x^ Xa • • • x^ala2jn-2tm (by Result 1.5.11 as CQ = yiUi and yi,^m £ S\U) 
(by Result 1.5.11 as ao == yiOi and 2/i,tmin S\U) 
= x[x2 • • • a;^ (aoa2m-i)^ ^TO (^ ^ satisfies (26)) 
= 0:^ 3:2 • • • x^alal^^^^tl^ (by Result 1.5.11 as OQ = yiOi and yi.tm^ S\U) 
= x^x^ • • • x^{aoa2m~itm)'' 
(by Result 1.5.11 as OQ = yiUi and j/i,imin S\U) 
= 2:1X2 • • • 3:^  (as 'io'i2m-i^ m = 00^ 2771 ^ t^  and U satisfies (26)) 
as required. 
Dually we may prove that 
- g ^ ^ J J . . . ^ P _ rJPrrP . . .rrP 
Case(b): Xi,2 G 5 and X2,... ,Xr ^ [/. 
If xi e (7, then the result follows by Case (a). So assume that x\ ^ S\\J. As 
Xi € 5 \ [7, by Result 1.5.1, we may let (2) be a zigzag of minimal length in S over 
\J with value Xi. Therefore 
rr^rJ> . . . ^P y1 
= y^a2^X2 • • • x^z'' (by zigzag equations and Result 1.5.13 ) 
= ymO'2m^2""" ^? (by Case (a)) 
= Xi.'C2 • • -x^ (by Result 1.5.13 and zigzag equations ) 
as required. 
Similarly, as the equality (27) below follows by Results 1.5.10 and 1.5.11 for some 
62? . . . W in f/ and t\' e S\U as yi,ti £ S\U and where v = x^ • • • x^, we have 
^QrJ>^ . . . rrP 
= z'^a^t^x^•• -xl (by zigzag equations and Result 1.5.13 ) 
= z'^alh^^'•. 4^n?\ (27) 
= alb^^^"• • • h^^^^t^^^\ (by Case(a) as ^ G 5 and ao ,4 ' \ • • •,^ r^ ^ e U) 
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= arA---^'r (28) 
= x{x2 • • -x^ (by Result 1.5.13 and zigzag equations) 
as required, bacause equality (28) above follows by Result 1.5.11 as ao == yiOi, yi,ti' 
in S\U, h'i^" • • • bi^^^ti'^" = f, and and v = x^ • • • x^. 
Case(c): Now assume inductively that the result is true for all Xi, . . . , Xfc-i, z E S 
and Xki Xfc+i,...,x^ G [/. We shall prove that it is true for all X],X2,..., Xfc, 2 G .S 
and Xjfc+i,..., Xr € C/. If x^ G C/, then the result holds by inductive hypothesis. So, 
we may assume that Xk E S\U. Then, by Result 1.5.1, we may let (2) be a zigzag 
of minimal length in S over U with value Xfc. Now, we have 
yq^rJ> . . . ^P 
— 2''xfx2 • • • x^_iOoif • • • x^ (by zigzag equations and Result 1.5.13 ) 
^ 2< 'x?x^• . •x^_ ,aS6l l^ . .6 r4^^ (29) 
= x''x2 • • • ^k-i^Wkli ''' ^' 1^ ^ (by inductive hypothesis) 
= x'^ x^ • • • x^_ia^t?u (by Result 1.5.11 as h^^l^ • • • 5[''''«f "^^  = t?) 
— ••^1^• • • ^-i^o^i-'^+i • • •x'^ [as V = x^ _^ j • • • ^?) 
= x '^x^ • • • x^_iX^x^^i • • • x^ (by Result 1.5.13 and zigzag equations) 
as required because the equality (29) above follows by Results 1.5.10 and 1.5.11 for 
some fc[.^^i,..., br in [/, ^ G S\U as yi,ti € S\U and where v - x^^^ • • • x^. 
Similarly, as the equahty (30) below follows by Results 1.5.10 and 1.5.11 for some 
b^^\ . . . , 6[.™i in U, y'm^ e S\U asym^ S\U and a2m = a2m-i*m with t^ G S\U, 
we have 
= x :^r2 • • • a:fc_i?/m^2m^+i"'' r^-^ ^ (W zigzag equations and Result 1.5.13 ) 
= vVm(^lm^k+i • • • ^r^" (^hcre u = xfx^ • • • x^_i) 
= v^/^ntnt'' • • • e r « L 4 . i • • • ^ ^ ' (30) 
= vyt^'b^r^'h^^" • • • 6 £ r a L 4 + i • • • X? (as [/ satisfies (26)) 
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— viiP nP T^ •••rP f a s vy^™^^/)^""^^ . . . h^""^^ - i,P ) 
— X\X2 • • • ^ _ i 2 / T n ^ 2 m ^ + l ' ' ' ^r (aS U = X1X2 • • • ^^i) 
— .rjo:! • • • ^ - ] ^ • • • x^ (by zigzag equations and Result 1.5.13 ). 
Therefore, 
y ^ r ^ r ^ . . . ™ P _ J P r ^ . . . ^ P y ? _ JPrfP . . . ^P 
for all 2, Xi, X2,..., Xr G 5, as required. • 
§ 2.3. ON SOME MORE HETEROTYPICAL IDENTITIES 
In this section, we generalizes the result of previous section by finding some 
more classes of free heterotypical identities of which both sides contains repeated 
variables. 
Proposition 2.3.1: Let i7 be a permutative subsemigroup satisfying a seminormal 
permutation identity of a semigroup S such that Dom{U, S) = S. If 17 satisfies the 
semigroup identity 
a;f xf • • • x^/yfyl^ • • • yf = w\^w\^ • • • w'^i^z'i • • • z'z (31) 
then (31) also holds for all Xi, . . . , x^ G 5 and t/ i , . . . , ys, wx,...,u;„, ^ i , . . . , 2;„i in \J, 
where pi,j92, • • • ,Pr, gi, ?2, • • •, ?«, ^i,^2, ••-,<«, ^i, ^ 2, - . . , /m are any positive integers 
such that Pi < P2 < • • • < Vr-x < Pr] Qs < Qs-i ••• <q2<Qi',ti <t2 < ••• <tn and 
Im < Im-i--- <l2< / i ( r , s ,n ,m> 1). 
Proof: Assume that U satisfies the identity (31). 
Therefore 
tiftif • • • u^/vrvf • • • vf = a{^al^ • • • a'^b[%^ ---b'-
for all Ui,«2,...,Mr,Ui, 1^2, • • •, t's, Oi,02,...,a„,fei, 62,. • •, 6^ € U. We show that 
(31) is true for all Xi, X2,..., x^ G 5 and t/i, ?/2, • • • ,ys,'Wi,'W2, • • • ,Wn,zi,... ,ZminU. 
For A; = 1,2,3,..., r; consider the word x '^xf^  • • • .x^ * of length pi H hpfc. We shall 
show that (31) is satisfied by induction on A:, assuming that the remaining elements 
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a;fc+i,a;fe+25 • • • ,Xr ^U. First for fc = 0, the equation (31) is vacuously satisfied. So 
assume next that (31) is true for all Xi,^2,...,Xk-\ £ S and all x^,Xk+i,... ,Xr E U. 
Then we shall show that (31) is true for all X],...,Xk-i,Xk € S and all x^+i,... ,Xr 
in U. If Xk € U, then (31) is satisfied by inductive hypothesis. So assume that 
XkeS\U. As XkeS\U and Dom{U,S) = S, by Result 1.5.1, let (2) be a zigzag 
of miaimaJ length m over U with value Xk- So assume that 1 < A; < r. 
x^,'x^~.-xl^yl^yf.--yf 
_ , ^ l « P 2 . . . .rPk-l PI, Pk J 'fc + l , _ _ ^ P r , , 9 l . . . ..Qs 
— .1^ J72 -^fc-l ym"2m- ' ' fc+l -^r Hi iis 
(by zigzag equations and Result 1.5.13) 
(by Results 1.5.10 and 15.11 for some bS"'^..., h^^\ e [/ and y^^ e S\U as 
j/m £ 'S'\[/ and a2m = ci2m-iim with m^ G 'S'y/y and where z =^ 3^]^x^ • • • 3^k-\) 
= ^:2/t^'^('")6i'"''' • • • lt\'"\^^m4":i • • • ^'/yf • • • yf (by Result 1.5.11 as 
i " ^ \ t . G S\U and where .(-) = b^r^''''' • • • btT"'"') 
= zi-'%(-)6S-''" • • • btY'-' {aL-,tj''^4X\' • • • ff • • • yf 
and U satisfies (31)) 
(by Result 1.5.11 as y^m\tm e 5\f/) 
(by Result 1.5.11 as i"^\^^ G S\U and as ^(-) = b^r^''"'" • • • 6 ^ / * ' " " ' ) 
= zy?;:4^_M2m-itmy'47i • • • ^r?/f • • • yf 
(by Result 1.5.11 as f^ = i"*' '6S"^' ' • • • 6 ^ ' ' ) 
= 2(yma2m-i) '^'(a2m-iim) '^=x^+Y •"' x^/yf • • • yj' 
(by Result 1.5.11 asym,tm^ S\U) 
= 2(:?/m-i02m-2)^*(a2m-i^m) '^a:^+t ' ' ' ^I'vf ' ' ' vf (by zigzag equations) 
' ' i 'm- l "2m-2 l " ' 2m- l ' 'm ; -^fe+i X^ f/j (/^  
(by Result 1.5.11 as ym~i,tm ^ •S'Vf/) 
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(by Results 1.5.10 and 1.5.11 for some bt''-'\ ... Mri'^ e U and 
y^Z'i^eS\U'asym-utmeS\U) 
(m-l)Pfc ( ^ _ l ) , {m-l)P> , { m - l ) P k - l / , ,^Pk Pfc+i p Oi _ q, 
(by Result 1.5.11 as y^T-V^^m e 5\t/ and where 
(as a2m-3a2m-i^ m = a2m-3a2m ^ (/ and f/ satisfies (31)) 
(by Result 1.5.11 as y''^Ii\t^ G 5\C/) 
^^^0^_-i)-ft(m-i)- . . . fc(™-i)^^af^_3(a2^_,f^)P^x^-V • • • ^'/VT • • • y?{hy Result 
1.5.11 as . ( - 1 ) = b^r'^''^-''.. . ^ ( - - i ) ^ - ' ' - ' and yf-y'Ktm 6 5\C/) 
^^?C-i<-3(«2..-it.n)''^:r^^Y • • • ^-J/f • • • yV 
(by Result 1.5.11 as e . = e^^^^^S--^^^ • • • bt^'^ 
Z{ym~-ia2m-3f' ( a 2 m - l i m ) ' " = < Y " ' ' ^^/Vf " ' " y? 
(by Result 1.5.11 as ym-i,tm G S\U) 
z{ym-2Ci2m-Af''[ci2m-itmY''^k+i ' '" ^ r ' ^ i ' ' ' " y'" (^ Y z^gz^g equations) 
(by Result 1.5.11 as ?/m-2,*m ^ S\U) 
= zj/f^af (a2,n-i*m) '^=xf;/ • • • x^^yf • • • yf 
= zili^'"'bf"' • • • bfJ'afia^m-itmY'^^tl • • • ^'r'yf ''' ^f (by Results 1.5.10 
and 1.5.11 for some bf\...,bf_^ e f/ and yf G S\U as y2,*m G S\U) 
= zy^v^'^tr • • • htr'af{a2m-^tmr4':i''' ^'/vf '"" Vf 
(2) , r- Q\TJ .r.A „ , V . . . . „(2) _ L ( 2 ) P * ' - P I . . , ,(2) P ^ - p . - l , (by Result 1.5.11 as yf.tm G S\U and where u^ )^ = bf> •••b] 
zy^vi^r • • • htr" {a,a2^-.trr.r4':^ • • • x-yf • - • yf 
(by Result 1.5.11 as yf,t^ G S\U) 
fc-i 
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(as a3a2TO-i^ m = 3^027^  ^ U and U satisficis (31)) 
zyrv^%r' • • • bg " - ^ a ? ^ ( a . . - . * . , ) - < t """ ^l^vV '"" Vt^ 
(by Result 1.5.11 as yf\ i ,„ G S\U) 
2,/2)P*, (2)P* _ , (2) P'^  p , . ^ p , ^ . + : p 91 . , , 
-2y2 "1 ^fe-1 "3 \ " '2m-l lmj 27^+1 -^r i/l i/s 
(by Result 1.5.11 as y f , i ^ € S\U and t;^ )^ = 6^ ' " ' ' " • • • bf\'"'~'"'~') 
zyl''af{a2n,-itmrxl\\' • • • x^/yf • • • yf 
(by Result 1.5.11 as yf^  = yf'*fef''^ • • • ^E/^) 
2(y2a3)^Ka2m-iim) '^=x '^;Y "''^'/vf ' ' '? /f (^ Y Result 1.5.11 as y2,tm e S\U) 
z{yia2y''{a2m-itmy''xf+l • • • xP/yf ---yf (by zigzag equations) 
^y^'^ar (a2m-iim)^ '=x^+Y • • • ^^yf • • • yf (by Result 1.5.11 as yi , i^ e S\U) 
,2y(i)^'=bW^'=...},fj\f {a2m-itmY'4+i • • • ^ ry f •••yf (by Results 1.5.10 
and 1.5.11 for some 6f, . . .,b[^l^ € t/ and y f € 5\C/ as yi,t„, € 5\(7) 
(by Result 1.5.11 as y'^\tm G 5\[/ and where v^'^ = ftf''*''" • ••h['l,'"''""') 
zy^v^H^^^'' • • • ht!'-' {a^a^m-xtmr:^::^ • • • x^/yf • • • yf 
(by Result 1.5.11 as yf\tm € S\U) 
zy^^^'\^%T • • • ^ e / " ^ {a,a2^-itn.r4':i • • • x^/yf ' •" ^ 
(as a2a2m~itm = Q'20'2m £ U and U satisfies (31)) 
zy^^^"'v^%^^'" • • • 6 f / ^ " a f (a2^_xf^)^*<Y """ ^Vyf '" • VV 
(by Result 1.5.11 as y^y\tm G S\U) 
zy^^'%^^'''... &f ; ^ r («2.„-i^m)^*<Y • • • ^'/yf • • • yf 
(by Result 1.5.11 as y^\t^ G S\U and v^^^ = bf'" ' '" • • • ftf/' ""'") 
zy{''al''{a2m-itmy''4X"i •••^'/yf •••yfi^y Result 1.5.11 as y f , t ^ G 5\t/) 
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- x>;'af. •. 4-iiyi^ia2n.-itr^r4'':i • • • ^'/yf • • • yf 
(by Result 1.5.11 as ?/i,fm in S\U) 
= < ' ^ • • • xli-,Y,^a{''{a2m-itmr4+i • • • '^'/yT • • • yf ( ^ ^ = ^ 4 ^ • • • <-l) 
= ai'^ xf^  • • • 4T/{yia,a^m-it^r^^,'^^ • • • a^ '^yf • • • yf 
(by Result 1.5.11 as yi,tm in S\U) 
= 3^^2^ • • • x^'j^' (aoa2m)^*xf+l' • • • arf^ yf yf • • • yf (by the zigzag equations) 
= w[^w^^ • • • w^^z^l'J'2 ••• z^^ (by inductive hypothesis as a^a^m £ f^ ) 
as required. • 
Proposition 2.3.2: Let [/ be a permutative subsemigroup satisfying a seminor-
mal permutation identity of a semigroup 5 such that Dom{U, S) = S. IfU satisfies 
the semigroup identity (31), then (31) also holds for all xi,..., Zr, | / i , . . . , y* € 5 and 
wi,..., iVn, Zu...,Zm in U, where pup2, ...,pr] 9i, ^2, • • •, Qs] hM: • • • ,tn] h, l2,---Jm 
are any positive integers such that pi < P2 ^ •• • ^ Pr-n < Pr, Qs < Qs-i • • • < 92 < 
ili,h <h< ••• <tn and /„ < i^-i • • • <k <h{r,s,n,m> 1). 
Proof: We show that (31) is true for all xi,X2,.--,Xr,yi,y2,---,ys € S and 
Wi,W2,-..^ Wn, zi, 22, ...,Zm^U. For fc = 1,2,3,..., 5; consider the word yfyf •••yf 
of length qi-\-q2 + • • • + %• We shall show that (31) is satisfied by induction on k 
assuming that the remaining elements yk+i,yk+2,--,ys in U. For A; = 0, (31) triv-
ially holds. So assume that (31) is true for all xi,X2,...,Xr,yi,y2i• • •,Vk-i € S 
and for all yk-,yk+\T • • lys ^ U. Then we shall show that (31) is true for all 
xi, x s , . . . , Xr, yi, 2/2,..., yfe e 5 and yt+i, ...,y,€U. If y^ G C/, then (31) holds by 
inductive hypothesis. So assume that y^. G S\U. As y^ G S\U and Dom{U, S) — 5, 
by Result 1.5.1, let (2) be a zigzag of minimal length m over U with value yk- So 
assume that 1 < k < r. As the equalities (32) and (33) follow by Results 1.5.10 
and 1.5.11 for some b^^l^,...,b'^P € U and ff^  in S\U as yi, h e S\U md where 
z = y^ ^Y • • • yf ^"d w^^ ' = ft^!^i '' '"^\..J)P '' '\ we have 
Xi X2 • • • X^ y i 5/2 iS/s 
= x'l^  • • • x^'yf • • • yfSiaQtfyf^l • • • yf (by zigzag equations and Result 1.5.13 ) 
= ^r' • • • < y r • • • y t > l ' b ^ i : ' • • • b ^ t ^ r y T ^ l • • • yf m 
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= ^ ' • • • ^^yf • • • Vt^at^r' • • • b^^'-w^^h^'z (33) 
= .r?' • • • x-yf • • • ytlimaD'^^biV''' • • • b^^^'^w^^H^'-z 
(by inductive hypothesis as yiaf = yiaiai = aooi € U) 
= 4 ' • --x^yT • ••yt;iyra,r^afb^^i:'''.. •6W'''t.(%f''^  
(by Result 1.5.11 as yi,t[^^ € S\U) 
= x?^. • • xP/yr • • • yt^ (yiaO-af C i " """ ^^"t^l'^'z 
(by Result 1.5.11 and definition of MA^^ ) 
= :^,' •••x^/yf •••yt,\y,a,Y^a\Hfz 
(by Result 1.5.11 ^s ftg^^ • • • h^}^'^^^"' = t f ) 
= x['---xP/yf • • • yfzliyiaxY^iaxtif'z (by Result 1.5.11 as y^U G S\U) 
= x^' • • • a;^ "-?/?' • • • yf:l{y\ax)'^>'{a2t2f''z (by zigzag equations) 
= x?^  • • • x?-yf • • • ytl{ym)'"'aftfz (by Result 1.5.11 as y,,h G S\{/) 
= ^,' • --xP/yf • ••yl'-;{yiaia2YHfz (by Result 1.5.11 as yi,t2 e S\U) 
= xT---x-yr---yl-^iyxaxa2Mir 
where the last equality follows by Results 1.5.10 and 1.5.11 for some bH^,...,%' in 
U, tfhnS\U asyi, t^e S\U. As the equaMties (34), (35) and (36) below follow 
by letting u;^ )^ = b^^li""'"'^'' ••b?^"'''^' and by Result 1.5.11 as yi,4^' G 5 \ f/; 
by Result 1.5.11 as t/i,4 £ 'S' \ t/; and by Result 1.5.11 and the definition of w^'^^ 
respectively, we have 
^1 ^r Vl 4/2 Vs 
= <•... xfrf -.. yf_tfe<.i«2)"C.'*" • • • 6?'"»< '^<f "^ (34) 
(by inductive hypothesis as yiaia^ = aoCa € U) 
= o^ r • • • x'/yT • • • Vtl {yxa.rafbfj'''.. • b?^"w('hf^''z (35) 
= < • • • ^ r^ /f • • • %"V(2/i«i)"4€i" • • • ^^ '^ "4^ ^^  (36) 
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(by Result 1.5.11 as b g / ^ • • • 6^"^tf ""^  = i^ 
= x?^. • • xf-yf • • • y^Y (?/^al)'^•(«2.^-3im-l)*^ 
(by Result 1..5.11 as yi,tm-i e S\U) 
= x'l' ••• xf^yf • • • |/fri'(yiai)^'(o2m-i*m)'''2 (by zigzag equations) 
= x",'---xP/yf • • • yf:^{y,aiTaf^_^tlz (by Result 1.5.11 ^y,,tm^S\U) 
- x?> • • • xl^yf • • • yl":;(t/iaia2^-2)*t^2 (by Result 1.5.11 as y^,tr,^€ S\U) 
= a:?^  • • • x^^yf • • • yt';{ma,a,m-2rbtr ' '" ^ i ' ^ ' ' ^ "^*^ 
where the last equality follows by Results 1.5.10 and 1.5.11 for some b^^\,..., bs in U 
and im ' e S\U as yi,tm ^ S\U. As the equahties (37) and (38) below follow by 
Result 1.5.11 asy./^l'^eSXU and where «;(-) = ^ - J *"'"=+' . . . 4-)^*-""^ ^^ have 
= X?' • • • x?^2/f • • • y;f_Y (yiaia2„_2)''''&i:r'"'' •" b^r^''w^-^Ht^"z (37) 
= < • • • o^^yf • • • yt-;{y,a,a2m-irb^:ir' • • • 6 ^ ^ ' ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ' * . 
(by inductive hypothesis as yiai02m-i = aofl2m-i ^ t^) 
= ^ ' • • • -x^yf • • • yt'l{yma^m-irb^^r • • • b^r^'-t^^^^'z (38) 
= af • • • .xf^ yf • • • yfsl{yia.a^m-irt^rH^ 
(by Result 1.5.11 as b'^^]'" • • • 6^^"'=^'' ' = C ) 
= :r^ '^  • • • xP^yf • • • ytl {mara2m-itmryt\' • • • Vf 
( by Result 1.5.11 and the definition of z) 
= xf • • • xl^yf • • • yl's; {a^a^mfyt+i • • • yf (by zigzag equations) 
= vJ{^w^^ • • • w*^z{^z^2 • • • m^ (by the inductive hypothesis as Oo02m 6 U). 
Therefore, 
Xj ^2 • • • Xj. yi y2 ya — ^ l ^ 2 "^n ^1 ^2 '^ m ) 
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holds for all Xi,3^2, • • • ^r, !/i,?/2, • • •, ?/« € 5" and Wi,W2,..., w;„, zi, 22, • • •, -^m € C/. • 
By arguments similar to the proofs of Propositions 2.3.1 and 2.3.2, we may 
prove the following: 
Proposition 2.3.3: Let U he a permutative subsemigroup satisfying a seminormaJ 
permutation identity of a semigroup S such that Dom{U, S) = 5. liU satisfies the 
semigroup identity (31), then (31) also holds for all xi,X2,...,Xr,yi,y2,• • •,ys G t/ 
and wi , . . . , Wn, Zi,...,Zm in S, where pi,p2, ...,Pr: gi, 92,. ..,qs,ti,... ,tn,h,. • • Jm 
are any positive integers such that pi < P2 < • • • < Pr-i "^Pr, Qs ^ Qs-i • • • < 92 < 
qi.ti <t2 < ••• <tn and Im < Im-i • • • < 2^ < k{r, s, n,m> 1). 
Now using Propositions 2.3.2 and 2.3.3, we have the following: 
Theoremi 2.3.4: All heterotypical identities of the form 
T^IT-P^ . . . ,.Pr,,9l,,92 _ , qs _ i,M^,,t2 . . _ , ,Sn J l J 2 . . . Jm . 
OTi X2 X^ Vl y2 Vs — ^l ^2 ^n '^X ^2 ^m 1 
are free for all positive integers Pi,P2, • • • ,Pr, 9i, 92, • • •, <ls, h^h,---, tn, hJ2,---Jm 
(r, s, n, m > 1); pi < /?2 < • • • < Pr-i < Pr, Qs < g^-i • • • < q2 < Qu h < t2 < • • • < 
tn and Im < lm~i ••• <h.<h-
Proof: Take any a:i, a;2,..., x^, ?/i, i/2,..., ?/s, Wi, - •., w„, ^ i , . . . , z^ £ 5*. Then by 
Proposition 2.3.2, for any Ui,U2,..., Un+m ^ t^, we have 
xf xf • • • x^/y^yf • •. yf = u\hi\^ • • • < " t ^ t , u t 2 " • • <-,m (39) 
Again, by Proposition 2.3.3, for any Ui, t;2,..., Ur+s € t/, we have 
1^^ «;*^  • • • w'^z[^z'i • • • z'- = 4^v^ • • • t;f'-<i • • • v^^, (40) 
Now, 
x{^x'2'---<yTyf---yr 
= u{'u'i • • • <"M!,VIU;,V2 • • • «L+m ( by equaUty (39)) 
= lif'v^ • • • vP^vll^ • • • t;,%, (as U satisfies (31)) 
- w\'wl' • • • <"2^Z2' • • • 2^ (by equality (40)) 
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as required. D 
The following theorem further extends the class of free heterotypical identities. 
Theorem 2.3.5: All heterotypical identities of the fonn 
are free for all positive integers J9i,p2, • • • ,PT'I where Pi < P2 < • • • :^  Pr-i < Pr, 
Qs < qs-i < ••• <q2< qi-
Proof: As the identity 
is equivalent to the identity 
.<'••• x^^yf • • • yfz = zx','.-. x^yf • • • yf = x?^  • • • x^yf • • • yf (41) 
we will show that (41) is true for ?^\ xi,X2,. •. ,Xr,yi,y2,- • • ,ys,z ^ S. 
So assume that U satisfies (41) and take any Xi,0:2,...,x,.,yi,y2,- • • iVs^z ^ S. Now 
we show that the identity (41) is also satisfied by 5. 
Case(a): z eS and Xi, ^2, • • •, a;^ , 2/1, ^2, ••-,?/«€ t/". 
li z ^U, then (41) is trivially satisfied. So assume that z E S\U. By Result 1.5.1, 
let (2) be a zigzag of minimal length in S over U with value z. Therefore, 
:if,^7f---xP/yryf---yfz 
= a:r5''x2^  • • • x^yf yf • • • yfo-oti (by zigzag equations) 
= x?^x^' • • • xP/yfyf • • • yfaih (since U satisfies (41)) 
= x^''4^ • • • xP/yfyf • • • yf 0.212 (by zigzag equations) 
= <x^^ • • • xfyf yf---yfast2 (since U satisfies(41))) 
= xl'4'---xP/yfyf---yra2m-itm 
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= x{'x^--- x^^vfyf • • • yfa2m (by zigzag equations) 
= x^'4^ • • • x^/yfyf • • • yf (since U satisfies (41)). 
A]sozx',':4'---xP/yfyf---yf 
= Vm^im^x^ • • • x^'-yfyf • • • yf (by zigzag equations) 
= yma2m-i^'^x^2^ •'' x^/vVyf ''' vf (sJuce U satisfies (41)) 
= ym-\a2m-2^i ^ •"" ^'^/vfyf ''' vf (by zigzag equations) 
= ym-ia2m-z^i^ • • • xP/yfyf • • • yf (since U satisfies (41)) 
=: y,a,2F,'x?2'---x^/yfyf---yf 
=-• ao^a'^ ' • • • xl'-yfyf • • • yj" (by zigzag equations) 
= xl'x^^'---xP/yfyf • • • yf (since U satisfies (41)). 
Therefore, 
4 ' a f • • • x^/yfyf •. • yfz = .x?>xf • • • x^/yfyf • •-yf = x'.^x^ • • • x^/yfy^ • • - yf, 
as required. 
Case(b): xi,z e S and Xg,... ,Xr,yi,y2,-• •,?/« € U. 
If xi G U, then the result follows from Case(a). Therefore, we may assume that 
xi e S \ U. Then, by Result 1.5.1, let (2) be a zigzag of minimal length in 5 over 
U with value xi. Now, 
= ymO'2m^ • • • ^^''yfyf • • • yf^ (by Result 1.5.13 and zigzag equations) 
= y^r^aV^ - • • K-yfyf • • • yf (by Case (a)) 
= 2^]^3?2 • • • ^l^'yfyf "'yf (by Result 1.5.13 and zigzag equations) 
as required. 
Similarly, 
= 22/ma2m^ ' ' ' ^ ' ^ f ^f ''' vf (^ Y Result 1.5.13 and zigzag equations) 
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== C < a ; r • • • ^'/yfyr • • • yf (by Case (a) as zy^^ G 5) 
= :i^iX^ • • • x^ryfyf • --yf (by Result 1.5.13 and zigzag equations) 
as required. 
Therefore, 
T ^ ' T ^ . . . TP'-IA^II^ . . . ifl" y — yr^^rjn . . . rj.PT.fll.fl2 . . . .fln _ ^ P l ^ . . ^Pr,,9l„,92 „ftg 
•^1 **'2 ••''r i/1 i/2 ys ^ ~ •^•^1 -''2 -^r S/l y2 i/s — -^1 -^2 ^ r i/l 2/2 ^s i 
as required. 
Case(c): We assume inductively that the result is true for all Xi, . . . , Xk-\,z € S 
and Xfc,..., Xr, yi, t/2, • • •, ?/« £ f^- We shall prove that the result is also true for all 
xi,...,Xk,z G 5 and Xk+u • • • ,Xr,yi,y2,-• • ,ys £ U. Again if Xk G U, then the 
result follows by inductive hypothesis. So assume that Xk £ S\U. Then, by Result 
1.5.1, let (2) be a zigzag of minimal length in S over U with value Xk. 
Now, we have 
x',^x','---x^iyryf...yt^z 
^ x?'4^ • • • xi'^s.Yr^a^^xiu • • • ^'/yVvT • • • yrz 
(by Result 1.5.13 and zigzag equations) 
- t/;y.L"^ '"fc!'"^ '"' • • • btr4^4X"i • • • ^'/yfyf • • • yf^ (by Results 1.5.10 and 
1.5.11 for some b^^\...,b^^\ G U and y^ T'^  G 5 \ f/ as y^ G S\U and 
0-27)1. ~ 0'2m~itm with tm G S\U and where w — Xj'^ Xj^  • • • x^t"/) 
— Wym. V Oj ' ' fc-l "2m^fc+l -^r ?/l j/2 ya ^ 
(by Result 1.5.11 as i "^ \ i „ G 5\t/ and as t;(-) = tS'"^'''""' •. . ^ M ^ - ^ - P * - ) 
= t.i"^''^(-)6S™)'' • • • 6 t r " ' < 4 r / • • • ^'r'-yfyf • • • yf (by Case (a)) 
= wy^-''%^r''' • • • 4 - r ' 4 ^ « • • • ^'/yryf • • • yf 
(by Result 1.5.11 and the definition of t/'")) 
= x^^x',^--- 4'-iy>l^^k:i • • • ^'/vryf • • • yf 
{as y^-'''llr''' • • • btr = y'r^ and ^ = < x r • • • . f - ) 
= X?'4^ • • • x^l-l4'<':i • • • x^/yfyf •••yl 
(by Result 1.5.13 and zigzag equatioas). 
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Similarly, 
(by Result 1.5.13 and zigzag equations) 
= zwyl^^^'b^r^'' • • • btrallxlX^I • • • x^/yfyf • • • yf (by Results 1.5.10 
and 1.5.11 for some feS""',..., b^^{ € ?7 and yt^ G S\U as y^ in S\U 
and a2m — O'^m-i^m with t^ G 5\f/ and where tf = s^^s^ • • -^r^l"/) 
(by Result 1.5.11 as i " \ ^ ^ e -S\[/ and as t/-) = ^S'"'"'"'''' • • • b^^^"-'"'-') 
— wy,n V Ui 0^_j "2m-^ik+l •'^r ifX 4/2 Vs 
(by Case(a) as iwi/^^'''^^'"^ G 5) 
— wym 0^ 0^_^ "2m^fc+l ^ r Vl ¥2 Vs 
(by Result 1.5.11 and the definition of v^"^^) 
= 4^4^..- 4-if.i4^47l • • • ^'/yfyT • • • yf 
(as y^-'%t^''... fetr^ = yP,^  and 1. = xfxr • • • x f - ) 
— Xi X2 X ^ _ j Xj. .ij._^j X^ J/l </2 (/g 
(by Result 1.5.13 and zigzag equations). 
Therefore, 
a;?^ xf^  • • • x^t/fy!^ • • • yf ^ = ^^^a:? - • • ^ryf 2/2* • • - yf = < ^ - - • <^yf yf'• ^  
as required. 
Case(d): xi,X2,...,Xr,yi,z G S and y2,...,ys^U. 
If yi G (7', then the result follows from Case(c). Therefore, we may assume that 
yi e S\ U. Then, by Result 1.5.1, let (2) be a zigzag of minimal length in S over 
U with value t/i. Now, as the equalities (42) and (43) follow by Results 1.5.10 and 
1.5.11 for some b'i\... ,6l^' in U and tj^' G S \ 17 as yi,ti G 5 \ [/ and where 
u;(i) = 62 • • • s^ ^ ' respectively, we have 
xi^x'2'---<'yry2---yT^ 
= x{'x^^ • • • xP/a'^^tfyf • • • yfz (by Result 1.5.13 and zigzag equations) 
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= x?\.^ ... x^^^afbT • • • hTt^yf • • • yfz (42) 
= x?^3,f • • • x ^ a g ' 4 ' ' * • • • b^^^''w^'k?''yl' • • • yfz (43) 
= x?^xf • • • xP/al'bi'^'" • • • bi'^'^hz (where h = w^'H['^''yf • • • yj^) 
= x^^'af^' • • • xP^al'b^2^'" • • • bi'^'''w^'H\'^'''yl' • • • yf (by Case(c), since hz e S) 
(])y Result 1.5.11 and definition of w^^^) 
= 4'x^^' • • • xP/alHfyf • • • yf (by Result 1.5.11 as 4^''" • • • b^P'^'t^^^"' = tf) 
= .x-f^ xf^  • • • xl''yfyf • ••yl" (by Result 1.5.13 and zigzag equations) 
as required. 
Similarly, 
zx{'2^---xl^yfyf---yf 
= zx{^X2' • • • x^^'a^tfyf •• -yf (by Result 1.5.13 and zigzag equations) 
= zx-,^x^-.-x-a-bT---hTtTyf---yV 
(by Result 1.5.13 and zigzag equations) 
= x^ 'af • • • xl^al'b^i^'" • • • b^^^''w^'kf^''yf • • • yf (by Case (c)) 
(by Result 1.5.11 and definition of w;^ ^^ ) 
= <xf^ • • • x^alHfyf • • • yf (by Result 1.5.11 as 6^''"' • • • fti'^''^'^'' = ^f) 
= 3f^^3^2 ' • • ^?''y?yf • • • yf" (t'y Result 1.5.13 and zigzag equations) 
as required. 
Therefore, 
x?^4^ • • • x^/yfyf • • • yfz = zx',^x^--- x^/yfyf • • • yf = x^^x^ • • • x^/yfyf • • • yf, 
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as required. 
Case(e): We assume inductively that the result is true for all x i , . . . , Xr, y i , . . . , yk-i, 
z in S and ?/fc,...,j/s G U. We shall prove that the result is also true for all 
Xu...,Xr,yi,..., Vk-uVk, 2 e 5 and yk+\, ••••.Vs G U. Again if yk G f/, then the 
result follows by inductive hypothesis. So assume that yk E S\U. Then, by Re-
sult 1.5.1, let (2) be a zigzag of minimal length in S over U with value y .^ Now 
as the equalities (44) and (45) below follow by Results 1.5.10 and 1.5.11 for some 
b^^l^,...,6l^^ in U and t[^^ G S\U as yuh G S\U and where v = y*^ Y '" • Vt'^ ^<^ by 
Result 1.5.11 as ao = yiOi, y^i^^ G S\U and where w^'^ = b^kli""'''^''"' bi'^''~'' 
respectively, we have 
x','4'---x^,^yfyf---yfz 
= x '^xf •.. xryft/r • • • yt>lHfyt:i • • • yl^z 
(by Result 1.5.13 and zigzag equations) 
= ^,^x^ • • • xl^yl^yf ... ytlath^klx''' • b^^^'t^vz (44) 
= A'^2' • • • ^^yfyf • • • yti^b'^kli'"' • • • hTw^'H^^^'^z (45) 
= x?^xr • • • x^/yfyf ... yr_Yag^Ci'"^""" bTw^lh^^^'\ 
(by inductive hypothesis as w^^h\ vz E S) 
— arj ar2 • ^r Vi V^ Vk-i % "fc+i ''« ''i ^ 
(by Result 1.5.11 and the definition of w^^^) 
— X-j X2 • ^ r j / l i/2 t/fc-1 " 0 '•1 yfc+1 y.? 
(by Result 1.5.11 as 6 ^ / ' • • • h^P"'t^^^"" = i f and the definition of v) 
_ JPi^2 _ ^Pr,,9i,,92 Qk-l qk Qk+i . . «,, 
— OTj X2 X^ J/i 2/2 i/fc-1 i/fc s/fc+l ys 
(by Result 1.5.13 and zigzag equations). 
Similarly, 
= ^xfa f • • • <^yf 2^^^ • •. yt-,'alHfyt\' • • • yf 
(by Result 1.5.13 and zigzag equations) 
— zxi X2 • • Xj. yi y2 • • • y^_i % o^ ^^  Os ly v 
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^.:?^^ • • • xP^yfyf • • • y ^ Y ^ C i " " """ b'^'^'^^'^t? Ik V 
(by inductive hypothesis) 
— Xj r 2 • • • x;: ?/i ?/2 % - ! "0 ''fc+i ''» '^ i ^ 
(by Result 1.5.11 and the definition of w^^'>) 
— x-j X2 Xj. y^ 2/2 J/fc-i "•0 '^ i yfc+i f/s 
(by Result 1.5.11 as fcg/* •"" fei^'*^?^"* = i f and the definition of v) 
— .r^  X2 -x^ y^y^ yfc_i y^ . ?/^ .+i ?/« 
(by Result 1.5.13 and zigzag equations). 
Therefore, S satisfies 
Xj ^2 • Xj. (/j </2 t/s ^ — ''•^l -^ 2 -^r i/l 1/2 i/* — -^ 1 -^ 2 •'^r ill iJl J/s ' 
as required. • 
The following theorem further adds new heterotypical identities to the class of 
free heterotypical identities. 
Theorem 2.3.6: All heterotypical identities of the forms: 
{i) 2«xf Xf • • • Xf- = Xf Xf •••X^/-{pr<Pr-l---<P2<PVA'> 0). (46) 
(M) X?'.X^ • • • x^/z" = .x^^xf • • • x '^-; (pi < P2 < • • • < Pr-1 <Pr\q> 0). (47) 
are free. 
Proof: {i) Assume that U satisfies (46). Take any Xi, X2,..., x^, z G S. We shall 
show that the identity (46) is also satisfied by S. 
Case(a): z E S and xj, X2,..., x^ G [/. 
If 2 € [/, then (46) is trivially satisfied. So assume that z E S\U. As z E. S\U, hy 
Result 1.5.1, we may let (2) be a zigzag of minimal length in 5" over U with value 
z. Now 
— 2/m"2m^^^ • • • ^r' (^ Y zigzag cquations and Result 1.5.13 ) 
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= ymi^2m-ia2m)''^'x^ • • • x^/ (suice U Satisfies (46)) 
"~ ym^2m-1^2m-^l -^2 -^r 
(by Result 1.5.11 as 02^ = a2m~itm and ym,tm & S\U) 
= (y^a2m-1 )^a2m3a' - ^ • • • ^ r 
(by Result 1.5.11 as a2m = a2m-itm and ym,tm E S\U) 
= {ym-ia2m-2y(4m^'^ ' ' ' ^r' (t>y zigzag equations) 
(by Result 1.5.11 as a2m = a2m-i^ m and ym-utm ^ S\U) 
= ^m- 1 ( a 2 m - 2 a 2 m ) ' ' a ^ r ^ ' " " ' ^^ r"" 
(by Result 1.5.11 ;is a2m = a2m-itm and ym-\,tm ^S\U) 
= ym-ii^2m-'sa2myx{%^ • • • xf (as (7 satisfies (46)) 
(by Result 1.5.11 d& a2m = 02m-i*m and ym-utm e S\U) 
= (y„,-ia2m-3)^a2m^'3:2' • • • 3^ f 
(by Result 1.5.11 .as a2m = a2m-iim and ym-utm ^S\U) 
= (ym-2a2m-4)^a2m^r^'' •' ^ r^' (^ Y zigzag equations) 
— i/m-2"2m-4"2m"''l •''2 -^r 
(by Result 1.5.11 as a2m = a-2m-itm and ym-2,tm &S\U) 
= ?/l .-2(a2m-4a2m)' 'aa'4' " " " ^^^ 
(by Result 1.5.11 as a2m = a2m-itm and ym-2,tm ^ S\U) 
= yliara2myx','x'2'---^'r-
(by Result 1.5.11 as a2m = 0'2m-itm and y^tm e S\U) 
= (y,ai)M„xfxf^---xf 
(by Result 1.5.11 as a2m = aim-itm and y^tm E S\U) 
— '^I'^lrn^i^^ • • • ^r'' (^ Y zigzag equations) 
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(by Result 1.5.11 as OQ = yiai,a2m = 02m-i^ m and yi,tm € 5 \ (/) 
- x?':c^ • • • xP/ (as U satisfies (46)) 
Case(b): xi,z £ S and X2,... ,Xr EU. 
As the equalities (48), (49) below follows by Results 1.5.10 and 1.5.11 for some 
b^\.. .,bi^^ in U and ^f ^  e S \U as yuh e S \U and where v = x^ • • -xf, 
= 2''ao'tfa::2^ • • •z '^" (by zigzag equations and Result 1.5.13 ) 
= zX^b^^^''-..bi'^'"t['^'\ (48) 
= z'<al^bi''''.-.bi'^''w('H'^^'\, (49) 
== a',^bi'^''---bTwWt['^'\{hYCase{a)) 
= al'b''2^^' • • • bi^^^'t^^^^'v (by Result 1.5.11 and the definition of w^^^) 
(by Result 1.5.11 as tf = b[^^^' • • • bi^^^'t^^^' and the definition of v) 
= Xi^x^^ • • • x^r (by Result 1.5.13 and zigzag equations) 
as required. 
Case(c): Now, assume inductively that the result is true for all Xi, . . . , xi^^i,z G S 
and Xk, Xjt+i,..., Xr e t/. We shall prove that it is true for all xi, X2,.. •, x/t, 2; G S 
and Xfc+i,..., Xr € [/. If x^ 6 i7, then the result holds by inductive hypothesis. So, 
we may assume that Xk € S\U. Then, by Result 1.5.1, we may let (2) be a zigzag of 
minimal length in S over U with value x^. As the equalities (50) and (51) follow by 
Results 1.5.10 and 1.5.11 for some b^^l^,... ,bi^^ in U and t[^^ in S\U as ?/i, ii £ S\U 
and where v = xf_^^ • • • x^/ and K;^ '^ = b^^l-^ "^  ''*''••• 6r^ ' * ^ Now, we have 
= z'.r^^xf • • • a^k-i^^o'^i' • • • ^ r (by zigzag equations and Result 1.5.13 ) 
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^ z^:r-,^^...:^,^:M<r---br'trv (50) 
== .<^x?':rr •.. 4 ^ > r 6 g / ^ ' ' • • • h\'^''w('H^P"'v (51) 
= x?^xr • • • ^'Haf^b^^l,^''-' • • • h^^^^'w^'H^^^^'v (by inductive hypothesis) 
_ ^ 1 ^ 2 . . . P . - I »;,. (1) Pfc _ . ,(l)Pk (l)Pk 
— -^1 -^2 -^fc-l "•0 "fc+1 "r li V 
(by Result 1.5.11 and the definition of lo^ ^^ ) 
= <a,-^^ • • • 4'l\'alHfv (by Result 1.5.11 as b^^l,'" • • • bi'^""ti'^'" = tf) 
= x{'3f2 ••• ^ k-i^^^^k-ti • • • ^ r (by Result 1.5.13 and zigzag equations) 
Therefore, 
for all 2, Xj, ^2 , . . . , Xr e 5, as required. 
(ii) Assume that U satisfies (47). Take any Xi,X2,. • • ,Xr,z G S. We shall show 
that the identity (47) is also satisfied by S. 
Ccise(a): z ^ S and a;i,;r2,... ,Xr EU. 
li z eU, then (47) is trivially satisfied. So assume that z € S\U. As z e S\U, by 
Result 1.5.1, we may let (2) be a zigzag of minimal length in S over U with value z. 
Now, 
= ifiX^---a^f^'agij (by zigzag equations and Result 1.5.13 ) 
= .x^ ' x^' • • • xf (aoai,)«t? (since t/ satisfies (47)) 
= xf^ a:^ ' • • • x^/ala\t\ (by Result 1.5.11 as OQ = yiOi and i/i, ti G 5 \ C/) 
= xf'x^' • • • x^/al{aihf (by Result 1.5.11 as OQ = Via^ and yi,ti G 5 \ C/) 
= x ^ ' 4 ' • • • a^ r'Oo(«2^ 2)^  (by zigzag equations) 
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= x^^x^^ • • • xP'-alaltl (by Result 1.5.11 as oo = t/iai and t/i,^2 G 5 \ U) 
= x{^x^^ • • • x^ --(0002)^ 2^ (t>y Result 1.5.11 as ao = yiUi and yi,t2E S\U) 
= a;?'x^' • • • a;P (^aoa3)''^ ^ (as U satisfies (47)) 
= x ? ' 4 ' • • • ^r'«o«2m-3C-i (by Rcsult 1.5.11 Bs OQ = yiOi and yi,tm-i &S\U) 
= X^'xf" • • • xP'al{a2m-3tm-l)'' 
(by Result 1.5.11 as ao = j/iai and yi,tm-i E S\U) 
= ar^ 'xf^  • • • a:^ ''ao(a2m-2^m)'' (by zigzag equations) 
= xf^ ar?^  • • • x^''ala2r„_2tl^ (by Result 1.5.11 as OQ = j/iOi and yi,tm^ S\U) 
= x^i'x^ • • • xP^{aoa2m-2)'^t'l, (by Result 1.5.11 as OQ = yiai and t/i,i^ e S\U) 
= :^-^:^2 ••• 3;r(aoa2m-i)X (as t/ satisfies (47)) 
= ar^ 'xj-^  • • • a:^''ao^2m-iC (by Result 1.5.11 as OQ = yiOi and yi,tjn^ S\U) 
— x^^x^^ ••• x '^'(ao02m-i^m)^ (by Result 1.5.11 as OQ = t/iai and j/i, m^ ^ S\U) 
= x-^ 'o,"^ ^ • • • x '^' (as aoa2i„-i^ TO = aoa2m ^ C^  and U satisfies (47)) 
as required. 
Case(b): xi,z ^ S and X2,... ,Xr G C. 
If Xi € U, then the result follows by Case (a). So assume that Xi E S \U. As 
Xi G 5 \ U, by Result 1.5.1, we may let (2) be a zigzag of minimal length in 5 over 
U with value Xi. Therefore 
^ P l rrP2 , , , T-Pr ^q 
= y^a^l^j^^ • • • x '^"2'' (by zigzag equations and Result 1.5.13 ) 
= 2/j;^ a ;^,af •••x^MbyCase(a)) 
= x '^x2^ • • • x^'' (by Result 1.5.13 and zigzag equations ) 
as required. 
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Case(c): Now assume inductively that the result is true for all x i , . . . ,Xk-i, z € S 
and Xfc,Xfc -^i,... ,Xr G U. We shall prove that it is true for all Xi,X2,- • • ,Xk,z G S 
and Xk+i,... ,Xr E U. If Xk £ U, then the result holds by inductive hypothesis. So 
we may assume that Xk E S\U. Then, by Result 1.5.1, we may let (2) be a zigzag 
of minima] length in S over U with value x^. Now, we have 
^ 1 ^ . . . ^Pr ^q 
= arf'4' • • • ^k-iymO'2m^k+i • • • ^r'"'^ ' (by zigzag equations and Result 1.5.13 ) 
= wyi,f'"'b['^^'"' • • • 61'^r'af^x^^// • • • XP/Z'^ (by Results 1.5.10 and 1.5.11 for 
somie b\^\ . . . , b^j^ G U and ym G S\U as y^ G 5\[/ and 02^ = a2m-i*m 
with ^^ G S\U and where w = xf'a^' • • • x^lY) 
= wyif'"v("^^b^;^^'" • • • 6 ^ 1 " ' " 4^4X\' • • • xP/z'i (by Result 1.5.11 as y^^\ t^ in 
S\U and where v^-^ = bt^^'"'"' • • • 6^"="'^") 
= wy^T^^'v^-^b^r^'' • • • btr'-'a^,l4'':^ •••x^^ (by Case (a)) 
= wyi:;'^''b'f^'" • • • fetr^a^^x^^^.Y •••xP/ (by Result 1.5.11 as yl^\tm G S\U 
andas . ( - ) = 6S-^'*~'^..6i-^"^^-^) 
— Xi .12 •''fe-i J/m "2m-^fc+l •'T 
(as ylrn^r^"' • • • btr =y^^mdw^x^,^x^--- x^ - ) 
= x^ Vx2^  • • • xl''-i 4^^k+i • • • ^ r (by zigzag equations and Result 1.5.13 ) 
Therefore, 
for all z, xi,X2,..., Xr G 5, as required. • 
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CHAPTER 3 
ON FURTHER HETEROTYPICAL 
IDENTITIES 
§ 3.1. INTRODUCTION 
In the present chapter, we associate two natural numbers with a seminormal 
identity depending on the first and the last occurences of two-letter subwords of the 
left hand side which are not subwords of its right hand side. Using these natural 
numbers, we find some classes of heterotypical identities whose both sides contain 
repeated variables that are preserved under epis in conjunction with a seminormal 
identity. 
§ 3.2. HETEROTYPICAL IDENTITIES 
In this section, we establish some sufficient conditions for heterotj^pical identi-
ties to be preserved under epis in conjunction with a seminormal identity. 
Lemma 3.2.1: Let [/ be a permutative subsemigroup satisfying a seminormal per-
mutation identity of a semigroup S such that Dom{U, S) = S. Let u and v be any 
words in w;i, w;2,..., wi and Zi, Z2,. • •, Zp respectively. If U satisfies the semigroup 
identity 
x?^... x^,^u{w^,..., Wi)yf • • • yf ^ x^'• • • x^M^„ ..., z,)yf • • • yf (52) 
then (52) is also satisfied for all Xi,X2^..., J;^, ?/i, 2/2, •••>?/» ^ 'S' and Wi, i«2, • •• ^ we.-, Zi, 
Z2i-.. ,Zp in U, where pi,p2-,... ,Pr,qi,q2T • • iQs are any positive integers such that 
P i < P2 < • • • < P r - l < Pr] Qs < gs-1 • • • < 92 < Ql{r, S > 1) . 
Proof. Since U satisfies a seminormal identity, by Result 1.5.5, S also satisfies a 
seminormal identity. Now we shall show that the identity (52) satisfied by U is also 
satisfied when Xi,X2,. •. ,Xr,yi,y2,-• • ,ys ^ S and Zi,Z2,...,Zp,Wi,W2,...,Wi € U. 
Case (i): First, take any Xi^X2....,XrES and y i , . . . , j / , , , tf;i,..., Wf, 2:1,..., 2p € [/. 
If xi, X2,..., Xr e t/, then (52) holds trivially. So assume without loss of generality 
that xi G S \U. Let (2) be a zigzag of minimal length m over U with value xy. 
Then 
xf 4^ • • • xP/u{wi,W2,..., Wi)yfyf • • • yf 
= 2/m«2m2 '^ • • • x^/u{wuW2, • •., Wi)yfyf • • • yf 
(by the zigzag equations and Result 1.5.13) 
= C < ^ • • • x>{zi,Z2....,z^)yfyf . •.yf^ias U satisfies (52)) 
= <a:^ ' • • • x^v{zuZ2,••.,Zp)yfyf • • • yf. 
(by the zigzag equations and Result 1.5.13) 
Now, we assume inductively that the result is true for all Xi,...,Xk-i G S and 
Xfc,... ,Xr G U. We shall prove that the result is also true for all Xi,.. . ,Xfc G 5 
and Xfc+i,... ,Xr G (7. Again if Xk G [/, then the result follows by the inductive 
hypothesis. So assume that Xk G S\U. Let (2) be a zigzag of minimal length over 
U with veJue Xk-
Now, we have 
xf 4 ' • • • X:P/U[WI,W2, ..., W()yfyf •••y^/ 
- A'^2 • • • ^ - Y < ^ « 2 ^ < Y • • • ^ ^ ^ ( ^ 1 , «^2,..., ^t)vfvt • • • yV 
(by Result 1.5.13 and zigzag equations) 
= wy^^^'^'^h^r^'" •. • h^rX\fy::i • •.x^M^r,^2,..., w,)yryf • • • yf (by Result 
1.5.10 and 1.5.11 for some b^;^\ . . . , b^^\ G f/ and y^^ G S\U as y^ in S\U 
and a2m = ctam-i^ m with t^ G S\U and where w = xf' xf^  • • • x^^Y) 
= z.i-''\>(-)6S"'^''• • • b'~^X'"'<47i • • • ^'M^i,^'2....,uM'yl'• • • yf (by 
Result 1.5.11 as i"^ \ t^ G S\U and where ?;(-) = feS'"^"""''' •. .feM^^- '^^ "^) 
= «;i-'''^(-)fcS"^*'^ • • • h^rT''<^4\'l • • • ^>i^uz2,..., z,)yryf • • • yl' 
(as U satisfies (52)) 
— Wym Oj • • • t>jt_i "2m'''fc+l -^r ^^1^1) ^2, • • • i ^pjt/j (/2 (/s 
(by Result 1.5.11 and the definition of v^"^^) 
= 4^4^••• x'^.\Vr^ai^47i • • • ^?-^(^i'^2,...,zM'yf • • • yf 
(as i-^'^feS-)'^. • • htJr = C^ and w = 4^---x^-/) 
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(by Result 1.5.13 and zigzag equations) *«-.• SJA "> 
as required. 
Case {ii): Now we show that (52) is satisfied for all Xi, X2,..., Xr, 2/1,2/2, • • •, y* £ S' 
and ifi, W2,... ,we,Zi,Z2,... ^Zp ^U. Again, we can assume without loss of general-
ity that yi e S\U. Let (2) be a zigzag of minimal length m over U with value yi, 
we have 
xf .xf • • • xP/u{wi,W2,..., we)yfyf • • • yf 
= x^'xf--- xPM^„,W2,..., we)apfyf • • • yf 
(by the zigzag equations and Result 1.5.13) 
= xf^xT • • • x^Mn^r,W2,..., we)al'c^^^'' • • • c^^^^tP'^yf • • • yf (53) 
- x^'x^ • • • xP/u{w,,W2,...,we)al'(i^''" • • • d'^''w^'H^^^"yf • • • yf (54) 
:= <x^= •. • xl'v{z,., .2,...,^,)ag^c?''^ . • • cTw^'H^^''yf • • • yf 
(as U satisfies (52)) 
- x?>xf^  • • • x^Mz^, Z2,..., zp)afci'^'' • • • cTt^^yf • • • yf 
(by Result 1.5.11 and definition of w'^ )^ 
= x?=xr • • • x^M^,,Z2...., zMtfyf •.. yf 
(by Result 1.5.11 as 4 ' '" ' • • • c^^^"'t^^^"' = tf) 
= .T^'4' • • • xP^v{zi, Z2, • • •, Zp)yfyf • • • yf 
(by the zigzag equations and Result 1.5.13) 
as the equahties (53) and (54) above follow by Result 1.5.10 and 1.5.11 for some 
4 ' \ . . . , ci'^  in U and 4'^ e S\U asyuh^ S\U and where w^'^ = 4 '^ ' '"" ' • • • ci'^"'"'' 
respectiv(5ly. 
Now, we assume inductively that the result is true for all yi,...,t/fc-i ^ S and 
yk,- •• ,ys ^ U. We shall prove that the result is also true for all yi,. . . ,yn-i,yk ^ S 
and yfc+i,... ,y« e U. Again if yk € f/, then the result follows by the inductive 
hypothesis. So assume that yk €. S\U. Let (2) be a zigzag of minimal length m 
over U with value yfc. Now as the equalities (55) and (56) follow by Result 1.5.10 
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and 1.5.11 for some c^^j^,..., ci G U and q G S\U as yi,ti G 5 \ [/ and where 
•f^  = 2/fc+Y •••?/|'% ^1^^ by Result 1.5.11 as ao = t/ioi, 2/i,4 ^ '5'\t>^  and where 
w^^^ = c^^ • • • ci '^  respectively, we have 
xf xf • • • x^M^^,W2,...,we)yTyr • • • yf 
= :rf^4^ • • • x^Mwu W2,..., we)yryr • • • yt^alHfyl^^ • • • yf 
(by Result 1.5.13 and zigzag equations) 
= xf^ orT • • • x^til^'i, u;2,..., we)yfyf • • • yt^afc^^l'^ • • • c^t^^'^v (55) 
= :r?^4^ • • • x^^uiwr, w^,..., we)yfyf • • • yt\'4" cfl"'^' • • • ci'^''w^'k^^^"'v (56) 
= xf 4^ • • • x^M^,, . 2 , . . . , zM'yf • • • yl-i^c^kli""" • • • ci'^"^^'h?'"v 
(by the inductive hypothesis ) 
= x^^xT • • • x^Mzi,z2, •••, zM'yf • • • yt^fc^^i"' • • • c T t ^ ' ^ v 
(by Result 1.5.11 and the definition of ly^ ^^ ) 
= x?^ xf^  • • • x^/v{z,, Z2,... ,^p)yTyf^^- •ypo,iH\'yt:i • • • yf 
(by Result 1.5.11 as c^^ • • -cl' ^ =t'i and the definition of v) 
- .x^ x^^ •^ • • x^M^,,^2,...,z,)yfyf• • • y t , y t y t : i • • • yf 
(by Result 1.5.13 and zigzag equations) 
as required. This completes the proof of the lemma. • 
For any seminormal identity (1), let o^ = minP, the minimum of F, where 
P = {2<g<n — 2: Xg^yXg is not a subword of XjjXjj • • • Xi„}. 
Similarly, let IIQ = min Q^ where 
Q — {I <h <n — QQ — I : Xn-hXn-(h-i) is not a subword of Xi^Xi^ • • • x,,^}. 
Here and elsewhere in the thesis, go and ho will stand as defined 
above. We shall also assume that Pi,P2, •,Pr, Qi) Qa, ? Qs be any pos-
itive integers such that pi + . . . + pr > go - 1, qi + • • + Qs > ho - 1? 
Pi < • • < Pr and Qs < • • < qi (r, s > 1) unless explicitly mentioned. 
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The following corollary directly follows from Result 1.5.15 and Lemma 3.2.1. 
Corollary 3.2.2: Let L'^  be a permutative subsemigroup satisfying a seminormal 
permutation identity of asemigroup S such that Dom{U, S) = S. Let mi, m2, • • •, me, 
rii, n2 , . . . , Hp be any positive integers. If U satisfies the identity 
x'.^x^ • • • x^/wT' • • • wT^yfyf • • • yf = :^,':^ • • • .^f^^' • • • wj^^yfyf • • • yf 
= xf'orf • • • x^;zT • • • z;^^y\%^ • • • yf = .x '^arT " • • ^^^A":' "'"Hjyfvf ''' Vf (57) 
where j and A are any permutations of {1,2, . . . , i} and {1,2,.. . ,p} respectively, 
then (57) is satisfied for aW Xi,... ,Xr,yi,. •. ,ys ^ S and Wi,...^W(, zi,... ,Zp S U. 
The following corollary follows easily by Result 1.5.15 aspi+p2+- • •+Pr > 9o"-l 
and 9i + (?2 + • • • + 9s > /lo - 1-
Corollary 3.2.3. Let L^^  be a permutative subsemigroup satisfying a seminormal 
permutation identity of a semigroup S such that Dom{U, S) = S. Let u be any 
word in the variables Zi, Z2., • • •, z^ and let Zj G C{u), for some j G {1,2, . . . ,^}, be 
such that Zj € S. If Zj — xa = hy. for all x, y,a,b ^ S, then 
r f xf • • • x^^u{z„ Z2,...,z„..., ze)yryl' • • • yf 
- x ? ' 4 ' • • • x f (.x)i^^i"w(2;i,22, • • •, 2j- i ,a , ^i+i, • • •,zt)yfy2 • • • yf 
[xf x^ ^ • • • xr«(^i, ^2 , . . . , ^ „ . . . , ze)yfyf • • • yf 
--= x?^xr • • • x?-n(zi, ^2, . . . , ^.-1,6, ^ ,+1, . . . , z,)[yp\^yfyf • • • yf]. 
Further, if Zj = SiCS2 for all Si, c, S2 € 5, then 
x? '4^ . • • xfulzi, Z2,..., ^,-,..., z,)y''^yf • • • yf 
= x ? ' 4 ' • • • xPisfcjl'^l"(sfejl^^l"w(2i, 22, • • •, 2^-1,c, Zj+x,..., Z()yl'yf • • • yf 
[xfx^---xP/u{zx,Z2,...,z„...,ze)yryf---yf 
= x?^ xf^  • • • x^M^i, 22,. . . , ^ , - 1 , c, 2,+i,. . . , Z(){sk,p\^{sk,P^''yryf • • • yf], 
where k is any permutation on the set {1,2}. 
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Proposition 3.2.4: Let U he a permutative subsemigroup satisfying a seminormal 
permutation identity of a semigroup S such that Dom{U, S) = S. Let u and v be 
any words inwi,W2,.. •, Wi and zi, Z2,..., Zp respectively and let the identity 
holds for all Xi, X2, • • • ,Xr,yi,y2,-•• ,ys € S and Wi,W2,..., We, Zi, Z2,...,Zp in U. 
Then the identity 
x^uiivi,...,we)yf • • • yf = x^v{zi,...,Zj,)yf • • • yf 
[xf* • • • xP;-u{wu . . . , we)y'' = x^^' • • • x^/vizi,..., Zp)y'^] 
holds for all x e S\U,yi,... ,ys £ S,Wi ,...,we, zi,...,ZpmU, and positive integer 
p > Pr [for all y G S\U, Xi,...,Xr G 5, w-[,... ,we, zi,... ,Zp in U, and positive 
integer q > qi]. 
Proof. We have 
xPu{wi,iU2,...,we)yf •••yf 
= a;P-PrxP^u{wi,W2,...,Wi)yf ••• yf 
= x^''^"-x'^''aF{ ...aP'-u{wi,W2,..., we)yf •••yf 
(by Results L5.10 and Corollary L5.12 for some a i , . . . ,0^ G t/ and 
X e S\U as a,. = 6r4 o^^  some z'^ e S'\t/, &r G f/) 
= xP"P'-x^''waf ... a^'-u{wi, w;2, • • •, iL'f)yf • • • yf 
(by Corollary L5.12 as a^  = Kzl and where w = a^ ''"^ ^ • • • a^ l^ "^"""') 
= xP-P^x"'^u;af . . . aP/vizi, 22, • • •, Zp)yl' • • • yf 
= xP-P^x""a^{ ... aF/v{zu Z2, • • •, Zp)yf • • • yf 
(by defenition of w) 
= xP-P^xP^vizi,Z2,...,Zp)yf---yf 
(by Result L5.10 and Corollary L5.12 as x^^ = x^^aF{ ...a^-) 
= xPv{zi,Z2,...,Zp)yf •••yf 
as required. Dual statement may be proved on the similar lines. • 
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Theorem 3.2.5: Let u and v be any words in wi,W2, • •• ,we and zi,Z2,. •• ,Zp 
respectively such that V i E {1,2, . . . , £} and V j G {1,2,.. . ,p}, mm{\wi\u, \zj\v} > 
min{pr, Q\}- Then all heterotypical identities of the form 
a:?' • • • x?^u(wi,..., we)yr • • • yf = a:?^  • • • x^-«(^i,..., z,)yr • • • yf (58) 
are preserved under epis in conjunction with a seminormal identity. 
Proof. We shall prove the theorem for Case when min{pr,9i} = Pr, the proof 
in other case follows along similar lines. As U satisfy a seminormal identity, by Re-
sult 1.5.5, 5 also satisfy a seminormal identity. We shall show that if U satisfies (58), 
then so does S. So let Xi,X2,... ,Xr,yi,y2,... ,y8, wi,'W2, ••• ,'Wi,Zi,Z2,...,Zp in S. 
If all of vJi,W2,... ,W£,zi,Z2,..., Zp are from U, then the result holds by Lemma 
3.2. L So, assume that not all of Wi,W2,..., W(, Z-[,Z2T. . • ,Zp are from U. Now to 
show that the identity (58) is satisfied by S, we shall first prove that 
X?' •. • x^M^,,..., w,)yr • • • yf = xf^  • • • xl^v{vu..., Vp)yf • • • yf (59) 
for all Xi,X2,...,Xr,yi,y2,...,ys-,'^i,'^2,...,W(. G S and Vi,V2,...,Vp € U. We 
prove the equality (59) by induction on the number k of arguments Wi, K;2, .. •, tt^ fc in 5, 
by assuming that the remaining arguments Wk+\, • • •, w^  G C/. So, first, assume that 
K;I e S and W2,... ^w^ G U. When w\ G U, equality (59) is satisfied by Lemma 
3.2.L So, let Wi e S\U. Let (2) be a zigzag of minimal length m over U with value 
wi. Letting x = J:{^x^ • • • x^'' and y = yfyf • --yf,^^ have 
xf • • • xf t/(t(;i, 102,• • •,we)yl' •••yf 
— xu{ymCi2m; ^2, • • •, W£)y (by the zigzag equations) 
= x{y„^y^'^-u{a2m,..., m)y (by Corollary 3.2.3) 
= x{ymf'"^'^"v{vi,V2,..., Vp)y (by Proposition 3.2.4 as ym e S \ U axid \wi\u > Pr) 
- x(y,„)!"'^l»u(a2m-i,^2, • • •,we)y 
(by Proposition 3.2.4 as y^ G S" \ C/ and \wi\y, > Pr) 
= xu{yma2m-hW2, • • •, we)y (by Corollary 3.2.3) 
= xu{ym-ia2m-2, WQ ..., W()y (by the zigzag equations) 
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= x{ym-i)^'"'^''u{a2m-2, ^2, • • •, m)y (by Corollaxy 3.2.3) 
= x(?/i)l"''l"u(t;i, V2,.-., Vp)y (by Proposition 3.2.4 as yi E S\U and \wi\u > Pr) 
= ,T(2yi)'"'il"u(a],..., W()y (by Proposition 3.2.4 as yi ^ S\U and |ti)i|„ > p^) 
= xu{yiai,W2,..., t(^ f)y (by Corollary 3.2.3) 
= xu(ao, W2,.. •, u)e)y (by the zigzag equations) 
= x f • • • a;^^i;(t;i,•ya, • • •,Vp)yfyf •••yf 
(by Lemma 3.2.1 and as x = x^^:J^ • • • x^'' and y = yfyf • • • y^') 
as required. 
Next, assume inductively that the equahty (59) holds for all Xi^ ^2 , . . . , x^, yi,. • •, j/s, 
wi,W2,...,Wjfc-i 6 5 and wjt, Wfc+i, • • • ,w^ € U. From this we shall prove that the 
equality (59) also holds for ah a;i,2;2,... ,Xr,yi,?/2,. •• ,y.s,w^i,y;2,-•• jf^ fc-bii^ fc ^ S 
and lOfc+i: ^we ^ U. If w^ G U, then the equality (59) follows by the inductive 
hypothesis. So, assume that Wk £ S\U. Let (2) be a zigzag of minimal length m 
over U with value Wk- Now, for any i^i,^2,.. .Vp e U, we have 
a:^ ' • • • a; '^-ii(u;i, 'u;2, • • •, Wfc-i, w^fc, w^ fc+i, • • •, wdvfyf •••yf 
= x't/(u;i, W2,..., Wk-i,yma2m, Wk+u •••, we)y (by the zigzag equations) 
= x(y^)l"''=l"n(u;i,..., w^-i, a2m, Wk+i,.. •, 'U'^ )^  (by Corollary 3.2.3) 
= .T(y„i)'^'*'"v(wi,..., Wp)y (by the inductive hypothesis and Proposition 3.2.4 
as ?/m € 5" \ f/ and \wk\u > Pr) 
= x(ym)l'^*l"?i(ti;i,..., Wk-ua2m-u'Wk+u •••, uk)y (by the inductive hypothesis 
and Proposition 3.2.4 as ym ^ S\U and \wk\u > Pr) 
= xu{wi,.. .,Wk~uyma2m-~uWk+u- • •,we)y (by Corollary 3.2.3) 
= xu{xi,..., Wk-u ym-i02m-2, ^ f^c+1, • • •, vJi)y (by the zigzag equations) 
= x(i/„_i)l'^*l"u(^yi,.. .,Wk-i,a2m~2,Wk+u • • • ,W()y (by Corollary 3.2.3) 
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^ xy^^'^'^uiwi, W2,..., Wk-i, a2, Wk+i,..., Wi)y 
(by the inductive hj^othesis and Proposition 3.2.4 as yi E S\U 
and \wk\u > Pr) 
= xy^^'^^uiwi,..., Wk-u ai,Wk+i,..., Wi)y 
(by the inductive hypothesis as yi e S\U and \wk\u > Pr) 
^ xu(wi,W2,..., Wk-i,yiai,Wk+i,..., we)y (by Corollary 3.2.3) 
= xu(wi,W2,.-.,Wk-i,ao,Wk+i,...,Wi)y (by the zigzag equations) 
= x^^'--- xP/v{vi,V2,..., Vpjyfyf •••yf 
(by the inductive hypothesis and e& x = :!^y3^ • •-x^/ and y = yl^yf • ••yf) 
as required. 
Similarly, we may prove that 
ar?^  • •. xl^v{z,,..., z,)yl' - • • yf = :c?> - •. x^M^,,..., ue)yl^ • • • yf (60) 
for all xi,X2,... ,Xr,yi,y2,••• ,ys,^1,Z2,...,Zp e S andui,U2,...,ue G U. 
Now, using Lemma 3.2.1 and equations (59) and (60), we have 
xf ••• x^'^u(u;i,..., we)yfyf •••yf 
= xv{vi,...,Vp)y 
^ xu{u^,...,Ui)y 
= x?'a;^^•••x^t;(^l,...,^p)yfyr•••y^^ 
(a^ ; x = x{'xf ••• xP'- and y = yfyf • • • yf) 
This completes the proof of Theorem. • 
Proposition 3.2.6: Let [/ be a permutative subsemigroup satisfying a seminormal 
permutation identity of a semigroup S such that Dom{U, S) = 5. Let u and v 
be any words in Wi,W2,..., w^, Z\, Z2,...,Zp {i,p > 1) and wi,W2,...,we {i > 1) 
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respectively such that V z G {1,2,...,^} min{|t(;j|„, |t(;i|t,} > mm{pr,qi}. If U 
satisfies 
x^,'--- xP/u{wu ...,we,zu..., Zp)yf • • • yf - < • • • xl^v{wi,..., w,)yl' • • • yf (61) 
then (61) is also satisfied for all Xi,a;2,... ,Xr,yi,y2, • • • ,ys,Wi,W2j • • • ,W( G S and 
for all 2i,22, • • • ,Zp E U. 
Proof. We shall prove the theorem for the case when mm{pr, 91} = Pn the proof in 
other case follows along similar lines. As U satisfy a seminormaJ identity, by Result 
1.5.5, S aJso satisfy a seminormal identity. We shall show that if U satisfies (61), then 
(61) is also satisfied for all X] , . . . , x^, y i , . . . , t/g, wi,... ,we in S and zi,... ,Zp E U. 
If Xi, . . . , Xr, 2/1,..., ys G S and all of it^i,..., Wi, zi,... ,Zp E U, then (61) holds by 
Lemma 3.2.1. So, assume first that not all of Wi,W2, • • • ,W£ are from U. We prove 
the equality (61) by induction on the number k of arguments wi,...,Wko{ the word 
u in S, afisuming that the remaining arguments Wk+i,... ,We E U. So assume that 
Wi E S and 102,..., if^  are from U. When Wi G U, then (61) is satisfied by Lemma 
3.2.1. So assume that Wi e S\U. Let (2) be a zigzag of minimal length m over U 
with value Wi. Letting x = af^^x^^ • • • x^'' and y = yfyf • • -yj^ we have 
4 ' • • • x^;'-u{wi,W2,.../we,z-i,Z2,...,Zp)yf • • • yf 
= xu{yma2m, W2,..., Wi, 2i, ^2, • • •, Zp)y (by the zigzag equations) 
= a;(2/m)'""''""(a2m, •. •, We, Zi,Z2,..., Zp)y (by Corollary 3.2.3) 
= 3;(t/„)l'^il"v(a2TO, W2,..., Wi)y 
(by Proposition 3.2.4 as y^ E S\U and |u)i|„ > Pr) 
= x{ym)^'"'^''v{a2m-itm, W2,.. •, We)y (by the zigzag equations) 
= x{yJ^^\^{tJ^'\^'v{a2m-i,W2,.. .,W()y (by Corollary 3.2.3) 
= a:(y^)l"'il"(f^)l'^il"'u(c2m_i,... ,wi,zi,..., Zp)y 
(by Proposition 3.2.4 astmE S\U and \wi\v > Pr) 
= x{tm)\'^'^-u{y„,a2m-u- ..,we,zi,..., Zp)y{hy Corollary 3.2.3) 
= x(tr„)l"'i I" u(|/^_ 102^-2, • • •, m, zi,..., Zp)y (by the zigzag equations) 
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= j;(t2)l'"^l'"u(?/ia2, ...,Wi,zu..., Zp)y 
= x(yi)'"^'"(^2)'"'^*''n(a2,... ,Wi,zr,... ,Zp)y (by Corollary 3.2.3) 
= x(j/i)l-il"(<2)l'^'^'"u(a2,...,Wf)y 
(by Proposition 3.2.4 ast2 & S\U and \wi\y > Pr) 
= x(2/i)l«'il"t;(a2*2,. • •, w^ £)?/ (by Corollary 3.2.3) 
= x(yi)l'^i!"i;(ai)ti,..., W()y (by the zigzag equations) 
= x(yi)f^i!"(ii)l'"il"u(ai,.. .,we)y (by Corollary 3.2.3) 
= x(j/,)l-il"(^i)l'"ih/(ai,...,«;,,2i,...,^p)t/ 
(by Proposition 3.2.4 as ti ^ S\U and |w;i|^  > p^) 
= .x(fi)l"'ii''M(yiai,..., Wf, z i , . . . , 2p)y (by Corollary 3.2.3) 
= x(/i)l"''l''«(ao,..., W£, 2:1,..., 2p)y (by the zigzag equations) 
= a;(ii)l"'i'"t;(ao,.. • ,wi)y (by Proposition 3.2.4 astx^ S\U and li^ il^ , > pr) 
— xv{aoti,W2,. •., we)y (by Corollary 3.2.3) 
= 4 ' • • • a:^ f^ (u i^, W2,..., wi)yfyf • • • yf 
(by the zigzag equations and as a: = a^ f^ a:^ ^ • • • x '^' and y = yf yf^  • • • Z/I") 
as required. 
Next, assume inductively that (61) holds for all Xi, X2,..., x^, yi, J/S) • • • ? y* ^ 5 and 
all oi WX,W2T .., Wk-i 6 S, and lo ,^ Wfc+i, • • • "We, Zi,..., Zp e U. Prom this, we shall 
prove that (61) holds for all xi,X2,... ,Xr,yi,y2, • • • ,ys ^ S; wi,W2, • • •, Wk-i, Wk e S 
and Wfc+i,... ,Wi,z-i,... ,Zp E U. If w^ € [/, then the equality (61) follows by the 
inductive hypothesis. So, assume that Wk E S\U. Let (2) be a zigzag of minimum 
length m over U with value Wk. Now, 
x{' ••• x^^ru{wu• • •,Wk-i,Wk,...,Wi,zi,22,...,Zp)yfyf •••yf 
= xu(u;i,..., u;fc_i, yma2m,.. .,we,zi,... ,Zp)y (by the zigzag equations) 
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= a;(y^)l"''=l"M(wi,.. .,Wk-i,a2m, ...,we,Zi,.. .,Zp)y (by CoroUaxy 3.2.3) 
= .T(T/m)''^ *'"'y(^ i5 • • • 5 Wfc-i, fl2m, • • •, u)(:)y (by the inductive hypothesis and 
Proposition 3.2.4 as y^ € 5 \ f/ and \wk\u > Pr) 
= 3;(t/„)l"''^l«u(wi,..., Wk-i,a2m-itm, • • •, 11^ )^?/ (by the zigzag equations) 
= a:(t/^)l'"'^l''(f„jl"'''=l"t;(wi,..., Wk-i,a2m-i, • • •,i«f)y (by Corollary 3.2.3) 
= •2^ (?/m)'"'*'"(^ m)'"'*'"M(w i^, • • •, Wfc-i, a2m-i,. -., Wf, ^ i , . . . , ^p)?/ (by the inductive 
hypothesis and Proposition 3.2.4 astm^ S\U and \wk\v > Pr) 
== x{tm)^'^'>'^"u{wi,..., Wk-i, ymaim-i-, •.. ,w^, Zi,..., Zp)y (by Corollary 3.2.3) 
= x{tm)^'">'^'-'u{wi,..., Wfc-i, |/m-ia2m-2, • • • ,we, Zi,..., Zp)y (by the zigzag equations) 
= :r(f2)''^ '='"«(« i^, • • •, w f^c-i, 2/102, • • •, w;^ , ^i, • • •, Zp)y 
= .x(|/i)i^*=l"(i2)i""''"w,(wi,..., Wfc_i,a2, . . . ,«;£,21, . . . , 2p)y (by Corollary 3.2.3) 
= x(z/i)l'"*l"(t2)'"'*'"f(wi,... ,Wk-i,a2, •. • ,we)y (by the inductive hypothesis and 
Proposition 3.2.4 as t2 E S\U and \wk\v > Pr) 
= a;(yi)l'"*l"'i;(u;i,..., Wk-i,a2t2,. •.,if^)?/ (by Corollary 3.2.3) 
= x{yi)^'^''^''v{wi,...,Wfc_i,aiii,... •,W()y (by the zigzag equations) 
= x(?/i)l'^ '=l"(ti)l"'=l"^-(tyji,..., w;fc-i,ai,.. .,we)y (by Corollary 3.2.3) 
= x(?/i)l""^l«(ti)l^'=l''w,(u;i,..., ?i;fe-i,ai,. ..,we,Zi,..., %)?/(by the inductive 
hypothesis and Proposition 3.2.4 as ti G 5 \ C/ and \wk\v > Pr) 
= a;(/i)l'^'=l''M(i«i,..., Wk-i,yiai,..., ly ,^ z i , . . . , 2;p)y (by Corollary 3.2.3) 
= x(ti)l"''^l"w(i«i,..., Wfe-i, ao, . . . , u;^ , 2 i , . . . , 2p)y (by the zigzag equations) 
= x{ti)^^''^"v(wi,..., Wk-\ ,aQ,..., W()y (by the inductive hypothesis and 
Proposition 3.2.4 o&tiE S\U and \wk\v > Pr) 
= xv[wx,W2,..., tOfe-i, flo^i, • • • 5 ^f)?/ (by Corollary 3.2.3) 
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= x^'x^^--- xP^v{wuW2, ...,Wk,..., Wi)yfyf ---yf 
(by the zigzag equations and as x = o^^j^ • • •x^'' and y = yfyf • • -yl") 
as required. This completes the proof of the proposition. • 
Proposition 3.2.7. Let f/ be a permutative subsemigroup satisfying a semiBormal 
permutation identity of a semigroup S such that Dom{U, S) — S. Let u and v be any 
words in Wi,W2, • • • ,we, Zi,Z2-,... ,Zp {i,p > 1) and 101,102,-.. .we {i > 1) respec-
tively such that for each z G {1,2,.. . ,£} and j G {1,2,.. . ,p}, niin{|u;i|„, \wi\y, \zj\y] > 
min{j5r, gi}. If U satisfies 
x','---xPMwi,...,we,Zu...,z,)yT---yf^x{'---xP/v{un,...,we)yT---yt% (62) 
then so does S. 
Proof, We shall prove the theorem for the case when min{pr, Qi} = Pr, the proof in 
other case follows along similar lines. As U satisfy a seminormal identity, by Result 
1.5.5, 5 also satisfy a seminormal identity. We shall show that if U satisfies (62), then 
so does 5. lixi,...,Xr,yi,...,ys^ 5 and all of xi, 0:2,..., Xr, t / i , . . . , ys,wi, ...,we, 
Zi,... ,Zp E. U, then (62) holds by Lemma 3.2.1, and if all oi Xi,X2,. • • ,Xr,yi,... .,ya-, 
Wi,W2,..., iO£ G 5 and zi, ^2, • • •, -Zp G C/, then (62) holds by Propostition 3.2.6. So 
assume that not all oi zi, Z2, •. •, Zp G U. We prove the equality (62) by induction 
on the number k of arguments Zi,Z2,- ..,Zk oi urn S, assuming that the remaining 
arguments Zk+i, • •• ,Zp G U. First assume that Zi E S and Z2,...-,Zp G U. When 
2i G C/, then (62) is satisfied by Propostition 3.2.6. So assume that Zi e S\U. By 
Result 1.5.1, let (2) be a zigzag of minimal length m over U with value Zi. Letting 
X = x[^X2^ • • • x '^' and y = yfyf • • • y^", we have 
x^i' ••• x^:u{wi ,W2,..., We, zi,Z2,..., Zp)yf • • • yf 
= xu{wi,...,we,yma2m,• • •,Zp)y (by the zigzag equations) 
= a;(y^)l'il«n(u;i, ...,we, 03^ , . . . , Zp)y (by Corollary 3.2.3) 
= x{ym)'^^^'^"v{wi,W2,... ,W£)y (by Propostition 3.2.6 as \zi\u > Pr) 
= x{ym)^'''^"u{wi,... ,Wi,a2m-u • • •,Zp)y (by Propostition 3.2.6 as \zi\u >Pr) 
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= xu{wi ,...,we, ym(i2m~^u • • •, Zp)y (by Corollary 3.2.3) 
= xu{wi, ...,we, ym-ia2m-2, • • •, Zp)y (by the zigzag equations) 
= a;(?/^ _i)'^ ''''w('?A'i, • •.,we, 02^-2, • • -, Zp)y (by Corollary 3.2.3) 
= x(?/m-i)'^''''v(u'i,it;2,.. • ,'Wi)y (by Propostition 3.2.6 as |zi|„ > Pr) 
= x(?/^_i)l^'i"M(it;i,.. .,Wi,a2m-3, • • •,Zp)y (by Propostition 3.2.6 as \zi\y, > Pr) 
= a;(?/i)l'il"u(wi, ...,Wf,,a2,..., Zp)y 
— x{yi)^^'^^'^v{wi,W2, •.. ,Wi)y (by Propostition 3.2.6 as |2i|„ > pr) 
— a^(|/i)'^^'"w(u;i,...,iu£,ai,... ,Zp)y (by Propostition 3.2.6 as \zi\u > pr) 
= xu{wi, ...,wt, yiOi,..., Zp)y (by Corollary 3.2.3) 
— xu{wi,..., W£, ao, . . . , Zp)y (by the zigzag equations) 
= x{'--- xP/v{wi,W2,..., wi)yfyf • • • yf 
(by Propostition 3.2.6 and s& x =^ :i^i x^ • • • x'^'' and y ~ yfyf • • • yf) 
as required. 
Next, assume inductively that (62) holds for all Zk, ^jt+i,... ,ZpeU and Xi,...,Xr, 
yi, 2/2, - • •, ?/.s, Wi,W2, ...,We,Zi,..., Zk-i G S. Prom this we shall prove that (62) 
holds for allxi,..., Xr, | / i , . . . , y.„ lOi,..., iw^ 21 , . . . , 2 -^1,2fc in S and Zk+i, ....ZpinU. 
If Zk G U, then the equality (62) follows by the inductive hypothesis. So, assume 
that Zk & S\U. Let (2) be a zigzag of minimal length m over U with value Zk- Now 
xf • • • xf^u(u;i, u;2,..., u;^ /;i, 22, • • •, Zp)yfyf • • • yf 
-^  xu{wi,..., w;f, 2 i , . . . , Zfc-i, !/ma2m, • • •, ^p)?/ (by the zigzag equations) 
=- x(T/r„)l^*l'"u(zyi,..., u;£, 2 i , . . . , 2jt-i, a2m, • • •, ^p)?/ (by Corollary 3.2.3) 
= x{ymy^''^"v{wi,W2,..., Wijy (by the inductive hypothesis as \zk\u > Pr) 
= x(y^)l^''l"u(i(;i,..., w ,^ 2 i , . . . , Zfc-i, a2r„-i,..., Zp)y 
(by the inductive hypothesis >Pr) 
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= xu{wi, ...,we,zi,..., Zk-i,yma2m-u- • •, Zp)y (by Corollary 3.2.3) 
= xu{wi, ...,we,zi,..., Zk-i,ym-ia2m-2, •••, Zp)y (by the zigzag equations) 
= x(y,„_i)l '^=l"u(K;i, ...,we,zi,..., Zk-i,a2m-2, • • •, Zp)y (by Corollary 3.2.3) 
= x{y.m~iy^''^"-v{w-[,W2,.. •,'Wi)y (by the inductive hypothesis as \zk\u > Pr) 
= a;(?/,^_i)l^*l''if(u;i,... ,wc,zi,..., Zk-u a2m-3, • • • Zp)y 
(by the inductive hypothesis as \zk\u > Pr) 
= a;(yi)l^'=l"u(tx;i,... ,W(,Zi,...,Zk-i,02,...,2p)y 
= a;(|/i)'^ '=''*t)(u;i, 1^ 2, • • •, u;^ )?/ (by the inductive hypothesis as |zfc|„ > pr) 
= x(2/i)l^*l''w(u;i,.... w ,^ 2i,...,Zfc_i, a i , . . . , 2p)y 
(by the inductive hypothesis as \zk\u >Pr) 
= xu{wi, ...,we,zi,,.., Zk-i,yiai,..., Zp)y (by Corollary 3.2.3) 
= xu{wi, ...,Wi,zi,..., Zk-i, ao, . . . , Zp)y (by the zigzag equations) 
= x{'x^ • • • xP/viwi; W2,. • •, Wi)yfyf • • • yf 
(by the inductive hypothesis and d£, x — 3^^ x^^ • • • x^'' and y — yfyf • -yf) 
as required. Thus the proof of the Proposition is completed. • 
Now. combining Propositions 3.2.6 and 3.2.7, we get the following: 
Theorem 3.2.8: All heterotypical identities of the form 
X f • • • xl^u{wi, ...,Wi,Zi,..., Zp)yf .--yf^xl'--- xP;v{wr,..., Wi)yf • • • yf, 
where u and v be any words in iwi,..., iWf, Zi,... ,Zp {£,p > 1) and Wi,..., we{i > 1) 
respectively such that for each i e {I,. ..,i},j E {1,... ,p}, mm{\wi\u, ]wi\v, ]zj\u} > 
min{j9r, 91} are preserved under epis in conjunction with a seminormal identity. 
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CHAPTER 4 
ON HOMOTYPICAL IDENTITIES 
§ 4.1. INTRODUCTION 
In [37], Khan, jointly with Shah obtained some partial results by establishing 
some sufficient conditions for homotypical identities whose both sides contain re-
peated variables and are preserved under epis in conjunction with a seminormal 
identity. In the present chapter, we generalize these results [37,Theorems 2.5, 2.7 
and 3.1]. However, a full determination of all semigroup identities that are preserved 
under epis in conjunction with a seminormal identity remains an open problem. 
In Section 4.2, we consider balanced identities, while Section 4.3 deals with non-
balanced homotypical identities. 
§ 4.2. BALANCED IDENTITIES 
An identity u = v is said to be balanced if jx|„ = |x|^, V a: G C{u)(= C(v)). 
In this se(;tiou, we establish some sufficient conditioiLS for balanced identities to be 
preserved under epis in conjunction with a seminormal identity. 
Lemma 4.2.1: Let C/ be a permutative subsemigroup satisfying a seminormal per-
mutation identity of a semigroup S such that Dom{U, S) = 5. li U satisfies 
4 ' • • • x^/u{zr,..., ze)yr • • • yf = x",'• • • xP/v{zr,..., ze)yr • • • yf (63) 
where u £ind v are any words 'm.z\,Z2-,. •. ^zi, then the identity (63) is also satisfied for 
all xi, X2,..., Xr, 2/1,2/2,..., j/s e 5 and Zi, ^ 2, • • •, zt 6 U, where pi,...,pr, ft,..., q, 
are any positive integers such that Pi <P2 < ••• < Pr~i < Pr', Qs < Qs-i • • • < 92 < 
qi{r,s> 1). 
Proof. Take any semigroups U and S with U a subsemigroup of S such that 
Dom{U,S) = S. Since U satisfies (1), by Result 1.5.5, S also satisfies (1). Now we 
shall show that the identity (63) satisfied by U is also satisfied when xi,X2,. •., Xr, y\, 
y2,---,ys^S and zi,Z2,. ..^z^eU. 
Case {i): First, take any xi,X2,...,Xr £ S and ?/i,?/2,... ,?/s,-2i,^2, • • • -^^ ^ ^ U. 
li xi,X2,-.. iXr e U, then (63) holds trivially. So assume without loss of generality 
that Xi 6 S \U. Let (2) be a zigzag of minimal length m over U with value xi. 
Letting y = yf yf • • • y«', we have 
x{'x^---x^/u{z,,Z2,...,ze)yryr---yr 
= C a l m ^ " • • • xP/u{zuZ2,...,zt)y 
(by the zigzag equations and Result 1.5.13) 
= Vm «2m2 '^ • • • xP/vizi, Z2,. • •, Ze)y 
(as U satisfies (63) ) 
= x'.'x^' • • • xP/v{z,,Z2,. -., z,)yfyf • • • yf 
(by the zigzag equations and Result L5.13 and as y = yfy'2 '"" Vf) 
as required. 
Next, we assume inductively that the result is true for all Xi,... ,Xk-i € S and 
Xk,... ,Xr E U. We shall prove that the result is also true for all Xi^... ,Xk E S and 
Xfc+i,..., Xr 6 [/. Again if Xk £ f/, then the result follows by inductive hypothesis. 
So assume that Xk £ S\ U. Let (2) be a zigzag of minimal length m over U with 
value Xfe. 
Now, we have 
xfx^2'---x^'-u{zi,Z2,...,ze)y 
= x?"4^ • • • xl's.'y'r^^afm^^i • • • ^r^(^i , ^2 , . . . , z,)y 
(by Result 1.5.13 and zigzag equations) 
(by Results 1.5.10 and 1.5.11 for some fei"'^ . . . , 6 ^ e U and yt^ e S\U as 
ym € S\U and a2m = a,2m--itm with tm £ S\U and where w = xf • • • x^^Y) 
= «;i-^'^(-)r^'^ • • • 41 '^"<-<Y • • • ^ r^^i, ^ 2,..., .^)2/ 
(by Result 1.5.11 as y'^\tm e S\U and where t;^-) - bi""^'"'"' •. .ftM/'^-'"'-') 
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(as U satisfies (63)) 
(by Result 1.5.11 and the definition of t'^ " '^) 
(as y^r '^^r '^^. . . 6£ r^ = . / - and ^ == < a - ^ • • • x^l) 
= . < 4 ^ . . • x ^ l Y ^ * < t • • • x^Mz.^z,,...,z,)y 
(by Result 1.5.13 and zigzag equations) 
= < x ^ ^ • • • x?^«(zi, Z2,. •., ^£)2/f 2/1^  • • • yf 
{asy = yl'yf---yf) 
as required. 
Case (ii): Now, we show that (63) is satisfied ior all Xi,... ,Xr,yi,... ,ys G S 
and ^ i , . . . , 2<! G i7. Again, we can assume without loss of generality that yi in S\U. 
Let (2) be a zigzag of minimal length m over U with value yi. Now as the equali-
ties (64) and (65) below follow by Results 1.5.10 and 1.5.11 for some b^ ,. • • ,bi in 
U and t['in S\U as yi,ti e S\U and where w^^''= b2 •••bs "respectively. 
Letting x — x^^X2^ • • •x^'', we have 
x{'4^---xP/u{z,,z2,...,Zi)yTyf'--yT 
= xu{zi, 22,.. . , ze)alHfyf • • • yf 
(by the zigzag equations and Result 1.5.13) 
= xnizuZ2...., z,)afb^^'' • • • bTt?'\f • • • Vf (64) 
= xu{zr,z,,..., zM'^b^^'' • • • bi'^'-w^^H^^^^yf • • • yf (65) 
= x.(.,,.2,...,..)a^r---^r^(^>tr^2"---e 
(as U satisfies (63)) 
— xv[zi,Z2,-.. ,Zi)aQ 02 •••Os ii ?/2 ys 
(by Result 1.5.11 and definition of w'^^^) 
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= xv{zi,Z2,..., Zi)aftfyf • • • y^/ 
(by Result 1.5.11 as 4^ '^'^  •• b P ^ r == tf) 
= x','4^---xPMz^,z2,...,ze)yfyr---yf 
(by the zigzag equations and Result 1.5.13 and as x — x'l^x^ • • • x'^r) 
Next, we assume inductively that the result is true for all j / i , . . . ,yk-i € S and 
Vk-,- • -.Vs ^U. We shall prove that the result is also true for all 2/1,..., yk-i-, yk in S 
and 2/fc+i, • • • ,ys € t^ - Again if t/fc £ U, then the result follows by inductive hy-
pothesis. So assume that yk ^ S\U. Let (2) be a zigzag of minimal length m 
over U with value yk- Now as the equalities (66) and (67) below follow by Results 
1.5.10 and 1.5.11 for some 6 ^ 1 , . . . b^s^ in U and 4^^  G 5 \ [/ as yi,ti G 5 \ f/ and 
where ?; == y^ ^Y '"' Vf^ ^^d by Result 1.5.11 as ao = t/iaj, y\,t\' ^ S\U and where 
^ = o^ .^ i • • • O s respectively, we have 
x\'x^---xPM^uZ2,.^.,Zi)yryf---yf 
= xu{zu 02,.. . , z,)yr • • • ytlalHfyt^l • • • yf 
(by Result 1.5.13 and zigzag equations) 
= xu{z,,Z2,..., z,)yr • • • yt\'al^b^^l'' • • • b^^^^'i^v (66) 
= xu{zu . 2 , . . . , ze)yr • • • y ^ Y ^ C i " " ^ • • • bTw('H^^^''v (67) 
_ ^,,(^ ^ ^ \„qi ,fl>'-^n^kll^) *^=+' /,(1)'%,,(1)/(1)^\, 
(by inductive hypothesis) 
— XV[Zi,Z2,. . . ,Z()y-^ yk~l%'^k+l "» '•l ^ 
(by Result 1.5.11 and the definition of w^^^) 
= xv{zr, 02,.. . , ze)yr • • • vtlalHfyf^l • • • yf 
(by Result 1.5.11 as 4 + / * • • • '^i^ '^"4^^* = ^f and the definition of v) 
= x\^xf • • • x?MzuZ2,..., ze)yryr • • • yt\'yl'yt\' • • • yf 
(by Result 1.5.13 and zigzag equations and as a; — xf xf^  • •. xf ) . 
as required. This completes the proof of the lemma. • 
The following corollary directly follows from Lemma 4.2.1. 
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Corollary 4.2.2: Let t/ be a permutative subsemigroup satisfying a seminormal 
permutation identity of a semigroup S such that Dom{U, S) — S. Let ti,t2,... ,t£ 
be any positive integers. If U satisfies 
where j is any permutation of the set {1,2, . . . , (\ and P\,P2,- •• ,Pr, 9i, 92i • • •, Qs, 
are any positive integers such that Pi < P2 < - • < Pr~i < Pr-, Qs < Qs-i • • • < 92 < 
9i(^! •^  > 1), then the identity (68) is also satisfied for all xi, a;2,. • •, x^, t / i , . . . , y., G S 
and Zi,Z2,. ..,ZCEU. 
Proposition 4.2.3: Let U he a permutative subsemigroup satisfying a seminormal 
permutation identity of a semigroup S such that Dom{U, S) = S. Let u and v be 
any words inwi,...,we. If the identity 
a:f • • • x^^uiwi,..., Wi)yf •••yf=x{'--- XP/V{WU . • •, Wi)yf • • • yf 
holds iox all Xi,... ,Xr,y\, •. • .Vs & S and Wi,... ,W£ in t/. Then the identity 
x^^' ••• xP'-uiwi,..., we)y'^ = x^^' • • • x^'-v{wi,..., W()y'' 
[x^uiwi,..., W()yf • • • yf = x^v{wi,..., Wi)yf • • • yf] 
also holds for all y G S \U, Xi,... ,Xr € S, wy,..., Wc in U and positive integer 
9 > ?i [for a\\ X E S\U, y\,... ,ys & S, wi,... ,Wi\nU and positive integer p > Pr]. 
Proof. We have 
x{^ • • • x^^''u{wi,W2, • •., we)y'^ 
— X?' • • • x^''u{wi,W2. •. •, we)y^^y'^~'^^ 
= x^' • • • xP^u{wuW2,..., W()af • • • afy"^'y''-'J' 
(by Results 1.5.10 and Corollary 1.5.12 for some a i , . . . , Og € [/ and 
y G S'\[/ as Oi = 2i'&i for some 2;i' e S\U, h 6 (7) 
= x^^ • • • x^''u{wi,W2,.. -, i(^ )^af • • • afwy ^y'^"''^ 
(by Corollary 1.5.12 as ai = Zyby for some Zi 6 5\f/, bi e U 
and where w = a|'~'^ • • • af~'^') 
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xf' • • • xf'-v{wi,..., 'Wi)af • • • afwy y'^ ^^  
'91 . o -
oc{' ••• x^^v{wi,..., we)af •••afy y" 111 
(by definition of w) 
= x^' • • • x^/v{wi,..., we)yi^yi-^' 
(by Result 1.5.10 and Corollary 1.5.12 as y«i = af • • • afy"^') 
= x{^ •••x^^v{wu...,we)y'' 
as required. Dual statment may be proved on the similar lines. • 
Theorem 4.2.4: Let (1) be a seminormal identity and let pi,P2, • • • ,Pr, 9i, • • •, 9s 
be any positive integers such that pi < P2 < • • • < Pr-i < Pr', Qs < Qs-i • • • < 92 < 
Q\ {f, s > I) with Pi + . . . + Pr > 9o — 2 and 9i + . . . + g., > /^ o — 2 respectively. Then 
for any integer p > max{pr,9i}, all semigroup identities of the form 
Xi • •-x^ Zi-• • z^yi •••y^ — x-^ -"^r ^ji ^jeVi Vs lO J^ 
where ^ > 3 and j is any permutation of the set {1,2,... , ^} , are preserved under 
epis in conjunction with (1). 
Proof. Take any semigroups U and S with U dense in 5. Assume U. and hence S 
by Result 1.5.5, satisfy the identity (1). We shall show that if U satisfies (69), then 
so does 5. So let zi,Z2,... TZ( ^ S. li Zi,Z2,. •. ,Z£ E U, then the result holds by 
Corollary 4.2.2. 
For (3ase of writing, we introduce some notation; 
Wi{xi,... ,Xr,Zj^,...,zj^,yi,... ,ys) 
— Xj x^ Zj^ Zj^yy y^ 
= ui{xi,... ,Xr,zu...,ze.yi,... ,ys) 
W2{xi,..., Xr, 2 j j , . . . , 2j ,^ yi, • • • ,ys) 
= x',^---x^:zl--z^,yr---yf 
= U2{Xi,...,Xr,Zy,...,Ze,yi,...,y^) 
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and 
Using these definitions, the theorem asserts that 
Wi(a:i,..., Xr, Zj^,..., Zj^,yi, ...,ys) = uj2{xi,... ,Xr,Zj^,... .Zj,,yi,..., y )^ 
or, equivalently, that 
uiixi, ...,Xr,Zi,...,ze,yi,...,ys) = U2ix-i,..., av, z i , . . . , z^ , j / i , . . . , y j 
We will prove the theorem by induction on q, where the elements xi, 0:2,..., x^, ?/i, 
t/2,. -., ys, Zj^,..., Zj^_^ lie in 5 {q> 2) and the remaining elements Zj^,..., Zj^ lie 
in U. 
First for q — 2, that is, when xi, 3:2, • • •»Xr,yi,y2, • •• ,ys, Zji G S and Zj^, • • • ,Zj^ e U, 
we wish to show that (69) holds. When Zj^ G U, (69) holds by Corollary 4.2.2. If, 
on the other hand y^^  e S\U, let (2) be a zigzag of minimal length m over U with 
value Zj^. 
Case(i). ji = 1. Now 
^ 1 . ^PT ^P - ,P , , 9 I „,q, 
= x^' • • • x^'^yl^d^m^^h ' • • -^ £^^ 1^  • • • ^s' (by the zigzag equations and Result 1.5.13) 
= T ? ' • • • rP'-lf^P^llP'-f]^ -rP . . . yP qfl^ . . . oil" 
^J D^  D-»,- ('•ra)P'- (m)^'' (m)P'- p p p oi o 
= ^ • • • a^^y^ '^?/m al ^ •••4 ^ 4m^l • • • zlvl' • • • yf 
(by Results 1.5.10 and 1.5.11 for some aS'"^ ...,ai"'^ £U and y ^ ' G S\U as 
?/m G 5'\l/" and a2m = «2m~-iim with ^^ e 5\C/) 
= X?' • • • xrt/r^'-?/^"^'^u;(™)aS-)'' • •. a[-)"'-af„4 • • • z ^ f • • • y|' (by Result 
1.5.11 as i"^\i„, e 5\f/and where !/;(-) = a f ' " ^ ~ ' ^ • • 4 T " ' ^ " ) 
= X?' • • • xry^^^y^'^^'^^o^-'ai-'^^.. • a [ - ' ' ^ a L 4 • • • ^?yf • • • yf 
(by Corollary 4.2.2) 
— ^l ^r Vm ym " l " r '^2m^2 ^ f i / l Vs 
(by definition of iw "^^ ') 
•P-?,P nP ^P... ^?7/.«l . . . ?/9» 
•^1 ^ r y m " 2 m 2 2 ^ £ ^ 1 t/s 
(by Results 1.5.10 and 1.5.11 as t/P;; = y^'^ ar • ••ar'^) 
= x '^' • • • xP''z{ • • • z'^yl^ • • -yf (by the zigzag equations and Result 1.5.13) 
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as require(i. 
Ccise(ii). 1 < ji < L Now letting k = ji, we have 
(by the zigzag equations and Result 1.5.13) 
Pi » . » - » , (m)P'- {m)P'' (m)P'- p n o , n^ 
- 4^ • • • x^-yp, P--?/^ , ai ' • • • a^  ^ a^^ • • • zj^yf • • • yf 
(by Results 1.5.10 and 1.5.11 for some aj \ . . . 
Vm e 5\t/ and 02^ = a2m-i*m with tm e 5\t/) 
(by Results 1.5.10 and 1.5.11 for some aj'"^ ... ,ai^' ''^ eU and y^^ e S\U as 
= ;r?^  • • • x^^i/^-P^i/^r '^^ w;('")a;'" '^' • • • a|"'^'^aL • • • ^J,yf • • • yf (by Result 1.5.11 
as yt\ tm G S\U and where «;(-) = aj'"^"'""' • • • aj'^f""^"") 
= a;?' • • • xP^24-P'-y^^^''w(™^K;i(af"\..., af"*', 02^, • • • , ^j^, 2/i, • • •, 2/s) 
— OTj • • • X^ (/^/^ y m W^ ' W ' 2 l " l , . - . , Or , a2m) T^JIIVI) ) S/sj 
(by Corollary 4.2.2) 
— ^l ^ r Vm ym •Ui a^ -Or ^1 '^k-l^2mh+l '^tUx Vs 
— •'^l ^r ym ym W a^ Or Z-^ ^k-Vhm-l'^m^k+1 ^^ i / l ifs ' 
where the last equality holds by the zigzag equations and Result 1.5.11 as ym, tm in 
S\U. Now, setting u^""^ = xf' • • • xP'-yP^P^y^m^^^w^"'\, we have 
„J>1 ~Pr yP . . . ;,P ,,9l . . ,,9.1 
— U Ul • Gr Zi ^fc- l"2m~l^m'2fc+l ^^ t/l t/s 
(by Results 1.5.10 and 1.5.11 for some h^^^^,..., 6i'"^  € U and i ^ ' € 5\t/ 
as ?/m and tm 6 5'\f/) 
_ „{m,)„(m)Pi ^ M P r p p p . (m)p L M P (m)P _ . (m)P,{m) ' ' ' , 
(by Results 1.5.10 and 1.5.11 for some 4^\... ,cf^ G f/ and i^ T^  € S\U 
as i"^^ and tt^ G 5\[/; where d - 2^^^ • • • z'^yf • • • yf) 
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_ .Am)Arn)Pi _ MP- p p p Am)p Am)p (m)1^ ^ ( " ' ) ^ ' ' p (m)^ ( ' » ) ' ^ J 
— u tij^ u,r <.^ fe—1 2m—1 fc+1 ' (. 1 ' * "* 
(by Result 1.5.11 as i " ' ^ t^^' G S\U and where e^-' - 0^^^"'"' • • • c^r^""") 
(where w^™^  = e^'^Hi^^'^d) 
— U' " 2 V " l , - - - , w r , -21 , • • • , ^;fc_i,a2TO-l50fc4.i5 • • • , 0 ^ , Cj , . . . , Cs j f ' ' 
— U^ 'Ui[ai ,...,ar , 2 i , . . . , 2 : f c _ i , a 2 m - l , 0 ^ + l , - • • , 0 ^ , C i , - - - , C s jf^ ' 
(by Corollary 4.2.2) 
Now the word u i (^ j , . , . , ^r, ^i, 22, • • •, ^^ , ^'i, • • •, ^ 'J begins with ^f • • • ^^ '•-^ ^ which 
equals ^1^ • • • ^r^'^l- So, the above product in S contains ym"^ '"?/m^2m-i- Thus, using 
Result 1.5.11 and the fact that ?/m«2m-i = ym-\0-2m-2 from the zigzag equations, we 
have 
„pi . . . pr ^p . . . yP , , 9 1 . . . ,,9., 
— W- 'Ui\ai ,...,ar , Z i , . . . , Z f c _ i , a 2 m - l , 0 j ; . ^ l , . . . ,»£ ,Ci ,...,Cs )V^ ' 
= u(-^-%,{a^r'\ • • • ,af-- ' \zx, . . . ,^fe-i ,a2.-2,6^, • • -,b["'\c["'\ . . . , c ^ V ^ " " 
(where u ' - D = x?' • • • a:?^t4?[yt:/^''^aS"^-^)'^~'' • • • ^Tr'^"^""^" and by 
Results 1.5.10 and 1.5.11 for some aS'" ' '^ . . . ,a^~^^ G C/ and y^ _"i^ ^ G 5\(7 
as ym~i and i ^ ' G S'\[/) 
(by Corollary 4.2.2) 
— T^ ' . . . TP-IP-P'-IP'- yP ...yP nP h^'"^^. A ( ™ ) P ^ ( ' ^ ) ' ' ' . . . ^ ( ' " ) ' V ( m ) ^ { m ) ' . 
— ar^ X^ y m - l J / T O - i n ^fc- l" '2m-2"fc+l "£ <^ 1 <-« e Im U 
(by definition of u^''"'~^^ and f ^ '^ )^ 
— 2-1 a.^ i / m - i y m - i n ^ fc - l "2m-2 ' ' f c+ l "£ <-! '^s *'»" " 
(by definition of e^ ™') 
— a~i • - - a ^ r y m - l i / m - 1 ^ 1 ^k-l^2m-2^k+l "e ''^ " 
(by Result 1.5.11 as t^^ ' = c^^^' • • • ci'"''tir^") 
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— 7^1 . . . r^T.p-Vr Pr J> . . . J> f,V fP J 
— Xi Xj. ym-iifm-l^l ^fe-l"2m-2''m" 
(by Result 1.5.11 as i^ = b'-^,^ • • • ^"'^^tlr''') 
— -^ 1 -^ r ym-li/m-1^1^2 ^fe-l"2m~3'-m-l"' 
(by the zigzag equations and Result 1.5.11 as ym-i,tm-i £ S\U) 
Continuing this way, we obtain 
lei**' --'i-t.a 
•^v • ( . 
— ^1 ^r S/m-ls/m-1-2^1^2 ^fe-l"2m-3'>n-l" ^^ v / ^ ^^iCJ ^ 
: - .1^. .. >„,-„ -. -. -^ K 
= x?^  • • • x^/ff^^y^^^'-af^'"- • • • aW'-^f • • • zUa\t\d 
(by Results 1.5.10 and 1.5.11 for some aS^\. . . , a[^ ^ € U and |/i^ ^ € 5\t/ 
as ;i/i,ii eS\U) 
- x?^  • • • xP^yf- '^-yf )'^u;(i)aS'^'^ • • • a^}^""'z{ • • • zl_^a\t\d 
(1) f. ^ c\ rr . . ^ ..V,... .,,(1) _ .(i)^^"^\ .. J i ) ^"--^^-^ (by Result 1.5.11 as y\ , h e S'\C/ and where w'^^^ = aj 
v- i 
u 
(where u^ ^^  = xf^  • • • xP''yf~ '^'|/i ^ '^ ty'^ '^) 
u ( M ' ^ ' ^ • • a^^^'^^r • • zL,a?6iS • • • 6 « ^ t r d 
(by Results 1.5.10 and 1.5.11 for some b'^^l^,... ,?)f^ ' eU and tf^  G 5\[ / 
as ?/f ^ and i^ G S\U) 
u^%r • • • ai'^"^4 • • • ^ L i ^ f C • • • bf^'<^?" • • • ^n'^'^d 
(by Results 1.5.10 and 1.5.11 for some 4^ ' , . . . , d^' e U and if ^ G S\U 
•as y[^^ and if ^ e .5\f^) 
u^%?'' • • • aT4 • • • 4 - x a f C i • • • b?'c?'' • • • d'^'^e^'h^fd 
(by Result 1.5.11 as yi'\ i f ' G 5\[/ and where e^ )^ = c?'"''" • • • ds^"'"' 
(where v^^^ = e^^H'-^^'"d) 
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= ^ . (Maf \ . . . , aP ' , ^ i , . . . , ^ , _ i ,O i , fell,..., 6f \cf ' , . . . , 4 V ^ ) 
= u^^^ui{a,[^\ ..., a[^\ 2 i , . . . , Zk-i,«!, b^klv • • •' ^f\(^?^ • • • > ci^ V^^ -* 
(by Corollary 4.2.2) 
As before, the above product contains the subword if^^'']fl''a\. Thus, using Result 
1.5.11 and the fact that yiCj = OQ from the zigzag equations, we have 
= u(')u,{a['\ • • •, a?\ z i , . . . , z,^u a.^l,^..., bf\ c?,..., ci^V^^' 
= Mi(x i , . . . , X^, 2 i , . . . , 2fe_i, Oo, 4 + P • • • ' ^ 1 ^ \ 4 ^ \ • • • > cl^^)v(^) 
= U2{xi,. ..,Xr,Zi,...,Zk-i,aQ,b)^l^,...,bf\cY\,...,c'^'')v^'^^ (by Corollary 4.2.2) 
= < 4 ^ • • • x ^ . ^ ^ • • • zl_,albii',... b^p'cT • • • cTe^'hf^d 
(as t;(i) = eWt^^'^'d) 
— -f-l -^2 -^r n ' ' 2 ^ f c - l " 0 " i t + l "£ "-l ''S ''1 " 
(by definition of e^ '^) 
(by Results 1.5.10 and 1.5.11 as cj^'^ • • • ci^ '^ 4^^ ^ = 4^ '^') 
— X^ X^ • • • X^ ' ' 2 j22 ' • • ^k-l'^O^ld 
(by Results 1.5.10 and 1.5.11 as b^^l\ • • • fefhj^^'' = t^) 
where the last equality follows by the zigzag equations and Result 1.5.13, and as 
fl ~ ^P . . . z^yli . . . nfls 
This completes the proof in Case(M'). 
Case(M;ii). j i = L Now 
„Pl . . . ™Pr .^ P ^P . . . ^P ,,91 . . . nfls 
Xj X^ ^J1^J2 J£^l ^« 
(by the zigzag equations and Result 1.5.13) 
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,JP\ n , »-n„ (m)?''' (m)P'' (m)P'' p p P (7i n 
= < • • • xP'-yP, P^ y)„ ^ ai ' • • • a ; ' al^z^ • • • zlyf • • • yf 
(by Results 1.5.10 and 1.5.11 for some a^^\ . . . , a^ ""^  e f/ and yt^ e S\U as 
?/m G S'\f7 and a2m = a2m-i^ m with i^ € 5\?7) 
- xf • • • xt2/^-P-i"^^'^z/;(-)ai'"^'' • • • a["^^'^4^4 • • • z^y^ • • • yf (by Result 1.5.11 
as i"^\ t^ e S\U and where w^^^ - aS'"^"^"'' • • • a^Jll''""''") 
= u^^^'w^oi ' , . . . , a ; ',a2m,Zj,,...,Zj^,yu...,ys) 
(where uf"*) = r^ ^ • • • xP^yf^P^yt^^'^'w^"'^) 
= u^'"''u;2(aS'"\..., al'"^ aa™, Zj^,..., Zj^,yi,...,?/,) (by Corollary 4.2.2) 
(m) {'m)P^ (m)P'' p » P P gi o. 
(by the zigzag equations and Result 1.5.11) 
( by Results 1.5.10 and 1.5.11 for some c^^\...,c^r^ EU and tt^ E S\U 
as ym and tm € 5\C/) 
(by Result 1.5.11 as y^, 4"^ e 5\f/ and where e^ '") = cf"'""'" • • • ci'"^"""') 
= u(")a^) '^. . • a^^'-^f • • • zUa\^_^Sr^'' • • • c^^'"^(-) 
(where u '^"' = e("^)i^^^yf • • • yf) 
= ti(™)u2(aS'"\ . . . , a i - \ ^ 1 , . . . , ^,_i, a2^_i, c S - \ . . . , ci'"^^'"^ 
= ^M?/i(aS'"\...,ol'"), 21 , . . . , 2,_i,a2,„_i, cS"^\.. . ,c^V^'Hby Corollary 4.2.2). 
Now the word wi (^j, • • • , fr, - i^, ^2, • • •, -^ ,^ f 1, • • • > f J begins with ^f • • • ^ "^^ Jj which 
equals ^f • • • il''z\. So, the above product in S contains yir^''ym"2m-i- Thus, using 
Result 1.5.11 and the fact that ymQ-im~\ = ?/m-ia2m-2 from the zigzag equations, 
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we have, 
<•••x^^^•••4^/f••• :^/f 
= u^-^-')uMr'\ • • •, o!r~'\ zi,..., zi-ua2m-2. c^r\ • • •, ci'"V^'"^ 
(where u(-^) = x?^  • • • ^ r -yTTeV^ ' aS- -^ ) " -^ ' • • • a^Tr^'"^"" 
and by Results 1.5.10 and 1.5.11 for some al"" ^*,..., a['""^^ G [/ and 
y^^:,'^ e 5\?7 as Vm-i and iL"^ ' e 5\/7) 
— U' 'W2l>ai , - - . , a r , ^ 1 , . . . , ^ / _ i , a 2 m - 2 ) C i , . . . , C , , jf^ •' 
(by Corollary 4.2.2) 
— Xj X^ (/;,j_j<^„j_jZjZ2 -2^-l"2m-2Ci " ' ' Cs 6^  'Im Vi •••1/1 
(by definitions of u^ '"'"^ ^ and u^ "*^ ) 
_ ^ 1 . . . ^ P r , / - P r JV P P . . P p (rn)P (m)P.(m)P 01 „^  
— Xj -^r f/m-li/m-1^1'^2 2 f - l "2m-2 ' ' l '^ s ''"» i/l i/s 
(by definition of e^ "*^ ) 
(by Result 1.5.11 as ^^ = c^^'' • • • c.^^''^"^'') 
= T^' . . . rP^.p-P^oPr P P _ P P fP 91 . . . q, 
where the last equality follows by Result 1.5.11 and the zigzag equations. 
Continuing this way and letting y = yfyf • • -yf, we obtain 
Xj X,. Zj^Zj^ Zj^yi ^2 Vs 
— 7^1 . . . T.Prr,p-Pr„Pr ^ _ P V ±P 
= x?^.--x?^?r^^?/?^^r-.-^,%a?t?y 
= x?^  • • • x^^^fr'-y^^^'-a^ •.. a^ '^^ z^? • • - zl,a^,f,y 
(by Results 1.5.10 and 1.5.11 for some af \ . . . ,af.^ ' G f/ and t/J^ ^ G S\U 
asyi,h ^S\U) 
= x^ '^  • • • xry?-^^yS''"'t/;(^)a;^''^ • • • al'^'^z', • • • zUa\t\y 
(by Result 1.5.11 as yf\ ti e S\[/ and where w^^^ = aS^^ '^ ^' • • •aj.i'i'''' ^ ' ' ' ) 
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(where u^^'' = x^ ^ • • • x^'i^~'^''y\ ' ^^w^^^) 
(b3' Results 1.5.10 and 1.5.11 for some cf',..., ci '^ e U and tj^' e S\U 
as yS '^ and h e 5\f/) 
(by Result 1.5.11 as y^^\t^^^ e S\U and where e^ '^ = 4 ' ' ' ' " ' ' • ••c^P^""") 
= u''^'>U2{a\;\ . . . , ar\ zi,..., zi-i,ai, cf',..., ci^V ^ ^^  
(where v'^' = e'^ r^^  y) 
= u^^hiia'i\ ..., al^\ zi,..., 2,_i, fli, 4^\ . . . , ci'V^^^ (by Corollary 4.2.2). 
As before, the above product in S contains the subword |/f~ '^'?/f'"ap Thus, using 
Result 1.5.11 and the fact that yiUi = AQ from the zigzag equations, we have 
™PI ^ 2 _ Pr^P ^P . . . yP , ,91 , ,92 . . . .,Qs 
(1) W\ (1) 
— U2{xi,..., 3;^ , 2 i , . . . , 2^-1, ao, c^i\ . . . , ci^V^^^(by Corollary 4.2.2) 
= x?'x^^ • • • xP-^^^f • • • z^yj^^"'... c^P"'e^^h^l^% (by definition of v^^^) 
= a;?^4' • • • xP^^^f • • • 2r_ia^cf'"^ • • • c^Ft^^^^y (by definition of e^ )^) 
— Xj X2 Xj. ^^.^2 ^l-i"'0''iy 
(by Results 1.5.10 and 1.5.11 as cf^ '^' • • • c^^^^t[^^^ = f?) 
_ ,^'1 . . „pr ^PyP . . . ;rP rPl/^1 . . . llQ' 
— X]^  Xj. ZyZ^ z^^^Zf^y^ y^ 
where the last equality follows by zigzag equations, Result 1.5.13; and as ji = ^ and 
?/ = yf •••yf-
This is the end of the proof in case(iM) and, thus, of the base g- = 2 of the induction. 
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Next, assume inductively that the result holds when Xi, . . . , Xr, 1/1,..., ?/s, % i , . . . , Zj^_^ 
are in S [q > 2) and Zj^,..., Zj^ € U. Prom this assumption, we shall prove that the 
result also holds when xi,... .Xr,yi,..., y.,, Zj^,..., Zj^_^, Zj^ e S and Zj^_^^,... ,Zj^mU. 
So take any xi,... ,Xr,yi,... ,ys, Zj^, Zj2,..., zj^_,, Zj^ G S and Zj^^^,..., Zj^ G U. As-
sume that Zj^ e S\ U. Let (2) be a zigzag of minimal length m over U with value 
2j^. Put k = jq and t = j^_i. As equahties (70) and (71) below hold by Result 1.5.15 
as 2/m € 5 \ f/ and pi + ... + Pr + 1 > go - I, we have 
Case (1). t = k-l. Now 
Xj x^ ^j^ Zj^yi yg 
- Xj X^ Z-^ ^j,_iym"2m^j,+i ^JtVx Vs 
(by the zigzag equations and Result 1.5.13) 
= ^' • • • xf.^z^^ • • • (%,_,y.o^aL4+: • • • 4yT • • • yr m 
Wi [Xi, . . . , 3^^, 2 j j , . . . , Zj^_21 - ^ j , _ i ? / m i ^^ '27711 %'( ,+i) • • • ) ^jeiVlt • • • 1 Vs) 
= W2\X\, . . . , Xr, Zj^, . . . , Zj^_2, Zjq^iymi (^2nn ^jg+i -i • • • ^ ^jf 2/l ' • • • ' Vs) 
(by the inductive hypothesis) 
= x?^  • • • x^/z\.. • zU{z,^^,ymfal^zl^, • • • .,^yf • • • yf {ast = k-l) 
= x?> •.. x^^z^.. • 4-2<_.?/^«L^^+i • • • 4yf • • • yf (7i) 
9» _ rJ>y . . . rrPr yP . . . yP yP yP ^P . . . yP. fll . . . , , . 
— Xx X^ Z;^ ^k-i^jg-l^k'^k+l ^iHl y. 
(by the zigzag equations and Result 1.5.13) 
= xr?' • • • xj? .^f •. • zUzUzlzl^, •. • z'.yr • • • yf (as 3,^, = A: - 1) 
as required. 
Case (2). t <k-\ and k<i. Now, as above, we have 
™P1 . . . „ P r ^P . . . yP , ,91 . . . , ,9s 
(by the zigzag equations and Result 1.5.13) 
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(by Result 1.5.15 iis ym^ S\U and pi + . •. + Pr + 1 > o^ - 1) 
= Wi[Xi, . . . , Xr, Zjj^, . . . , Zj^_2^ Zjq-iVmi 0'2mi ^jq+x ; • • • > ^jfiUl-i • • • i Us) 
= W2[Xi, . . . ,Xr, Zj^, . . . , Zj^_2, Zj^__j^ym, CL2rm ^jq+n • • • : ^jfiVli • • • JI/S) 
(by the inductive hypothesis) 
— T^^ ...rP'-zP •• • zP 7P zP •••zP 11P nP 7P . . . yP^fl^ . . . ifls (70) 
where the last equaUty holds by the zigzag equations and Result 1.5.13, and the 
equality (72) above follows by Result 1.5.15 as pi 4- . . . + Pr + 1 > fl'o - 1 and 
0-2171 — 0'2m-\tm with tm <^ S\U, as required. 
Case (3). k + l = t. As the equaUty (73) below holds by the inductive hypothesis, 
and equalities (74) and (75) below follow by the zigzag equations and by Result 
1.5.15 as ?/^  € 5 \ f/ and Pi + • • • +Pr + ^ > go - I respectively, we have 
tJ'i . . . T-Pr ^P . . . yP ,,91 . . . „«« 
Xj X,. Zj-^  z•^y•^^ y^ 
— rP^ ...rP^yP . . . yP qiP nP yP . . . yP ift^ . . . 7/9» 
(by the zigzag equations and Result 1.5.13) 
— rP^ . ..rP^yP . . .(-v. q, \PnP . . . yP ifl^ • • • ifl' 
(by Result 1.5.15 as ym^ S\U and Pi + • •.+Pr+ 1 > go~ ^) 
= WiyXi, . . . , Xr, 2 j j ; . . . , Zj^_2i Zj^_iymi "2m) ^jq+ii • • • 7 ^jti Vli • • • ) Us) 
= W2{Xi, . . . , Xr , Z j j , . . . , Zj^_.^,Zj^_^yrm 0,2m, ^jq+n • • • , Zjf.,yi, . . . , yg) (73) 
= 'W2\Xi, . . . ,Xri Zj^, . . . , Zj^_2, Zj^_^yj)i, 02m~l''m) -^jg+i •>••••: Zj^,yi, . . . ,ys) \'^) 
= Xf • • • XP/ZI • . . 4 ' _ i ( f l 2 m - l ^ m ) n ^ i , - i ? / m ) ^ ^ t + l " " " « ' ' " Vf 
= oi'^  • • • xP;zl. • • 4:_iaL-i{tmz,^.,ymyzl, . • • z^yf • • • yf (75) 
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— U2{Xi, . . . ,Xr,Z\, • . . , Zk-.}, a2m-li'tmZjg-iym, Zt+i, . . . , Zi,yi, . . . , y^) 
where the last equality holds by the inductive hypothesis. Since Zj^__^Zj^ is a sub-
word of the word Uj (^ j , . . . , ^ ,^ -^ i, • • •, -z^ i ^'i, • • •, ^a), the above product in S con-
tains {tm'Zjg^yymyc^m-v Thus, usiug dual of Result 1.5.15 as i^ e S \U and 
yf ••• yf e 5^ % and the fact that ymO'2m-i = ym.-iO'2m-2 from the zigzag equations, 
we have 
= Ui(a;i , . . . ,Xr,Zi,Z2, • • • ,Zk-l,a2m-l,tmZjg^iym,Zt+l, . . . , 2£, T/i, . . . , |/s) 
= Ui[Xi, . . . ,Xr, 21,^2; • • • )2:fc_i,a2m-2,^m-2j,_i2/m-l>'2t+l, • • • , ^f, ^ i , . . . , y^) 
= U2{Xu ...,Xr,Zi,..., Zk-i,a2m-2, tm2j ,_ i2 /m-i , 2(+i , . . . , 2: ,^ y i , . . . , y^) (76) 
— r^ l . . . rP'-^P . . . ^P ^P (f ^. J, ^ \P2-P . . . r??,'?! . . . 7;9» 
where the last equality and the equality (76) above follow by Result 1.5.15, as 
ym-i € S\U and pi + . ..+pr + l > go-l, and the inductive hypothesis respectively. 
As equalities (77) and (78) below follow by zigzag equations and Result 1.5.15, as 
ym-i E S\U and pi + ... + Pr + I > go ~ 1, ve have 
„P1 . . . „J>v _P . . . ^P ,,91 . . „9., 
— 7 J " • • • r ^ ' - ? ^ . • • 7-^ ° n^ fP (?• V 1 ) P 7 ^ • • • T-P?/^' • • • ifl' 
= x^ r • • • <-^r • • • 4-A-3C-ii^j.-.ym-ir^f-,i • • • « • • • yf (77) 
= r f • • • xl^zlzl • • • zUal^_,{t^^,z,^_,ym-.,yzl, • • • z\f^ • • • yf. (78) 
Thus, continuing this way, we obtain 
Xj x^ z^^ z^^y^ y^ 
— T^i . .. TP^:.P . . . '/P n^ (f , 7 . 7, APyP . . . yP^fl^ . . . 7;9« 
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— 7^1 . . . r?''- 7^2^ • •• 7^ n^if,7- ?/, ^'Py'P . . . 7^1 fl^ •. • tfl' 
= ?/2(^i, ...,Xr,zi,..., Zk~uai,tiZj^_^yi, zt+u .. • ,ze,yi,... ,ys) 
= ui[xi,... ,Xr,zi,...,Zk--\,aiMzj,_.,y\,ztj,i,... ,ZE,yi,... ,ys) 
(by the inductive hypothesis) 
As before, the word U\{^i, • • •, ^ r, -Si,..., 2 ,^ ^ j , . . . , ,f^ ) contains Zj^_^Zj^ as a subword, 
so the above product in S contains {hZj^^^yiYa^. Thus, using Result 1.5.15 and the 
fact that yiCi = ao from the zigzag equations, we have 
-r-Pi . . . TP"- 7^ . . . 7P ifl^ . • . Ill' Xj X,, Zj^ Zj^yy yg 
= Ui{xi,...,Xr,zi,..., Zk^i, ai,tiZj^_^yi, Zt+i,... ,ze,yi,... ,ys) 
= Ui{xi,...,Xr,zi,Z2,..., Zk-i,ao,tiZj^_^,zt^i,..., zg,yi, ...,ys) 
— U2{xi,... ,Xr,zi,Z2, • • •, Zk-i,ao,tiZj^_^,Zt+i,...,Ze,yi,... ,ys) 
(by the inductive hypothesis) 
— r ^ l . . . rP'- 7P . . . 7P (,P(i, 7 . \PyP . . . yP.,1i . . . .fls 
— Ti • • x^ Zi 2fc-i"on^j,^i z^y^ •••Us 
(by Result 1.5.15 e& h e S \U smd pi + ... + pr + 1 > go - I) 
— r^^ . . .rP^yP . . . 7P 7P7P 7P . . . A ; « l 111' 
(by Result 1.5.13 and the zigzag equations) 
— X] x^ z-y nT-i^ fc'^ fc+m+i •^eVi Vs v^ s jq_i—rj, 
as required. 
Case (4). k + 1 <t and t < t As the equahty (79) below follows by Result 1.5.15 
because Vm ^ S\U and pi-\ 1- Pr + 1 > 50 - !> we have 
(by the zigzag equations and Result 1.5.13) 
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— Wi(Xi, . . . ,Xr,Zjj^, . . . , Zj^_2, Zj^_^ym, a2rm -^j,+i 5 • • • •> ^jdJl-i • • • iVs) 
~ W2[X\^ . . . , X r , 2 j j , . . . , 2:j^_2! ^jq-iVm-, (^2m, ^jq+\i • • • 1 ^JITVIT • • ^ys) 
(by the inductive hypothesis) 
— r ^ i . . . r P - - ? ^ - . • 7^ rt^ •^ P . . • 7^ ('y. 11 \P?P •7'Pifl^ .ifl" 
— -fJ" • • • r P ' - ^ ^ - • • 7^ o ^ /P 7^ . . . •yP (7. 11 WyP . . y^tfl^ . ifl' 
— Xj X^ Zi ^ f e - l " 2 m - l ' ' m ^ f e + l '^t-l\^3q^\Vm) Z^^^-•-Z^y-^ • • • Vg , 
where the last equahty holds by the zigzag equations and Result 1.5.15 as tm is 
in S \U and Pi 4- • • • + p^ + 1 > 5o - 1- As the equality (80) below holds by 
Results 1.5.10 and 1.5.15 for some b^^^\,... ,b^^\^_^_^^ e U and d ? ' G 5 \ [/, as 
tme S\U and letting z = zf^y • • • z^yf ---yf and u;f' = i?^ 2fc+i • • • Zt--i{zj^_^,yk) 
where i,k E {1,2, . . . , m}, we have 
Xi x^ Zj^ z-^y-y y^ 
— rP^ . . .rP^yP . . . 7P f,P iP 7P • • • 7P (7- If )P7 
— rjPT^ ...^PrJP ...fjP h("')P...h('^)P f{m)p^P ._ P / Xp /OQN 
— X^ X^ Zj "2m- l ' ^ fe+l "k+{t~k-lr"^ ^fe+1 h-n'^Jq-iym) Z {OVJ 
= r ? ' . . . r P ' - 2 ^ • • • o S Z)^"*'^ • • • Z)^'"'^ f^/Z^'^lP^^ • • • 2^9/^1 • • • ?;«•' ("811 
— Xj Xj. Zi " 2 m - l " A : + l "fe+((-fc_i)l<^m j H+l ^(.Vl iJs \°^) 
(by the definition of z) 
= U2\Xx,. . . , Xr , 2 l , . . . , a 2 m - l , Ofc^_i, . . . , 6^ / ( j_ fc_ i ) , Wm , . . . , 2^, ^ / l , . . . , jf/J 
= Mi(a;i,..., Xr, 2 i , . . . , a2m-i, o^+i, • • •, Ofc+(i_fc_i), w^m ' , . . . , 2;^  2/1,..., 2/sj, 
where the last equality holds by the inductive hypothesis and the equality (81) holds 
by Result 1.5.15, as ym E S\U and pi H l-p^ + l >go — 'i-. Also equaHties (82), 
(83) and (84) foUow respectively by the inductive hypothesis, by Result 1.5.15 as 
ym-i S S \U and pi + • • • + Pr + 1 > Qo - I, and by Results 1.5.10 and 1.5.15 
contains Zj^^^Zj^ as a subword, (t^ 2A:+I • • •2);-i(2j,-i2/m))Mm-i is contained in 
the above product in S. Thus, using Result 1.5.15 and the fact that 2/ma2m-i = 
ym-\a-2m-2 from the zigzag equations, , we have 
^ 1 ™Pr ~P , _ yP ,,91 . . . ^fls 
= M i ( X i , . . . , XV, 2:1, . . . , a2m-l, Ofc+i, • • • , 0;i .+(t-fc-i); ^ m , . . . , 2 ^ ?/l, . • - , ys) 
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= Ui{xi ,...,Xr,Zi,..., a2m-2, ^ S , • • • , fti+(t_fe_i), w'^m ^ ' , • • • , ^f, ^ 1 , • • • , y . ) 
- U2{Xu ...,Xr,Zu..., a2m-2, 4 + 1 ' ' • • > 4 + ( t - f c - l ) ' " ^ ^ ~ ^ ' ' . . . , ^£, ?/l, . . . , ?/,) ( 8 2 ) 
(where y = yl'••• yf) 
- Xj X^ Z^ " 2 m ~ 2 % + l 0^^^^_•^_^^l^n ^k+l ^-iK^Jg-iym-l) ' ' ' ZeVlO'S) 
(by definition of Wm ~ ) 
= a:?' •. • .r^ .^^ ^ • • • zl,a'2m-2t?n4+i • •" ^ f-iC .^^ -.J/m-O '^^ f+i • • • ^^ 2/ (84) 
— T^K. . . rP'-yP. . . 7P nP fP 7P ...TP ("• 7; \PrP 7P1, 
where the last equahty holds by the zigzag equations and Result 1.5.15. 
Continuing this way, we obtain 
x-j x^ z^^Zj^ -Zj^y^ y^ 
= r^^ . . . rP'-z^ . . . 7 ^ 0 ^ t^ 7^ • • • 7^ C?- ?; , IP7P • • . yPi, 
Xj x^ ^ j ^ f e - l " 2 m - 3 ' ' m - l ^ f e + l n - U ^ J < , - i i / m - U n + 1 ^ ^ j / 
- r ? ' . . . r P ' - z ^ • • • 7^ rt^fP?^ .•.7'P (?• vAPyP • • • 7P11 
— Xi X^ ^ j ^ f e - l " l ' ' l ^ f c + l ^ t - l l^^Jg- iS / l J ^ t + 1 ^£5/ 
= r?^  •. • xfzf... zUalb^ll • •.C-fe-i)4'^\\i • • • zU{z,^_.y^r• • • 4y m 
— Xj x^  Zj f^c-l^ l^ fe+l fjt+(t_fc-i)V"^ l i ^^i/' 
where the last equality follows by Result 1.5.15 as j / i € 5 \ t / and pi + . . . +Pr + 1 > 
9^o — 1 aiid the equahty (85) above follows by Results 1.5.10 and 1.5.15 for some 
4+1, • • •, 4+(t-fe-i) i» f^  and t^^^ e 5 \ t/, as ti e S'\[/ and pi + . . . +7^ ^ + 1 > 5o - 1-
Therefore, 
7f .-Pl . . T-Pr 7P 7P . . -,P ,,91 . . . „9 
jTj x ^ ^h n je^'i- ^s 
- X^L • • •3^r ^1 • • •^fc- lOlOfc+l Ofe+( t - f e - l ) l ^ l J ^ t + 1 ^ ^ y 
= U2(xi,..., x^, z i , . . . , ^fc-1, ai, 6fc+i,..., bfc+(f-fc-i)' ^1 , • • •) ^«' ?/i' • • •' y«) 
(by definition of y) 
= ui(xi,...,a;r,^i,---,2/^-1,01,4+1,•••.4+(t-fc-i)'^i^ ,. . . ,2;£,yi,.. . ,y.), 
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where the last equahty holds by the inductive hypothesis, and the equality (86) 
below holds by the inductive hypothesis and Result 1.5.15 as, 4 6 S \U and 
q\ + • • • + Qs + l > ho - 1 respectively. Also equalities (87), (88) and (89) below 
follow respectively by the inductive hypothesis, Corollary 1.5.12 as, t^' £ S\U and 
q, + ... + q, + l>ho-l;mdss t['^ G 5 \ a and b^l, = y^ j^+i with y^^l, e S\U 
and c^ i^ e U, and by the zigzag equations and Result 1.5.13 respectively. As before, 
the word Ui(4i, • • . , ^ ^ ^ i , . . . , 2^,^i,...,^^) contains Zj^_^Zj^ as a subword, the above 
product in S contains {zj^_^yiYa\. Thus, using Result 1.5.15 as tf ^ G 5 \ f/ and 
qi+.. .+(7s+l > /io~l and the fact that j/iai — ag from the zigzag equations, we have 
= ui{xi,... ,Xr, zi,..., Zk-uttub^i^l^,... ,b]^l^^_^_^yw'^\..., Zi,yi,... ,ys) 
— •Ul(Xi , . . . ,Xr,Zi,. . . , 2 : f c_ i , ao , fefc+i, • • . ,&fe+(<_fc_i j , / , • • • , -2^,2/1, •••,ys) 
(by definition of w\ and where / — t\ Zfc+i • • • Zt-iZj _J 
U2(xi,..., x^, 2 i , . . . , 2fc-i, oo, ^L+1' • • •' Kl{i-k-iyf-' • • •. 2f, y i , . . . , ?/«) (86) 
- ^Pl . . . ^Pr yP . . . yP nPh^^^P . . . h^^^P ''^^^'^fc+1 ' ' - -Of. 
(by definition of / ) 
— rP^ T '- '^K- '  K- '^ C/  7 7. , -^  • )P • • • 7^1 fl^ • . • ifl 
- r^^ ...rP-^P ••• 7^ n^h^^^^ • • • h''^^^ fWPyP . . . ^P ^P . . . yP^.li . . . , , 9 . (QJ) 
= x^- • • • xr ^ ? • • • zi,ar,zi,... zr_,.t.^ r-M • • • « • • • vr m 
= x^ '^  • • • x^/z{ • • • zl.zlzl^,... .zUzl_, • • • zlyf • • • yf (89) 
_ ^n _ pr^P , . . ^P ^P^P . . . ^P ^P^P . . . P.Qi . . . , ,g , C„„ „• , _ +^ 
as required. 
Case (5). fc + 1 < i and t :== 1 
The proof in this case may be obtained by modiiying the proof of Case (4) in the 
following way: 
Letting a = Xi,...,x^ and 6 — j/ i , . . . ,y^ 
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(a) Replace the word zf^^- • • z^ by 1; 
(b) Replace 
(a, z i , . . . , Zk-u a2c-i,bk+v • • • > b^l^^_f^_^^,tS^hk+i • • • Zt-i{zj^^,y,), Zt+i, ...,zi,h) 
by 
(a , 2 i , 22, • • • , 2fc_.i, 02C-1, fefc+i, • . . , fejl'i, 4^'2fc+i • • • Zt^i[Zj^_,yc),h) 
for all c = 1,2,... ,m; 
(c) Replace 
(a, Z] , . . . , 2fc_i, a2c-2, fefcti' • • • >^i+(t-fe-i)'*i''^ fc+i • • • ^t-i(^j,-iyc-i), •••,Z(.,b) 
by 
(a, z i , . . . , Zfc_i,a2c-2,&lti' • • •'bf^vtfzk^i • • • z^_i(zj^_j?/c-i), &) 
for all c = 1,2,..., m; and yo by 1 when c is 1. 
Thus, the proof of the theorem is completed. • 
The following theorem extends the class of homotypical identities that are pre-
served under epis in conjunction with a seminormal identity. 
Theorem 4.2.5: Let u and v be any words in the variables zy, Z2, • • • •, Zi such 
that \zi\u = \zi\i, for all 'i = 1,2,..., 1 Then all semigroup identities of the form 
x?^  • • • xl^u[z,,...,ze)yT---yf = ^^ • • • xf w(zi,...,z,)yf • • • yf {i > 3) (90) 
are preserved under epis in conjunction with (1). 
Proof. Take any semigroups U and S with [/ as a subsemigroup of S such that 
U is dense in S. Let U satisfy( 1) and (90). As U satisfies (1), by Result L5.5, S 
also satisfies (1). Now we shall prove that the identity (90) satisfied by U is also 
satisfied by S. Suppose that Xi,X2,... ,Xr,yi,y2,-••, Vs, ^i, Z2,.-.,Z( e S. If all of 
Zi,Z2,..., 2f are in U, then. (90) is satisfied by Lemma 4.2.1. So we assume that not 
all of zi, Z2,...,ze, are from U. Suppose that Zj e S\ [/, for some j G {1,2, . . . , i}. 
By Result 1.5.1, Zj = x'b = x'b'y' for some x',y' eS\U and b,b' eU with b = b'y'. 
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Now, as equalities (91) and (92) below hold respectively by Result 1.5.15 as y' e S\U 
and pi H \-Pr > Po - 1, and by Result 1.5.15 ais x' e S\U, qi-\ hg^ > /lo - 1 
together with the fact that \zi\u = \zi\jj for all i = 1,2,... ,£, we have 
= af^'x^ • • • xP/u{zi, Z2,..., Zj-i,x'Vy', Zj+i,..., Z()yfyf •••yf 
= :r;^ ^xf • • • xl^{x'p\^^u{z,, z^,..., z,^,,b'y', z,+,,..., ze)y',^yf • • • yf (91) 
- a:?>:rf •. • xl^{x'p\^^v{zuZ2,..., z,.,,b'y', z,+i, . . . , z,)yl^yf • • • yf (92) 
= < . x f • • • x^/v{z,, Z2,..., Zj-i,x'\ly', 2,+i,. . . , z^)yf yf • • • yf (93) 
= xf^4^ • • • xP^f (2i, 22, • • •, ^ i - 1 , ^ j , ^i+i, • • •, 2:f)yf y f • • • yf, 
where the equality (93) above follows by Result 1.5.15 as y' G S\U and piH Vpr > 
g-o — 1, as required. D 
Corollary 4.2.6: Let (1) be any seminormal identity. Then all semigroup identities 
of the form 
,T7 • • • xl^z\^ • • • 2;^yf • • • yf = 4^ • • • xf^2,/^i • • • ^,/^-.yf • • • yf {i > 3), 
where j is any permutation of the set {1,2, . . . , £} and ii, ^2, ••-,*£> 1, are preserved 
under epis in conjunction with (1). 
§ 4.3. NON-BALANCED IDENTITIES 
A homotypical identity u = v\d, said to be non-balanced if \x\u 7^  |:r|^, for some 
X € C(u)(= C{v)). In this section, we establish some sufficient conditions for non-
balanced identities to be preserved under epis in conjunction with a seminormal 
identity. 
Theorem 4.3.1: All semigroup identities of the form 
x?^  •.. xl^u{z^,..., ze)yT • • • yf = x?^  • • • x^M^y,..., ze)yT • • • yf (£ > 3), (94) 
where u and vhe any words in the variables Zi,Z2,...,Z(: such that min {\zi\ 
min {pr, qi} for all i in {1,2, . . . , £}, are preserved under epis in conjunction with a 
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seminormal identity. 
The following lemmas, where U and 5 be any semigroups such that U is dense 
in 5, will be required to complete the proof of Theorem 4.3.1; bracketed clauses 
yield the dual statements. 
In the following, S^ will denote the semigroup obtained from the semigroup S 
by adjoining an identity, if necessary; while the length of a word u, denoted by £(«), 
is defined as the sum of the occurrences of all the variables appearing in u. 
Lemma 4.3.2([37, Lemma 2.7.1]): Let (1) be any seminormal identity, and let u, v 
and w be any words in the variables Xi,X2,... ,Xk {k >2) such that i{u) > go — I 
and i{v) > ho - 1. Take any ai,a2, . . . ,ak ^ U and 1^ 1,^ 25 •. • , 4 ^ 5'^ If for each i 
such that ti € 5, a, = yibi [a^  = bii/i] for some yi E S\U and 6j 6 5 (i = 1,2,..., A;), 
then for any choice di,d2,...,dk for the variables Xi,X2,...,xjt in 5" respectively 
u{d)w{aiti,a2t2,.. •,at.tk)v{d) = u{d)w{ai,a2,...,ak)w{ti,t2,...,h)v{d) 
[u{d)iD{tiax,t2a2,... ,tkak)v{d) = u{d)w{ti,t2,... ,tk)w{ai,a2,.. .,ak)v{d)], 
where d= (Ji,c?2, • • • , 4 ) -
Lemma 4.3.3([37, Lemma 2.7.2]): Let (1) be any seminormal identity and let 
u, V, w and w' be any words in the variables xi,X2,... ,Xk: such that i{w) >go — l, 
i{w') > ho — 1. Take any di,d2,... ,dk in S for the variables Xi,X2,... ,Xk respec-
tively. Let Xj G C{v) [xj e C(u)] be such that dj E S\U for some 1 < j < k. 
Then 
w{d)u{d)v{d)w'id) = w{d)v{d)u{d)w'{d), 
where d — ((ii, ^2 , . . . , 4 ) . 
Lemma 4.3.4([37, Lemma 2.7.3]): Let (1) be any seminormal identity and let u, v 
and w be any words in the variables Xi,X2,...,Xk {k >2) such that i{u) > go ~ I 
and i{w) > ho - I. Take any d i ,d2 , . . . , 4 in S for the variables xi,X2,...,Xk 
respectively. If Xj G C{v), for some l<j<k,he such that dj E S\ U, then 
u{d)v{d)w{d) = u{d){djp^^v{d')w{d) 
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in 5^ (in fact the two products are equal in 5), where d = {d\,d-2,... ,dk) and 
d = {di,d2,---,dj-i,l,djj^i,...,dk), for all di,d2,...,dk E S (thus the product 
v{d') is obtained from the product v{d) by ommitting all the occurences of the ele-
ment dj). 
Proof of Theorem 4.3.1. Take any semigroups U and S with U dense in S, and 
assume that U satisfies (1) and (94). As U satisfies (1), by Result 1.5.5, S also 
satisfies (1). Now, we show that the identity (94) is also satisfied by S. 
We shall prove the theorem in the case when PT > qi, so \zi\u > Qi and \zi\y> qi 
hold for all z; the proof when q-[ > Pr follows by dual arguments on similar lines. 
So, tfike any di,d2,-•• ,d( e S. If some di G U, there is a zigzag in S^ over U 
with value dj, namely, di = dj • I = I • dj • I = 1 • di. And if dj G S\U, then there is 
a zigzag over U in 5, hence in S^. Thus di,d2,... ,di all have zigzags over U in S^ 
of some common length [33, Lemma 4.2], say 
(J-i — "O ''1 ' "O ~ j / l " l ) 
,,(')(•«) _ « W (i) f(i) _ (i)^{') n < ?• < / 1 < A- < TTJ - IV 
a. 2m -I'-m — "2m' ym"2m —"»i l^^J 
where aj'' € [/(i = 1,2,... ,£; j = 0 ,1 , . . . ,2m) and 4 ' \ yf^  G 5^ for i - 1,2,... ,£ 
and g* = 1,2,..., m. Further, for each d^  € 5 \ t/, we may assume that 4 and yq 
are m S\U from the proof of [33, Lemma 4.2]. 
Let z — [zi,Z2,...,Zi). With this notation, as in [33], identity (94) becomes 
xf 'xr • • • xl^u{z)vfyf •••yf=xl'xf--- x^/v{~z)yryl^ • • • yf. 
Also, let 
d = (di,d2,.. . ,df); 
«fe = (ol^\4^\---)of ') (fc = 0, l , . . . ,2m); 
k = {tl^\tf\...,t?) {q = l,2,...,m); 
y, = iyi'\y?\---,y?) (g = i,2,...,m). 
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We now wish to show that 
< • • • xPMd)yT • • • yf -^i'---x^Md)vT • • • yf-
By [33, Lenima 4.3], d e 5 ^ is in the dominion of f/M in {S^f\ where TW, for 
any semigroup T and for any integer 7 > 2, denotes the cartesian product of the 
7-copies of T. In fact, d has a zigzag over t/M in (5^)'^'of length m as follows: 
d == oo^i, ao = yidi] 
yka2k == yk+\d2k+\, a,2k-iik = a2fc4+i (1 < A; < m - 1, 1 < z < m - 1); 
0'27n-ltm == 0,2m, ymO'2m = d] (96) 
where at e f/'^ ' (i = 0 , 1 , . . . , 2m) and %, f, e (S^f^ {q=l,2,..., m). 
So suppose that Xi,...,Xr,yi,..., ys, di,... ,d( ^ S. If all rf, that occur in the 
word u are in U, then, by Lemma 4.2.1, 
< • • • xf «(d)yf • • • yf = xf • • • xP/v{d)yf • • • yf, 
as required. Hence, we may assume that there exists at least one dj {1 < j < £), 
say, such that dj e S\ U. Then t\^\yi^^ £ 5 \ C/ for alH = 1,2,..., m. Letting 
X = xf'xj^ • • • x^'' and y = yf yf • • • yf, we have 
X?' • • • xf «(d)yf • • • yf 
= x«(ao^i)y(from equations (96)) 
= xu{dQ)u{ii)y (by Lemma 4.3.2) 
= xu{ao){t^fy'i^"u{i!^)y (by Lemma 4.3.4 as '^/^  eS\U) 
= xu(ao)(iS^^)'^ '^"w(?i)y (by Proposition 4.2.3 as \zj\u > qi and ^^ '^  ^ S\U) 
= xv{yidi)u{ii)y 
(by equations (96) and Result 1.5.14 as t^p eS\U) 
— xv{yi)v{di)u{ii)y (by dual of Lemma 4.3.2 as y^  e S\U) 
— xv{di)v{y-i)u{ii)y (by Lemma 4.3.3 as y^  e S\U) 
= xv{di){y[^^)\^^^^v{y[)u{ii)y (by Lemma 4.3.4 as yf ^ eS\U) 
= xu{di)(y'f^p^''viy[)u{h)y 
(by Proposition 4.2.3 as |2j|t, > qi and y^  £ S\U) 
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= xu{ai)v{yi)u{ii)y (by Lemma 4.3.4 as y[^' e S\U) 
= xv{yi)u{aiii)y (by Lemmas 4.3.2 and 4.3.3 ) 
= xv{yi)u{a2i2)y (from equations (96)). 
Continuing in this way, we obtain 
xf • • • xf t.(J)t/f • • • yf 
= xv{yi)u{a2i2)y 
= Xv{ym-l)u{a2m-2im)y 
= xv{y,ri-i)u{d2m-2)u{im)y (by Lemma 4.3.2) 
= xu{a2m~2)v{yni-i)u{im)y (by Lemma 4.3.3 as y^'_i eS\U) 
= xu{a2m-2){yliliP^''v{y^_^)u{im)y (by Lemma 4.3.4 as y^-i ^S\U) 
= xv{a2n^^2)iyliliy'^^"v{y^^^)u{im)y 
(by Proposition 4.2.3 as |2j|^ > ^i and yjj_^ e S\U) 
= xv{a2m-2)v{ym-i)u{im)y (by Lemma 4.3.4) 
= xv{ym-i)v{a2m-2)u{im)y (by Lemma 4.3.3 astli^ eS\U) 
= xv{ym-ia2m-2)u{im)y (by the dual of Lemma 4.3.2) 
= xv{yma2ni~i)u{im)y (ffom equations (96)) 
= xv{ym)v{a2m-i)u{'im.)y (by the dual of Lemma 4.3.2) 
= ocv{a2m-i)v{ym)u{im)y (by Lemma4.3.3 as yli^ £ S\U) 
= xv{a2m-i){ymp^"v{yju{im)y (by Lemma 4.3.4 asyli^ eS\U) 
= Xu{a2m-l){ymP^''v{yJu{im)y 
(by Proposition 4.2.3 as \zj\y > qi and yli' e S\ U) 
= xu{a2m-i)viym)uiim)y (by Lemma 4.3.4) 
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= xv{ym)u{a2m~iim)y (by Lemmas 4.3.2 and 4.3.3 as ym E S\U) 
= ^v{ym)u{a2m}y (from equations (96)) 
= xu{a2m)v{ym)y (by Lemma 4.3.3 as yli E S\U) 
= xu{a2m){ymP^"v{yJy (by Lemma 4.3.4 asyii^ eS\U) 
= xv{a2m){ym)^^'^''v{y^)y 
(by Proposition 4.2.3 as \zj\y > qi and yli e S\ U) 
= xv{a2m)v{ym)y (by Lemma 4.3.4) 
= xv{ym)v{a2m)y (by Lemma 4.3.3 as yli' E S\U) 
— xv{yma2m)y (by the dual of Lemma 4.3.2) 
= xl'---xP/v{d)yf---yj^ 
where the last inequality follows from equations (96), and as x = x^^ • • • X'P" and 
y = yf • • -yf- This completes the proof of the theorem. • 
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